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Introduction

Welcome to ICNLSP 2019, the third edition of the International Conference on Natural Language and
Speech Processing, held on September 12th, 13th 2019, and hosted at the univeristy of Trento in Italy.

ICNLSP is an opportunity and a forum for researchers and students to exchange ideas and discuss research
and trends in the field of Natural Language Processing and Speech Processing.

The 46 papers submitted to ICNLSP 2019 have been reviewed by 3 reviewers. The program committee
decided to accept 20 of them with an acceptance rate of 43 %. The papers will be presented orally. They
cover various topics dealing with both speech and text: building resources, text summarization, spoken
language understanding, etc.

The program includes also two keynotes. The first one, entitled "Detecting the fake news before they were
even written", will be presented by Dr. Preslav Nakov from Qatar Computing Research Institute (QCRI),
Qatar. The second keynote "One world - seven thousand languages" will be presented by Prof. Fausto
Giunchiglia from University of Trento, Italy.

The conference is preceded by the workshop on NLP Solutions for Under Resourced Languages (NSURL).
The workshop is intended as a forum for solving NLP problems for low-resourced languages.

We would like to acknowledge the support provided by University of Trento and DataScientia. We would
like also to express our gratitude to the organizing and the program committees for the hard and valuable
contributions.

We hope that ICNLSP 2019 will be highly positive scientific event. We wish a happy time for all the
participants.

Mourad Abbas, and Abed Alhakim Freihat

Trento, September 2019
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Invited Talks

Detecting the "Fake News" before they were even written
Preslav Nakov

Given the recent proliferation of disinformation online, there has been also growing research interest in
automatically debunking rumors, false claims, and "fake news". A number of fact-checking initiatives
have been launched so far, both manual and automatic, but the whole enterprise remains in a state of
crisis: by the time a claim is finally fact-checked, it could have reached millions of users, and the harm
caused could hardly be undone. An arguably more promising direction is to focus on fact-checking entire
news outlets, which can be done in advance. Then, we could fact-check the news before they were even
written: by checking how trustworthy the outlets that published them are.

We will show how we do this in the Tanbih news aggregator (http://www.tanbih.org/), which
makes users aware of what they are reading. In particular, we develop media profiles that show the
general factuality of reporting, the degree of propagandistic content, hyper-partisanship, leading political
ideology, general frame of reporting, stance with respect to various claims and topics, as well as audience
reach and audience bias in social media.

One world - seven thousand languages
Fausto Giunchiglia

We present a large scale multilingual lexical resource, the Universal Knowledge Core (UKC), which is
organized like a Wordnet with, however, a major design difference. In the UKC, the meaning of words is
represented not only with synsets, but also using language independent concepts which cluster together
the synsets which, in different languages, codify the same meaning. In the UKC, it is concepts and not
synsets, as it is the case in the Wordnets, which are connected in a semantic network. The use of language
independent concepts allows for the native integrability, analysis and use of any number of languages,
with important applications in, e.g., multilingual language processing, reasoning (as needed, for instance,
in data and knowledge integration) and image understanding.
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Abstract

Social bots are autonomous entities that gen-
erate a significant amount of social media con-
tent. The content being created can be harm-
less or even contain beneficial information. On
the other hand, it may target a certain audi-
ence to influence opinions, often politically
motivated, or to promote individuals to ap-
pear more popular than they really are. In this
work we present a simple method for bot de-
tection on Twitter platform relying on user ac-
tivity fingerprint, complemented with a set of
well-known statistical diversity measures. We
demonstrate the benefits of the method on two
datasets used in a couple of previous studies
by various researchers.

1 Introduction

Automated user (bot) is a program that emulates
a real person’s behavior on social media. A bot
can operate based on a simple set of behavioral
instructions, such as tweeting, retweeting, “lik-
ing” posts, or following other users. In general,
there are two types of bots based on their purpose:
non-malicious and malicious. The non-malicious
bots are transparent, with no intent of mimick-
ing real Twitter users. Often, they share moti-
vational quotes or images, tweet news headlines
and other useful information, or help companies
to respond to users. On the other hand, malicious
ones may generate spam, try to access private ac-
count information, trick users into following them
or subscribing to scams, suppress or enhance po-
litical opinions, create trending hashtags for finan-
cial gain, support political candidates during elec-
tions (Bessi and Ferrara, 2016), or create offensive
material to troll users. Additionally, some influ-
encers may use bots to boost their audience size.

At first, automated users sharing random bits
of information across Twitter may not seem like
a threat, but bots can potentially jeopardize online

user security. Bots on social media platforms gen-
erate spam content and degrade overall user expe-
rience. With the growth of social networks and
their influence in news and information sharing,
bots have become a serious threat to democracies.
The “foreign actors” use bots to share politically
polarizing content in the form of fake news in or-
der to increase its influence or intentionally pro-
mote certain people and their agenda. Counter-
measures are needed to combat these coordinated
influence campaigns. Bots are constantly evolv-
ing and adapting their behaviour to mimic real
users. Nevertheless, many of these bots are coor-
dinated (Chavoshi et al., 2016), which means that
they can show similar behaviour. This character-
istic can be used to develop models for bot detec-
tion.

We explore bot detection techniques using
users’ temporal behaviour. Additionally, we apply
a set of statistical diversity measures to describe
how diverse the user behaviour is over extended
period of time. Using datasets from two differ-
ent researchers (Cresci et al., 2016; Varol et al.,
2017) we examine if automated accounts have
less diverse behaviour than genuine user accounts
and if these measures can help in detecting au-
tomated behaviour without diving into language-
specific analyses. Second, we explore if the way
the dataset is collected affects the ability of the
measures to capture the difference between bot
and human accounts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Related work is discussed in Section 2. Dataset
used in the study is described in Section 3. Sec-
tion 4 describes method we used to extract and
encode features in the form of digital fingerprint.
In Section 5 we describe a set of statistical diver-
sity measures used for user fingerprint profiling.
In Section 6 we present experimental setup. Sec-
tion 7 is dedicated to the discussion of the results.
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Finally, in Section 8 we give the conclusions and
briefly discuss about future work.

2 Related Work

One of the most prominent tasks in recent social
media analysis is detection of automated user ac-
counts (bots). Research on this topic is very ac-
tive (Messias et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014; Gi-
lani et al., 2016), because bots pose a big threat
if they’re intentionally steered to target important
events across the globe, such as political elec-
tions (Bessi and Ferrara, 2016; Varol et al., 2017;
Howard et al., 2018; Guess et al., 2019; Stella
et al., 2018; Hjouji et al., 2018). Paper by (Mes-
sias et al., 2013) explore strategies how bot can
interact with real users to increase their influence.
They show that a simple strategy can trick influ-
ence scoring systems. BotOrNot (Davis et al.,
2016) is openly accessible solution available as
API for the machine learning system for bot de-
tection. Authors (Davis et al., 2016; Varol et al.,
2017) show that the system is accurate in detect-
ing social bots. Authors (Shu et al., 2018) ex-
plore methods for fake news detection on social
media, which is closely related to the problem of
automated accounts. They state that the perfor-
mance of detecting fake news only from content
in general doesn’t show good results, and they
suggest to use user social interactions as auxil-
iary information to improve the detection. Fer-
rara et al. (Ferrara et al., 2016) use extensive set of
features (tweet timing, tweet interaction network,
content, language, sentiment) to detect the online
campaigning as early as possible. Another recent
work on bot detection by Cresci et al. (Cresci et al.,
2016) is based on DNA inspired fingerprinting of
temporal user behaviour. They define a vocabu-
lary Bn, where n is the dimension. An element
represents a label for a tweet. User activity is
represented as a sequence of tweets labels. They
found that bots share longer common substrings
(LCSs) than regular users. The point where LCS
has the biggest difference is used as a cut-off value
to separate bots from genuine users. Framework
by Ahmed et al. (Ahmed and Abulaish, 2013) for
bot detection uses the Euclidean distance between
feature vectors to build a similarity graph of the
accounts. After the graph is built, they perform
clustering and community detection algorithms to
identify groups of similar accounts in the graph.

Bot problem on social media platforms inspired

Total Genuine Bots
Original 2,573 1,747 826
Used in study 2,115 1,421 694

Table 1: Varol 2017 dataset.

Users Tweets
Genuine 3,474 8,377,522
Spambots #1 991 1,610,176
Spambots #2 3,457 428,542
Spambots #3 464 1,418,626
Total 8,386 11,834,866

Table 2: Cresci 2017 dataset.

many competitions and evaluation campaigns such
as DARPA (Subrahmanian et al., 2016) and PAN1.

3 Datasets

3.1 Varol dataset

The dataset used in this study is made available
by Varol et al. (Varol et al., 2017) on the web-
site2. The dataset, in the original study consisting
of 3,000 user accounts was manually annotated by
four volunteers. At the time of download of the la-
beled user ids, the dataset consisted of 2,573 anno-
tated samples. However, when we crawled the bot
accounts, some of the users were banned or had
protected profile. The final dataset in this study
consists of 2,115 accounts. In Table 1 is shown
how many accounts were lost per class.

The dataset was crawled on January 5th, 2019
and it contains 5,261,940 tweets. Number of
tweets per user ranges from 20 to 3,250 (we fil-
tered out accounts that have fewer than 20 tweets).
Data imbalance is evident in the original annotated
dataset, as well as the reduced one.

3.2 Cresci dataset

The dataset was obtained from Cresci et al. (Cresci
et al., 2017) in the form that was used in the orig-
inal study. The Twitter dataset constitutes of the
real-world data used in our experiments. Table 2
reports the number of accounts and tweets they
feature. According to the study (Cresci et al.,
2017) the genuine accounts are a random sample
of genuine (human-operated) accounts. The social

1https://pan.webis.de/publications.html
2https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/bot-

repository/datasets.html
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spambots 1 dataset was crawled from Twitter dur-
ing the Mayoral election in Rome 2014. Spam-
bots 2 dataset is a group of bots who spent sev-
eral months promoting a specific hashtag. Spam-
bots 3 group advertised products on sale on Ama-
zon.com. The deceitful activity was carried out by
spamming URLs pointing to the advertised prod-
ucts.

4 Digital fingerprint of user online
behaviour

DNA sequences have been exploited in different
areas such as forensics, anthropology, biomedical
science and similar. Cresci (Cresci et al., 2016)
used the idea of DNA coding to describe social
media user behaviour in temporal dimension. The
same idea was used in this study, with a slightly
modified way of coding. We define a set of codes
An with length n = 6. The meaning of each code
is given in (1).

An =





0, plain
8, retweet
16, reply
1, has hastags
2, has mentions
4, has URLs

(1)

Vocabulary, given the code set A, consists of
3 ∗ 23 = 24 unique characters. Each character,
which describes a tweet is constructed by adding
up codes for tweet features. First three codes de-
scribe the type of the tweet (retweet, reply, or
plain) and the rest describe content of the tweet.
For example, if a tweet is neither retweet nor re-
ply, it is plain (with the code = 0). If the tweet
contains hashtags, then code = code + 1, If the
same tweet contains URLs, then code = code+4.
Final tweet code is 5. We transform it to a charac-
ter label by using ASCII table character indexes:
ASCII tbl[65 + 5] = F . The number of tweets
with attributes encoded with characters determines
the length of the sequence. The sequence, in our
case, is simply the length of a user timeline, that is,
actions in chronological order with the appropriate
character encoding.

The example of a user fingerprint generated
from their timeline looks like:
fpuser = (ACBCASSCCAFFADADF...)

4.1 Fingerprint segmentation using n-gram
technique

To calculate data statistics, we extracted n-grams
of different length (we conducted the experiments
with n=1,2,3 length combinations). Fig. 1 shows
the example on 3-gram extraction of sample user
fingerprint. N-gram segments are used to calculate

Figure 1: 3-gram extraction example from user finger-
print.

richness and diversity measures, which may unveil
the difference between genuine user and bot online
behaviour.

5 Statistical Measures for Text Richness
and Diversity

Statistical measures for diversity have long his-
tory and wide area of application (Tweedie and
Baayen, 1998). The most prominent use is in eco-
logical domain (Morris et al., 2014) for measur-
ing biodiversity. Diversity measures for a natural
language texts are used in stylometry and author-
ship attribution (Stamatatos, 2009). As text statis-
tics they are defined as computational measures
that converge to a value for a certain amount of
text and remain invariant for any larger size. Be-
cause such a measure exhibits the same value for
any size of text larger than a certain amount, its
value could be considered as a text characteristic.
The intuition for using diversity measures in this
work is that measures should show the differences
between the observed classes. In the next couple
of paragraphs we briefly describe which measures
are used in this study. The following notation is
used: N is the total number of words in a text,
V (N) is the number of distinct words, V (m,N)
is the number of words appearing m times in the
text, and mmax is the largest frequency of a word.

5.1 Yule’s K Index
Yule’s original intention for K use is for author
attribution task, assuming that it would differ for
texts written by different authors.

K = C
S2 − S1

S2
1

= C
[
− 1

N
+

mmax∑

m=1

V (m,N)(
m

N
)2
]
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To simplify, S1 = N =
∑

m V (m,N), and
S2 =

∑
mm2V (m,N). C is a constant originally

determined by Yule, and it is 104.

5.2 Shannon’s H Index
The Shannon’s diversity index (H) is a measure
that is commonly used to characterize species di-
versity in a community. Shannon’s index accounts
for both abundance and evenness of the species
present. The proportion of species i relative to the
total number of species (pi) is calculated, and then
multiplied by the natural logarithm of this propor-
tion (ln(pi)). The resulting product is summed
across species, and multiplied by -1.

H = −
V (N)∑

i=1

piln(pi)

V (N) is the number of distinct species.

5.3 Simpson’s D Index
Simpson’s diversity index (D) is a mathematical
measure that characterizes species diversity in a
community. The proportion of species i relative
to the total number of species (pi) is calculated
and squared. The squared proportions for all the
species are summed, and the reciprocal is taken.

D =
1

∑V (N)
i=1 p2i

5.4 Honoré’s R Statistic
Honoré (Honoré, 1979) proposed a measure which
assumes that the ratio of hapax legomena V (1, N)
is constant with respect to the logarithm of the text
size:

R = 100
log(N)

1− V (1,N)
V (N)

5.5 Sichel’s S Statistic
Sichel (Sichel, 1975) observed that the ratio of ha-
pax dis legomena (number of n-grams that occur
once in a sample) V (2, N) to the vocabulary size
is roughly constant across a wide range of sample
sizes.

S =
V (2, N)

N
We use this measure to express the constancy of

n-gram hapax dis legomena (number of n-grams
that occur twice in a sample) which we show to be
distinct for genuine and bot accounts.

On the Fig. 3 we show the comparison of den-
sity plots of all measures of bot accounts versus
genuine users.

6 Experiments

6.1 Data Visualizations
For visualizing the datasets in 2d space we used
t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008), an enhanced
method based on stochastic neighbour embedding.
Fig. 2 shows the visualisations. Features used for
the visualization are same as for the classifiers (di-
versity measures of fingerprint n-grams, in this
case combination n=1,2,3). Varol dataset (the fig-
ure on the left (a)) appears to have more confusion
between genuine and bot samples, but the separa-
tion is still visible. The right hand figure (b) shows
Cresci dataset where we coloured separately three
types of spambots and the genuine accounts. It is
interesting to notice that three types of bots appear
to be distinct groups in the feature space. The rea-
son for this is likely the way how the dataset was
collected. Each spambot group was collected sep-
arately around a specific event in relatively short
period of time. For the opposite reason, Varol
dataset is a collection of accounts that may or may
not be connected by the same background event or
topic.

Figure 2: t-SNE representation: (a) Varol dataset and
(b) Cresci dataset.

Feature extraction consists of user behaviour
fingerprint generation, n-gram segmentation
(where n is 1, 2 and 3), and finally, diversity
measures calculation on n-gram population per
sample. Fig. 3 illustrates the density differences of
each measure for all n-grams. Top row consisting
of 5 diagrams shows the values for Varol dataset,
while bottom row refers to Cresci dataset. The
figure shows that the selected measures uncover
the difference between automated and genuine
users. In the bottom row, Shannon’s and Simp-
son’s indices were able to capture the differences
between bot networks (spambot 1, spambot 2 and
spambot 3), besides the difference from genuine
accounts. The last two measures mentioned in
Section 5, Honoré’s and Sichel’s measures, as

4



already mentioned, were originally developed for
natural language text constancy measure. Both
of them try to measure features that naturally
occur in texts - hapax legomena and hapax dis
legomena. The differences are not as prominent as
for Shannon and Simpson indices. Furthermore,
the feature importance discussed later will show
that these two measures (Shannon and Simpson)
contribute most to the classifier.

6.2 Classifiers

We conducted the experiments with five differ-
ent algorithms: Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes, Support
Vector Machines, Logistic regression, K Nearest
Neighbours and two ensemble methods – Random
Forest and Gradient Boosting. The implementa-
tion was done using scikit-learn machine learning
package in python. For hyper-parameter tuning we
used grid search cross validation method for every
classifier. Extensive grid search didn’t show sig-
nificant improvement for the classifiers from using
the default parameters provided in the library. The
only improvement was observed with SVM clas-
sifier, where we found that it performed best with
the polynomial kernel of 4th degree. We applied
all classifiers on different number of n-grams (1-
3), where combinations were: 1, 1+2, and 1+2+3.
We run three experiments on all classifiers. The
first is 10-fold cross validation on Cresci dataset,
second is 10-fold cross validation on Varol dataset,
and third is the experiment on classifiers with en-
tire Cresci dataset training and entire Varol dataset
validation. With the first and second experiments
the aim was to explore how important it is for a
dataset to be collected in a shorter time frame ver-
sus extended period of time, which is the case with
the observed datasets. The third experiment is de-
signed to test if the dataset with better results can
improve the performance of the second dataset.

7 Results and Discussion

In Table 3 we report the results of the experiments
using the F1 measure. The values represent aver-
age of 10-fold validation scores. First, we analyze
the use of statistical diversity of n-grams as fea-
tures for the set of different classifiers and the ef-
fect of increasing the n-gram order on the perfor-
mance of the models. Training the Random For-
est classifier on n-grams shows an increase in the
performance for both datasets. However, the in-
crease is slight with the increase of number of n-

Feat. Classif. C’17 V’17 V’17.v2*

1-
gr

am

GB 0.9518 0.7229 0.6852
SVM 0.9554 0.6920 0.7398

LR 0.9494 0.6800 0.7080
KNN 0.9552 0.6644 0.7053

RF 0.9574 0.6919 0.7179

1+
2-

gr
am

GB 0.9578 0.7255 0.7278
SVM 0.9651 0.7101 0.7242

LR 0.9583 0.7044 0.7225
KNN 0.9643 0.6989 0.7264

RF 0.9643 0.7140 0.7138

1+
2+

3-
gr

am

GB 0.9514 0.6866 0.6855
SVM 0.9587 0.7119 0.7131

LR 0.9608 0.6939 0.7260
KNN 0.9633 0.7057 0.7232

RF 0.9667 0.7306 0.7311

Table 3: 10-fold validation on datasets, F1 measure
shown. *V’17.v2 results are using entire Varol dataset
as test for Cresci trained classifiers. (C’17 - Cresci
dataset, V’17 - varol dataset)

grams from 1 to 3. Random Forest classifier has
the best performance with the F1 average 0.9667
for experiment 1, and 0.7306 for the experiment 2.
Second, we can observe the dramatic difference in
performance between two datasets. In the data vi-
sualizations (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) the data separation
in Varol dataset is somewhat worse than in Cresci
dataset, and this is reflected in the classifiers’ per-
formance. Our argument is that this is due to a dif-
ferent data collection techniques. As mentioned
earlier, Cresci dataset was collected around spe-
cific events and using keywords, so the users, es-
pecially bots have correlated behaviour. On the
other hand, Varol dataset was collected (directly
from Twitter, given the provided labeled ids) two
years after the first study performed by the orig-
inal researcher (Varol et al., 2017). The differ-
ences between human and bot accounts are less
distinguished, but still show significant difference
according to the diversity measures. In our third
experiment, we used entire Cresci dataset to train
the models (we used best parameters from experi-
ment 1 for each model setup) and tested it on entire
Varol dataset. The results obtained were very sim-
ilar to the ones in experiment 2, and we did not
gain much of an improvement. Best classifier per-
formance was obtained with SVM, and unigram
feature setting reaching average F1 0.7398.

On Fig. 4 we show a pruned estimator from
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Figure 3: Diversity measures distributions for Varol (a) (top row) and Cresci (b) (bottom row) datasets.

Random Forest classifier trained on Cresci dataset
with diversity measures on unigrams. The most
influential feature for this classifier is Simpson’s
diversity measure (root). The separation between
bot and human is on 2.79 value. The accounts
which have less or equal the value are more likely
to be bots. Other measures, such as Shannon on
the second level, separate accounts further. To
note, this is pruned classifier with maximum depth
of 3, while in the Table 3 we did not have depth
constraint. This classifier has average F1 measure
of 0.9548 (+/- 0.0508) using 10-fold validation.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we conducted a set of experiments to
find a simple, yet effective bot detection method
on Twitter social media platform. We show that
it is possible to detect automated users by us-
ing a fingerprint of user behaviour and a set of
statistical measures that describe different aspects
of that behaviour. The measures describe “con-
stancy” or “diversity” of the pattern. The hypothe-
sis was that the automated users show lower diver-
sity, and tend to use smaller set of types of mes-
sages over extended period of time. Through vi-
sual analysis, discussion and classification results

we showed that assumption did hold under our ex-
perimental setup. Additionally, we conducted the
experiments on two different datasets used earlier
in the research community to examine if the time-
span of user behaviour has impact on the ability
to detect bots. We showed that the dataset which
was collected focused around specific topics and
shorter time-span generally performed better than
the dataset where users diverge. The strength of
this approach lies in the fact that it is language in-
dependent.

The main drawback of our approach is that a
classifier needs at least 20 tweets per user to gen-
erate a fingerprint. The number 20 was empirically
picked based on our experiments (keeping the fin-
gerprints shorter than 20 worsened the results of
all classifiers). Another point is that social bots
evolve over time, and they tend to be more dif-
ficult to identify with established machine learn-
ing methods. Bot creators can take advantage of
the present ML knowledge and enhance their al-
gorithms, so they stay longer undetected.

And last, to further verify our results and per-
form more thorough study, we plan to apply our
approach to more datasets such as Russian trolls
dataset collected around 2016 US presidential
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Figure 4: Example decision tree estimator from Random Forest classifier. Cresci dataset.

elections (Boatwright et al., 2018). Next, we plan
to develop an unsupervised method for bot detec-
tion on the same set of features using clustering
techniques.
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Abstract

The IndoWordNet is an Indian language lexi-
cal resource. The project started with Hindi
WordNet, which was manually built from var-
ious resources with the preference for culture-
specific synsets. Other languages were added
later. The development approach used in In-
doWordNet is very similar to that used in
Princeton WordNet (PWN). PWN is a seman-
tic network where English synsets are nodes,
and semantic relations are edges connecting
them. Due to the popularity of PWN, In-
doWordNet also connected Hindi and English
languages through direct (synonymy) and hy-
pernymy linkages between their synsets. Due
to the diversity of the languages, these link-
ages generate three types of mappings between
IndoWordNet and PWN which generate the
misalignment. This paper proposes to align
the IndoWordNet with PWN using a large
scale lexical-semantic resource called Univer-
sal Knowledge Core (UKC), which forms a
semantic network where nodes are language-
independent concepts. In the UKC semantic re-
lations connect concepts and not synsets.

1 Introduction
Studies are in progress to make language resource
development process cheap and quick, but even
now, the process demands considerable resources
and expert support. The generation of a lan-
guage resource is influenced by many factors such
as large global speaker population, high economic
power, or high political interests (Stüker, 2009).
As a result the majority of languages are under-
resourced (Besacier et al., 2014). Even in 2019,
if we use google translator for one of the offi-
cial Indian languages, Malayalam, we can notice
how a few words remain unrecognized (Figure 1).
Consider the sample Malayalam sentence: “രാമു
ച ി കഴി ില(Ramu chammanthy kazhikkilla),
translated as “Ramu will not eat”. Here, “Cham-
manthy” is an Indian dish, and the translator has

Figure 1: Missing term in translator

failed to find an appropriate translation for this
word. A language resource that allows culture-
specific words should have the missing term in the
target translation.
Back in 2006, the joint efforts of differ-

ent universities and research groups across In-
dia made it possible to develop the IndoWord-
Net(Bhattacharyya, 2010) - the first wordnet for In-
dian languages. IndoWordNet was developed to
capture the cultures of India in length and breadth
by including 18 languages out of 22 official lan-
guages(Bhattacharyya et al., 2010). Hindi Word-
Net(Narayan et al., 2002)developed at IIT Bombay,
India was used as the source wordnet for IndoWord-
Net. Other WordNets in IndoWordNet were ex-
tended from Hindi WordNet with culture-specific
and language-specific synsets. In this paper, we use
the notation “IndoWordNet” to refer to the project
and notation “IWN” to refer to on the Hindi Word-
Net. The IndoWordNet team followed Princeton
WordNet(PWN)(Fellbaum, 2012) principles at a
minimum level during the development.
The IndoWordNet team also focused on the

translation(Chakrabarti and Bhattacharyya, 2004)
across Indian languages and English and they iden-
tified the challenges for linking Hindi with En-
glish(Saraswati et al., 2010). Based on this, In-
doWordNet team proposed direct (synonymy) and
hypernymy linkages. These types of linkages even-
tually cause different types of associations between
the synsets of IWN and PWN. Our challenge is to
align IWN with PWN. This could allow to generate
automatic dictionary across terms and also highlight
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the diversity among languages (Giunchiglia et al.,
2017).
Our approach involves the usage of a large scale

lexical-semantic resource called Universal Knowl-
edge Core (UKC)(Tawfik et al., 2014). UKC forms
a semantic network of language-independent con-
cepts, which are linked with semantic relations. In
our approach, we group the IWN synsets into three
groups. We process each group of synsets in such a
way to make them in a single group where one IWN
synset has a concept in UKC.We have aligned IWN
with PWN and find around 20K new concepts for
PWN. Also, we identified around 3K synsets from
IWN, which have no hypernym relations with other
synsets.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section

II briefly describes IWN, PWN, and other multilin-
gual resources like EuroWordNet, Global WordNet
Grid and UKC. Section III describes the issues in
the mapping of IWN with PWN. The detailed de-
scription of our approach is provided in section IV.
In section V, the results obtained from the project
are given. Finally, our conclusions and directions
for future work are presented in section VI.

2 Background

Many multilingual wordnets such as EuroWord-
Net (Vossen, 1998), MultiWordNet (Pianta et al.,
2002), and Global WordNet Grid (Pease et al.,
2008) have been built based on PWN. EuroWord-
Net (EWN) languages are linked to a list of un-
structured English word meaning. EWN has word-
nets with the same structure as PWN. By translat-
ing words from PWN, MultiWordNet is adapted to
the hierarchical structure of PWN and concepts of
western culture. Global WordNet Grid combines
wordnets and connects them to an ontology that con-
tains core concepts of PWN like “person”. Hence,
concepts from many languages are defined using
English in Global WordNet Grid aligned with the
ontology of PWN, and in this paper, we focus on
wordnet from India generated based on Hindi.
India is very diverse in many ways: religion, cul-

tures, languages, etc. As many as 880 languages
are spoken in India, and 22 official languages are
adopted by different states and union territories.
Hindi is one of the official languages of India. Hindi
belongs to the Indo-Aryan language family, a sub
group of Indo-European language family. Hindi,
like any language, is enriched with concepts that are
cultural manifestations. These concepts are avail-

able as lexical items in Hindi but may not be avail-
able in other languages. For example, the case of
kinship terms in English. Figure 2 shows the eight
words used for “cousin” based on maternal and pa-
ternal relationships.

Figure 2: “Cousin” in English and Hindi

A project to develop a linked lexical knowledge
base of Indian languages from Indo-Aryan, Dravid-
ian and Sino-Tibetan language families is known
as IndoWordNet. It was coordinated by IIT Bom-
bay, India with the assistance of research groups
from different parts of India. Universities in var-
ious parts of India were responsible for the devel-
opment of each language wordnet. Other languages
were translated fromHindiWordNet to generate the
IndoWordNet’s respective wordnets. Synsets are
linked by relations such as hypernymy or meronymy
or troponymy. The same synset identifier main-
tained across the languages. IndoWordNet were
used in the following projects conducted at In-
dia: Indian Language to Indian Language Machine
Translation (ILILMT), Cross-Lingual Information
Access (CLIA) and Indian language sentiment anal-
ysis (Dash et al., 2017).
One of the challenges of IndoWordNet team

was the term translation from the Indian languages
to English (Chakrabarti and Bhattacharyya, 2004).
The study (Saraswati et al., 2010) lists the chal-
lenges faced when linking IWN and English synsets.
The work proposed two types of linkages for con-
necting IndoWordNet synsets with English synsets:
direct and hypernymy. The direct linkage oc-
curs if synsets from IWN have synonyms in En-
glish and hypernymy linkages occur if synsets from
IWN have no equivalents in English WordNet but
only are general synsets. Possible areas of hy-
pernymy linkages can be: kinship relations, mu-
sical instruments, kitchen utensils, tools, species
and grains(Saraswati et al., 2010). Hence we can
argue that PWN and IWN have different hierar-
chy between synsets. Figure 3 shows that in the
PWN, the word “chair” has parent “seat” and “seat”
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has parent “furniture”. In IWN, “chair” has four
parents,“artifact”,“thing”,“being” and “seat”. And
“seat” does not have “furniture” as a parent but “ar-
tifact”,“thing”, and “being” as parents.

Figure 3: Ontology in PWN and IWN

Two methods are usually used to develop word-
nets: merge (Snow et al., 2007) and expansion
(Balkova et al., 2004). The merge approach uses
the available language resources such as corpora,
dictionary, or wordnet to create unique language-
dependent wordnet. The merge approach relies en-
tirely on language experts, and the resources being
available. Also, the resultant wordnet from merge
approach will have concepts that do not exist in
PWN. For example, Dutch WordNet from EWN.
The expansion approach translates a set of synsets
from wordnet into a target language. The expan-
sion has the advantage of extending semantic rela-
tions of the source wordnet and the disadvantage of
being biased towards the source wordnet with less
consideration towards finding the target wordnet’s
novel concepts. This means that the wordnet result-
ing from expansion approach has extensive cover-
age of concepts from the PWN, if PWN is used for
translation. One such example is the SpanishWord-
Net from EWN.
Here we follow a third, somewhat different ap-

proach. We take two available wordnets, namely
PWN and IWN, and we align them using the UKC
so that the synsets in IWN and PWNwhich have the
same meaning are put in correspondence. Hence
our approach avoids the biasing towards any lan-
guage, especially English, and hence finding the
missing concepts is less hard than EWN. Also, our
approach belongs on top of the previous approaches
since we use existing wordnets, and saves time by
not to focus on generating wordnet.
The UKC is also a multilingual lexical database

based on the WordNet principles, but in the UKC
the meaning is represented using lexical concepts.
The UKC considers a concept as a mental repre-

sentation of what is perceive. As such it is lan-
guage independent(Giunchiglia et al., 2018). The
UKC has been designed in such a way that there
is no bias towards any language and culture which
makes the UKC extendable and open. UKC con-
tains the lexicons and lexico-semantic relations for
338 languages, containing 1,717,735 words and
2,512,704 language-specific word meanings along
with 107,196 lexical concepts excluding named en-
tities (Batsuren et al., 2019).
UKC has two components: Language Core (LC)

and Concept Core (CC). In LC, each synset is as-
sociated with one language and at least one word
within that language. The synsets are linked with
concepts, satisfying the condition that each synset
is linked with only one concept. CC is a seman-
tic network where nodes are language-independent
concepts. Each concept has a unique id which dif-
ferentiates it from any other concept. The CC has
a set of semantic relations between the nodes that
relate the meanings of the concepts.
In addition to this, UKC also handles the lexi-

calized missing concept known as lexical gaps for a
language by adding a new concept for that language
along with a gloss. This gloss considers a local lan-
guage description of the missing synset. UKC han-
dles the languages independently and is capable of
performing language similarity and diversity stud-
ies(Giunchiglia et al., 2017). UKC was used as the
core source for finding cross-lingual evidence in a
multilingual task (Batsuren et al., 2019). The stud-
ies (Bella et al., 2017) and (Bella et al., 2016) ex-
plain some applications of UKC. Figure 4 shows
how the synsets of English and Italian are concepts
aligned in UKC. LC has the vocabularies for the
concepts “chair”, “seat” and “furniture” in English
and Italian languages.

3 Problem Definition

Indian languages and English derive from differ-
ent cultures and show language specific phenomena
such as complex predicate structure(Chakrabarti
et al., 2007). The linkages between IWN and En-
glish mentioned above cause three types of map-
pings between the IWN and PWN synsets: one to
one mapping, many to one mapping, and one to zero
mapping.
In this paper, we take mapping in the sense of

“adding an equivalence relation for each synset in
IWN to the closest synset in PWN”. Such types
of mappings vary upon the languages. For exam-
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Figure 4: UKC conceptual mappings between English
and Italian

ple, the study in (Cristea et al., 2004) highlights the
alignment problems between PWN and the Roma-
nian wordnet. Let us consider the three groups of
mapping we have identified,

• One to one mapping:
A synset from IWN has a corresponding synset
in PWN and these synsets has one meaning. In
Figure 5, the gloss from IWN “ जसने जन्म न
लया हो ” (jisne janm na liya ho) which means
“Who didn’t born yet” has one correspond-
ing synset “[unborn]” in PWN. Such type of
synsets are those common in both cultures, like
“chair”.

Figure 5: Example for one to one mapping

• Many to one mapping:
Many synsets from IWN has a corresponding
single synset in PWN that has the same mean-
ing. In Figure 6, the glosses “वह स्थान जो पिव-
तर् माना जाता हो ” (vah sthan joh pavitrh mana
jatha ho) and “देव स्थान या पुण्य स्थान ” (dev
sthan ya puny sthan) which mean “A place
which is sacred ” and “A place which is holy

or divine ” respectively, have only one corre-
sponding synset “[holy place; sanctum; holy]”
in PWN. It means that the two specific con-
cepts in one language are mapped to a general
concept in another language.

Figure 6: Example for many to one mapping

• One to zero mapping:
One synset from IWN does not has a corre-
sponding synset in PWN that has the same
meaning. In Figure 7 the gloss “मनुष्य के
जीवन में अलग-अलग गर्ह के िन श्चत भोगकाल
” (manushy ke jeevan mem alagu-alagu gra-
hom ke nishchith fogkaal) has no correspond-
ing synset in PWN. The meaning of the gloss
is “The period of definite companionship in
many planets in human life”. This word use
when someone having a bad time period in
their life and is related to planets in Indian as-
trology.

Figure 7: Example for one to zero mapping

The mappings limit IWN to be part of multilin-
gual wordnets. We propose an approach that fo-
cuses on concepts that allows to link the languages
independently which forms a single resource.

4 Aligning IWN with PWN
Our solution described below can be applied to
wordnets of any language. We use the UKC to map
the synsets between IWN and PWN that correspond
to a single concept. While doing this we define three
types of associations between the synsets of IWN
and UKC. They are:
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• Group A
One synset from IWN has a corresponding
single concept in UKC. These are the IWN
synsets that have one to one mapping with
PWN.

• Group B
Many synsets from IWN have a correspond-
ing single concept in UKC. These are the IWN
synsets that have many to one mapping with
PWN.

• Group C
One synset from IWN does not have a concept
in UKC. These are the IWN synsets that have
one to zero mapping with PWN.

Our proposed approach for aligning IWN with
PWN is explained below,

1. Set up the UKC
This step focuses on preparing the UKC for
the alignment of IWN with PWN. To take ad-
vantage of the PWN hierarchy, the UKC uses
synsets from PWN as the concepts. This in
turn makes sure the IWN synset aligned with
the UKC concepts will associate the corre-
sponding PWN synset. Also, it helps the UKC
generating newUKC ids for those IWN synsets
which do not correspond to UKC (and there-
fore) to PWN.

2. Classify the IWN synsets
Classify the total synsets of IWN based on
the association types (A, B and C) mentioned
above. This step allows us to know the nature
of concepts between IWN and PWN.

3. Process group A synsets
The group A synsets of IWN are aligned with
PWN. Hence it can be imported into the UKC.
So the rest of the synsets from IWN could be
new concepts for PWN.

4. Process group B synsets
We analyzed the group B synsets and we found
that it is a collection of 454 sub trees. The root
element of each sub tree has a corresponding
concept in the UKC. An interesting observa-
tion is that width and depth of the sub trees
could be used to study the nature of lexical
gaps between Indian languages and English.

5. Process group C synsets
We checked to find any synset from group C

can be the child to group A synsets. Hence,
we found 9,174 synsets are new synsets for
PWN and 3021 synsets have no connection
with other synsets of IWN.

5 Results

Table I presents the conceptual mappings between
IWN and PWN using UKC based on the groups A,
B and C. The final alignment between the IWN and
the PWN are validated by the linguists. Let us con-
sider the results in detail below,

• Group A
There are 11,212 group A synsets in IWN and
the UKC has corresponding 11,212 concepts.
So IWN is imported into the UKC as a new
language, Hindi. Figure 8 shows the alignment
of the concept “unborn” in UKC. Here, there
is a one to one mapping between synset and
concept. The concept is linked with synsets of
each languages.

Figure 8: Group A synsets alignment

• Group B
There are 12,048 group B synsets in IWN. The
UKC has corresponding 454 concepts. The
remaining 11,594 concepts are new concepts
for the UKC. And also these 11,594 synsets
are new synsets in the PWN. The research
question here is to investigate whether the new
identified synsets are lexical gaps or not. We
are hoping to study the 454 sub trees and iden-
tify the areas resulting the lexical gaps. Fig-
ure 9 shows the alignment of the concept “holy
place” in the UKC, one concept in CC is linked
with one synset from each language. The UKC
solves the many to one mapping by adding a
new concept which has id -11111.
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Table 1: Conceptual mappings between IWN and PWN using UKC

IWN UKC PWN
Groups #synsets #concepts #new concepts #new synsets
A 11,212 11,212 0 0
B 12,048 454 11,594 11,594
C 12,195 0 9,174 9,174
total 35,455 11,666 20,768 24,290

Figure 9: Group B synsets alignment

• Group C
There are 12,195 group C synsets in IWN.
The UKC has no corresponding concepts. So
the 9,174 concepts are new for the UKC. Out
of these concepts 3021 concepts have no hy-
pernym relations with other 32,434 IWN con-
cepts. Hence, 9,174 synsets are new for the
PWN and need to investigate whether they are
lexical gaps for the PWN. Figure 10 shows
the alignment of a culture specific concept in
the UKC. The UKC added a new concept in
CC without the hypernymy relation and linked
with the languages.

Figure 10: Group C synsets alignment

Like PWN, also in the IWN, various cases of
polysemy have been found out(Peters and Peters,

2000). The polysemous 4906 synsets can be either
homonymy, specialization polysemy, metonymy,
metaphoric polysemy, or compound polysemy
(Freihat et al., 2016). However, since this was out
of the scope of the project we did not work on this
further.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes the initial stage of the genera-
tion ofmultilingual resources in a cheaper and faster
way. We proposed an approach to align the In-
doWordNet, which is the first lexical resource in In-
dian languages, with the PWN by taking advantage
of existing linkages between the IWN and the PWN
synsets.However, rather than focusing on the lexi-
calization problems and polysemy in IWN, we gave
full attention to map one synset from IWN to one
concept in UKC. The alignment of IWN with the
PWN helps to connect more languages. We could
integrate as many languages since the UKC forms a
semantic network between concepts rather than be-
tween synsets of a language. We plan to integrate
more Indian languages from IndoWordNet. Fig. 11
sample diagram of expected alignment. In Figure
11, concepts are linked with synsets from languages
English and two Indian languages, Malayalam and
Hindi.

Figure 11: Alignment of the IndoWordNet with the
PWN using UKC
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Abstract
Phonemic Verbal Fluency (PVF) is a cogni-
tive assessment task where a patient is asked
to produce words constrained to a given alpha-
betical letter for a specified time duration. Pa-
tient productions are later evaluated based on
strategies to reveal crucial diagnostic informa-
tion by manually scoring results according to
predetermined clinical criteria. In this paper,
we propose four alternative similarity metrics
and evaluate them in a two-fold argument, us-
ing the clinical criteria as a baseline. First, we
consider the capacity of each metric to model
PVF production using a rank-based approach,
and then consider the metrics ability to com-
pute finer resolution clinical measures that are
indicative of the underlying strategy. Automa-
tion of the clinical criteria and proposed met-
rics are evaluated on PVF performances for
16 letters from 32 healthy German students
(n=512). Weighted phonemic edit distance
performed best overall for modelling both pro-
duction and strategy.

1 Introduction

Phonemic Verbal Fluency (PVF) is a standard neu-
ropsychological test that is used to assess cogni-
tive abilities. During this task, a person is asked
to produce as many words as possible starting
with a given letter in a specified amount of time.
Classically, the PVF performance is then scored
by counting the total number of unique words
produced, however more fine-grained measures

of performance (i.e. strategy) have been estab-
lished to differentiate between multiple patholo-
gies (Gruenewald and Lockhead, 1980). Troyer et
al. (Troyer et al., 1997) first proposed a framework
for assessing the strategy of a PVF performance:
a rule-based system to determine phonemic clus-
ters by manually defining criteria for phonemic
similarity (Vonberg et al., 2014). According to
this criteria, consecutive words in a production are
lumped into categories if they share common first
letters (e.g. arm & art), rhyme (e.g. stand &
sand), share first and last sounds (e.g. sat, seat
& soot) or are homonyms (e.g. some & sum).

While modelling production strategy (i.e., clus-
tering and switching measures) is crucial for clini-
cal cognitive considerations, the traditional man-
ual approach is subjective and time consuming.
There is a clear need for a data-driven automatic
approach that addresses these limitations. Novel
computational approaches to the analysis of se-
mantic verbal fluency (SVF), where patients are
asked to produce words based on a semantic cue
(e.g. animals), could help to overcome the current
limitations in PVF analysis (Woods et al., 2016;
Linz et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2016; Troeger et al.,
2019). The underlying rationale is to use a global
similarity metric that is learned from data to derive
a notion of relatedness between produced words,
which can later be used to determine structures of
related clusters as proxy for production strategy.
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In the case of SVF, the similarity metric is seman-
tically motivated.

Given the sparse body of research on automatic
PVF analysis schemes modelling both production
and strategy, further investigation on more sophis-
ticated data-driven modelling approaches to PVF
is needed. The goal of this paper is two-fold:

(1) First, we aim to introduce and compare
the performance of five different similarity met-
rics for modelling production of PVF–in cog-
nitively healthy participants–across sixteen letter
categories, including an automated version of the
current clinical criteria.

(2) Second, we propose a data-driven cluster-
ing scheme for determining phonemic clusters as
a means of evaluating production strategy. In both
experimental conditions, we compare the novel
metrics to an implementation of the classic clinical
Troyer baseline, described previously, to evaluate
performance.

2 Related Work

Little previous research has proposed similar data-
driven approaches for PVF evaluation which re-
quires a phonemic similarity metric, respectively.
Ryan et al. (Ryan et al., 2013) determined
phonemic clusters in PVF tasks using a phone-
mic similarity score, based on edit-distance be-
tween phoneme representations from a pronunci-
ation dictionary, and a common biphone score, a
binary variable encoding the presence of a com-
mon initial and/or final biphone. They compared
PVF performances (letter F ) of martial arts fight-
ers with high and low exposures (according to
number of fights) and found significant differ-
ences in the groups mean and maximum cluster
length for both biphone and phonemic similar-
ity score approaches, and significant differences
for the mean pairwise phonemic similarity pro-
vided by the common biphone method. This ex-
ploratory result demonstrates the potential of au-
tomated qualitative PVF analysis in the context of
neurocognitive syndromes.

However, this approach does not capture the
effect that phonemic properties might influence
strategy, e.g. that some phonemes are closer
in articulation than others. Previously, authors
have proposed methods to weight edit-distance
between phonemic representations with features
reflective of the similarity between phonemes.
Fontan et al.(Fontan et al., 2016) used Leven-

shtein (Levenshtein, 1966) distance between dif-
ferent phonemes, weighted by common features
shared between them. Through this, they propose
a new metric to evaluate automatic speech recog-
nition systems, that seem to be consistent with hu-
man perception. Zampieri et al. (Zampieri and
de Amorim, 2014) proposed a metric to enhance
target word recovery for spell checking in English
where they combined two weighted instances of
Levenshtein distance. First, between the edit dis-
tance between two words normal spelling is cal-
culated and then between the four digit Soundex
code representations, where the Soundex algo-
rithm represents similar sounding words as the
same representation. This was combined with
clustering techniques to improve spell checking.
Similar methods have been used to measure pro-
nunciation differences of dialects in Norwegian
where weighted Levenshtein distance using pho-
netic representations and acoustic features were
used with clustering techniques (Heeringa, 2005).

Given this, there is a substantial gap in advanc-
ing the state of the art in data-driven modelling of
PVF speech output that can be leveraged for clini-
cal applications.

3 Methods

Closing this gap, this section describes four pro-
posed distance metrics for measuring similarity as
well as the clinical baseline and details a rank-
cost evaluation criteria to compare all metrics’
ability to model PVF productions. Furthermore,
this methodology is used in a second performance
evaluation of each metric for modelling clinical
clustering and switching strategy based on clus-
ters defined by the affinity propagation clustering
algorithm (Frey and Dueck, 2007).

3.1 Modelling Production
3.1.1 Metrics
Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) is com-
puted as the number of insertions, deletions and
substitutions that are necessary to transform one
word into another word. Let d, i and s represent
the cost of deletions, insertions and substitutions
respectively.

1. LD: The Levenshtein distance between the
orthographic representation of words

2. phon: the Levenshtein distance between
phonetic representations, weighted for pho-
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netic similarity. Phonological feature vectors
are obtained from Epitran using Panphon’s
database of International Phonetic Alpha-
bet (IPA) symbol features (Mortensen et al.,
2016). Each phonetic symbol is represented
by a fixed-length vector of integers between
-1 and 1 representing the presence (+1), ab-
sence (0), or lack (-1) of 21 phonological fea-
tures. The weighted similarity score for s is
the hamming distance between the phonetic
vector representations. d and i are held con-
stant at 1.

3. pos: Levenshtein distance between pho-
netic representations, weighted for position
in word, d, i and s are set as q, where q
is drawn from the exponential distribution at
position i, with λ = 0.5.

4. sem: The semantic distance between word
vector representation. Semantic representa-
tions of word vectors were obtained from the
German fastText model (Grave et al., 2018;
?) and similarity is approximated as the co-
sine distance between the vectors.

5. Troyer: Implementation of Troyer clinical
criteria for phonemic clustering (Troyer et al.,
1997). Values were calculated by (1) string
matching the first or last 2 letters, (2) match-
ing the first two sounds of phonetically tran-
scribed words, (3) for rhyming, matching the
last two sounds of phonetically transcribed
words and (4) for homophones, matching
phonetic transcriptions of the whole word.
Each criteria was weighted as 1 and the sum
of criteria present was used as a score. The
max score was a 4 and the lowest 0. Words
with equivalent scores where sorted alphabet-
ically.

Phonetic transcriptions were obtained with Epi-
tran, a python library that translates orthographic
to phonetic representations (Mortensen et al.,
2018).

For each letter category, c, in our data set a vo-
cabulary of the set of all words produced, Vc, is
constructed. The vocabulary Vc has length N . For
each of the described similarity metrics f , a table
of size NxN is created where the similarity be-
tween every word in vocabulary is calculated. The
result is a square, symmetric similarity matrix, Sc,
for each metric.

3.1.2 Evaluation
Difference of scale for each of the metrics ren-
ders direct comparison impossible, therefore per-
formance of the metrics is evaluated via ranking
tables.

For each similarity matrix of a letter category
Sc, a list is generated for every word in the vocab-
ulary, Vc, of the most similar to the least similar as
determined by the metric f . To formalize this, a
rank table T is created for every word w in each
letter vocabulary Vc.

Once all tables are populated, the rank cost of
the PVF samples RCf are calculated by c for each
f . Given a production P = w1...wn, a metric f
and ranking tables for each word T f

w1 ...T
f
wn the

rank cost of P , given f , is determined as

RCf (P ) =

n−1∑
j=1

T f
wj [wj+1]

n− 1

Using rank based comparison is motivated by
a two arguments. First, ranking makes different
similarity metrics comparable, by rendering issues
of scale irrelevant while preserving the individual
metrics outcome. Second, the resulting RCf can
be interpreted directly as the offset of the mean
rank, when used for predicting the next word from
our vocabulary. The similarity metric f which is
better at modelling production will have a lower
RCf .

3.2 Modelling Strategy
3.2.1 Metrics
After modelling production, it is crucial to con-
sider that the clinical Troyer metric is not a method
of modelling production, but rather a clustering
strategy to explore the underlying cognitive pro-
cess of this clinical task. Taking this into account,
the following methodology aims to compare each
metric’s ability to model the underlying strategies
of the PVF task.

Affinity Propagation Clustering (AP clustering)
is a clustering algorithm based on each point in
a data set—in this application, the similarity ma-
trix Sc for each metric f—passing messages si-
multaneously through two matrices, representing
either responsibility or availability. The end result
is an emergence of data points—or words from
Vc—that are considered exemplars, having high
responsibility, while remaining points are then
grouped around the exemplars to create clusters,
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Figure 1: Median RCf for each letter and method f as
a function of vocabulary size. Different f are indicated
by color. Lines indicate fit of a linear model.

or better suited by availability (Frey and Dueck,
2007). A unique point of AP clustering is that the
number of clusters is not predefined, but emerges
from the data. This concept lends itself naturally
to the idea of clustering in PVF, as exemplars can
be seen as the general topic that is being searched
for during the production.

To apply this to the data, for every letter cate-
gory c, the generated similarity matrix Sc for each
metric f is used to create a set of clusters as deter-
mined by AP clustering algorithm. The resulting
clusters are then saved and applied to each produc-
tion in the data set to consider the strategy esti-
mated by each metric. Consecutive words in each
participant production are compared to see if they
belong in a cluster as determined by each similar-
ity metric.

For example, if a participant was given the letter
category C, they might produce the following:

cat, crab, crawl, crib, cash, cache

The clusters generated from a selection of the sim-
ilarity metrics using the AP clustering algorithm to
cluster the PVF performance would yield the fol-
lowing, where words within a set of brackets indi-
cate a computed cluster:

Troyer: [cat], [crab, crawl, crib], [cash, cache]
sem: [cat, crab], [crawl, crib], [cash], [cache]

3.2.2 Evaluation
The quality of the AP clustering technique on
this task is evaluated using the silhouette coeffi-
cient. This measure is ideal as it does not require

a ground truth. This measure looks at the fit of a
cluster by considering if every point is in its closest
cluster, or if another cluster would be more suit-
able. Each point in the dataset is considered. First,
the average distance between the chosen point and
all points in its own cluster (distancecohesion) is
calculated. Then, the average distance between the
same point and all points in next nearest cluster is
calculated (distanceseparation).

distanceseparation − distancecohesion
max(distanceseparation, distancecohesion)

The silhouette coefficient is bounded from -1
to 1, where positive values indicate higher quality
clusters and negative values typically indicate that
a point has been incorrectly clustered (Rousseeuw,
1987).

The ability of the metrics to model strategy
is evaluated by looking at the average rank cost
within clusters as well as the average rank cost
between clusters, or switches. The rank cost ta-
bles created previously are used to calculate this
respectively.

The average rank cost of clusters is calculated
by looking at the rank cost of transitions between
words in each cluster and normalized by the num-
ber of transitions in a cluster.

The average rank cost of switches in a produc-
tion is calculated by summing the rank costs of
transitions between cluster boundaries and nor-
malizing by the number of switch transitions.

Metrics with a lower average rank cost within
clusters and higher average rank cost of switching
are seen to better model strategy.

4 Experiment 1: Modelling Production

For the first experiment, one minute PVF perfor-
mances of 32 German students (9 male, 23 female;
Age 22.88) from 16 different letter categories (i.e.
A, B, D, F, G, H, K, L, M, N, P, R, S, T, V, Z) were
collected. These were manually transcribed on
a word level into sequences of correct responses.
Words were converted into phoneme (IPA) repre-
sentations using the python epitran1 package. For
each letter category c, a vocabulary Vc was con-
structed to calculate the RCf of each sample as
described in Section 4.

Statistical analysis was performed using R
(software version 3.4.0). Performance of metrics
over all letters was examined with a linear mixed

1https://github.com/dmort27/epitran
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effects analysis using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2014)
package. Each RCf was modelled as a single data
point and letter and metric were represented as
fixed effects. The participant identifier was mod-
elled as a random intercept.

5 Experiment 2: Modelling Strategy

The affinity propagation clustering algorithm was
implemented in python from scikit-learn frame-
work (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The same param-
eters were used to determine all models. The pref-
erence parameter serves as an indicator of how fit a
word in the vocabulary is to be an exemplar, higher
values indicate that it is more likely where as lower
values indicate that it is less likely. This also in-
fluences the number of clusters produced, where
higher preference values lead to more clusters and
lower preference values lead to fewer cluster. The
preference parameter was set for each word in
the vocabulary as the Zipf word frequency as de-

termined by the python wordfreq package (Speer
et al., 2018). The zipf word frequency represents
the frequency of the word in a large, in this case
German, corpus on a ’human-friendly’ scale. The
result is a value between 1.0 and 8.0, where the
larger the value, the more frequent the word is
in the language. The goal of using the word fre-
quency during clustering is to give a high exem-
plar weight to more frequent words to make the
clusters relevant to the PVF production task. The
remaining parameters were left at their default val-
ues; the damping factor was set to 0.5 and conver-
gence iteration rate at 200. Each previously com-
puted similarity matrix Sc was used as an input to
generate clusters for each metric f .

The average rank cost of clusters in a production
was computed as described in 3.2.2.
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6 Results

6.1 Experiment 1

Results are displayed in Figure 2, where a better fit
is indicated by lower RCf . One boxplot is shown
for each letter category. The threshold for reject-
ing a null hypothesis and determining statistical
significance is set at 0.05 for all tests performed.

The linear models were created as described in
3.1.2 and revealed that RCf values were signifi-
cantly lower for the phon and significantly greater
for the sem metric. Performances varied across let-
ter categories with the lowest overall RCf values
being observed for the letter N and the highest for
S.

6.2 Experiment 2

Evaluation of cluster quality as produced by the
AP clustering algorithm is monitored via their sil-
houette coefficients as described in section 3.2.2

and are shown in Table 1.
The highest quality clusters were produced by

the phon metric. The pos metric had the second
highest quality on average. The remaining metrics
all produced relatively close values for all letter
categories with Troyer performing slightly better
than LD and sem. Overall, all metrics on average
produced positive cluster values.

LD phon pos sem Troyer
0.025 0.738 0.330 0.083 0.170

Table 1: silhouette coefficients

Figure 3 uses beanplots to compare each met-
ric by the distribution of average rank cost within
a cluster and the average rank cost of switches.
Phon had a much lower average rank cost within
clusters where as all other metrics were relatively
equal, with Troyer having slightly lower than LD.
Sem had the highest average cluster rank cost.

For each metric, a paired-samples t-test was
conducted to compare average RCf , aggregated
across letter categories, between clustering and
switching conditions. There were significant dif-
ferences in average rank cost for clustering and
switching for phon (t(222)=-20.17, p<0.05), sem
(t(222)=3.69, p<0.05) and pos (t(222)=-2.372,
p<0.05). No significant differences were found
for the metrics LD or Troyer.

7 Discussion

For modelling the entire production, phon outper-
formed the troyer and LD metrics in every letter
category, showing an improvement from our base-
line measurements. Overall, the metric that best
modeled the data based on the ranked cost evalu-
ation was phon. The semantic similarity measure
sem had the highest average rank cost across all
letter categories, leading us to believe that the task
as a whole is not semantically motivated.

For modelling strategy based on clustering and
switching, the phonetically weight edit distance
phon continued to have the highest quality clus-
ters as indicated by a low rank cost across all let-
ter categories. This metric also best modelled the
switching procedure between clusters as indicated
by a high rank cost. In addition,

While the semantically motivated sem metric
performed poorly on modelling the overall pro-
duction it was able to capture the relationship of
clustering strategy, albeit not as well as phon. This
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could be due to the lower quality of clusters pro-
duced by the sem metric, as determined by the
silhouette coefficient, however the overall score is
within a reasonable range. Another consideration
is that the phonemic task has little semantic un-
derlying notions for producing clusters and phone-
mically derived measures are more suited to the
task. There is also a possibility that within phone-
mic verbal fluency there are phonemic and seman-
tic strategies that motivate clustering and switch-
ing. For example, a cluster of the words ”grand-
mother”, ”grandfather”, and ”grandstand” would
be both semantically and phonemically motivated.

8 Conclusion

This paper compared different similarity metrics
for their ability to model production in PVF for
multiple letter categories. The proposed phon
approaches significantly outperformed the simple
LD baseline and automated troyer methods for
both modelling production and strategy. Surpris-
ingly, the sem metric performed poorly in compar-
ison to all other metrics when modelling the entire
production sequence, but was able to capture the
notion of underlying strategies of clustering and
switching.

Further development of the newly proposed
metrics should be continued by tuning parameters
for AP clustering per evaluated metric to achieve
higher quality clusters rather than the uniform con-
figurations demonstrated in this paper. Further
investigations could also combine semantic and
phonemic methods by classifying clusters as be-
ing either semantically motivated or phonemically
motivated. The next step in this line of research
would be to apply these new PVF techniques in a
clinical application and evaluate the effectiveness
of these features to distinguish between different
pathological groups. Similar evaluations should
be conducted for other languages, since results
may vary due to phonemic differences.
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Abstract

In this article we propose a novel method for
automatically extracting and classifying argu-
ment components from raw texts. We intro-
duce a multi-task deep learning framework ex-
ploiting weight parameters trained on auxil-
iary simple tasks, such as Part-Of-Speech tag-
ging or chunking, in order to solve more com-
plex tasks that require a fine-grained under-
standing of natural language. Interestingly,
our results show that the use of advanced deep
learning techniques framed in a multi-task set-
ting enables competing with state-of-the-art
systems that depend on handcrafted features.

1 Introduction

Argumentation consists in a set of methods aim-
ing at making an interlocutor adhere to an intro-
duced point of view or conclusion -or at least to
increase its adherence to the latter. In its sim-
plest form, argumentation is a reasoning process
selecting and structuring premises to attack or de-
fend a given conclusion. Although the study of
argumentation is well established in fields such as
Logic, Philosophy, or Linguistics, automatic ex-
traction and analysis of arguments from natural
language, commonly referred as Argument Min-
ing, is a relatively new research area. Advances
in Argument Mining are of major importance for
Natural Language Understanding and Processing,
in particular due to their several direct applications
and relationships with other tasks, e.g. fake news
detection, knowledge base enrichment and popu-
lation, source trustworthiness estimation. To date,
most advanced argument mining systems aims at
generating argument-based graphs identifying and
structuring premises, claims and conclusion from
raw texts (Cabrio and Villata, 2018). They can

usually be split into sequences of subtasks in-
cluding argument detection and argument linking
(Lippi and Torroni, 2016). This article focuses on
analyzing argumentative micro-structure, i.e., how
different argumentative components interact with
each other within a single text.

Three types of argument components are often
used in the annotation scheme considered in Argu-
ment mining: (i) major claims, reflecting the au-
thor’s standpoint on the debated topic, (ii) claims,
which are statements needing further justifications
to be accepted, and (iii) premises, which are jus-
tifications used in order to make a claim stand
(Stab and Gurevych, 2017). Those components
are further structured into a directly acyclic graph
in which nodes account for argumentative compo-
nents and edges account for oriented links between
them. Directed edges in the graph are labeled ei-
ther as a support or attack relationship, and are
only allowed a) from a premise to another premise,
b) from a premise to a (major) claim, and c) from
a claim to a (major) claim. Such an annotation
schema is adopted by (Stab and Gurevych, 2017)
in the Argument Annotated Essays corpus (version
2) composed of 402 manually annotated student
essays taken from essayforum.com.

A pipeline of treatments is generally applied to
automatically obtain the graph reflecting the un-
derlying argumentative structure of an essay. The
following intuitive decomposition involving four
subtasks is moreover often considered in prac-
tice (Stab and Gurevych, 2017): (1) argument
components identification, (2) argument compo-
nents classification, (3) assessment of the exis-
tence of directed edges between argument com-
ponents, and (4) tagging of the existing directed
edges either as a support or as an attack relation-
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ship. This article will focus on solving subtasks
(1) and (2). It presents a novel multi-task ap-
proach to argument mining that does not require
handcrafted features as input. We are in particu-
lar interested by evaluating if recent deep learn-
ing techniques, such as recurrent neural network
mixed with multi-task learning, can compete with
traditional approaches based on handcrafted fea-
tures.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces an overview of related work proposed
on tasks similar to (1) and (2). Section 3 intro-
duces our approach to solve those two tasks. Sec-
tion 4 describes the training details of the proposed
model. Section 5 describes our experiments and
results. Section 6 provides directions and perspec-
tives for future works.

2 Related work

Argument components detection consists in deter-
mining the boundaries separating the textual units
carrying arguments from the rest of the text. This
task is generally considered as a supervised text
segmentation problem at word level. Models ex-
ploiting the sequential aspect of texts, inherent
in the construction of a convincing argumenta-
tion, seem particularly adapted and are often used.
(Madnani et al., 2012) used a CRF (Conditional
Random Field) to identify non-argumentative seg-
ments within dissertations. (Levy et al., 2014)
identified the boundaries of textual units detail-
ing conclusions which were supporting or attack-
ing topics discussed in threads from Wikipedia.
(Ajjour et al., 2017) used LSTM (Long short-
term memory, recurrent neural network) to ex-
tract arguments from essays, editorials, and from
user-generated comments. (Goudas et al., 2014)
first identified sentences containing arguments and
then detected their boundaries within social me-
dia using a CRF. (Sardianos et al., 2015) deter-
mined argument components boundaries in news
articles using also using a CRF. Similarly, (Stab
and Gurevych, 2017) used a CRF to extract argu-
ment components in essays. (Eger et al., 2017)
leveraged deep learning techniques to extract ar-
guments from raw texts.

Determining the type of argument compo-
nents (premise, conclusion, etc.) has often been
treated as a supervised text classification prob-
lem. (Eckle-Kohler et al., 2015) distinguished
premises and conclusions in news articles using

Naive Bayes, Random Forest and SVM (Support
Vector Machine). (Park and Cardie, 2014) also
used a SVM to determine the extent to which
claims are justified in citizen’s comments related
to possible new legislation projects. (Stab and
Gurevych, 2017) classified argumentative compo-
nents into premises, claims and major claims in
essays using a SVM. (Persing and Ng, 2016) used
maximum entropy classification to determine the
type of argument components. (Potash et al.,
2016) used sequence-to-sequence recurrent neu-
ral networks to infer the type of argument com-
ponents.

Multi-tasks models are able to handle several
different problems by sharing a subset of shared
parameters. They have been subject to recent
interest within the Natural Language Processing
community (Hashimoto et al., 2016; Søgaard and
Goldberg, 2016; Eger et al., 2017; Yang et al.,
2016). This type of models is bio-inspired: human
beings are able to carry out a multitude of different
tasks and can exploit, when necessary, knowledge
related to different types of problems, making the
learning of new tasks faster and easier. (Ruder,
2017) states the reasons why this type of model is
effective from a machine learning point of view:
the use of several different corpora induces an im-
plicit increase in the number of examples available
during the training phase. In addition, the model
has to look for characteristics which may be useful
for all the tasks to be processed, which limits the
noise modeling and thus, leads to a better general-
ization.

(Søgaard and Goldberg, 2016) showed that in-
ducing a priori knowledge in a multi-task model,
by ordering the tasks to be learned, leads to better
performance. (Yang et al., 2016) have shown that
driving a multi-task and multi-language model can
improve performance on problems where data is
only partially annotated. (Hashimoto et al., 2016)
obtained competitive results on several different
tasks with a single model. However, we should
note that there is no guarantee on the benefits of
using multi-task models, and that their success de-
pends on the data distribution related to the various
problems treated (Mou et al., 2016; Alonso and
Plank, 2016; Bingel and Søgaard, 2017). (Schulz
et al., 2018) proposed a multi-task framework to
perform end-to-end argument mining. The result
they obtained are very promising. In this paper,
we are interested in leveraging auxiliary informa-
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Figure 1: Overview of the model architecture (Layer-
wise). POS, ACD and ACC are respectively acronyms
for Part-Of-Speech, Argument Components Detection
and Argument Components Classification.

tions such as Part-Of-Speech and Chunking tags
in a multi-task learning setup, in order to perform
argument component detection and classification.

3 Proposed approach

We propose a model which aims at 1) determining
argument components boundaries within a set of
essays and 2) determining the type of each argu-
ment component within the latter essays. We draw
inspiration from the work of (Hashimoto et al.,
2016) and opt for a multi-task model without the
definition of handcrafted features. Specifically,
we use deep learning techniques and develop a
model that performs Part-Of-Speech (POS) tag-
ging, chunking, argument components boundaries
detection, and argument components classifica-
tion. An overview of the model architecture is
given in Figure 1. The different layers used in the
architecture are described below.

3.1 Word embeddings

We first use a word embedding layer, assigning
a vector representation et to each word wt given
in input to the system. We use GloVe (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) to obtain a set of pre-trained em-
beddings in an unsupervised fashion1. Note that,
word embeddings are continually optimized while
training the model on the different tasks described
below. Out-of-vocabulary words are mapped to a
special <UNK> token.

1We used pre-trained embeddings from https://nlp.
stanford.edu/projects/glove/.

3.2 POS tagging

The second layer of the model corresponds to
a POS tagging task, consisting in assigning a
POS tag (noun, verb, adjective, etc.) to each
word wt given in input to the system. We use a
bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho
et al., 2014) to encode input word sequences.

GRU is a recurrent neural network using a gat-
ing mechanism and avoiding the use of a separate
memory cell. At each time step t, GRU computes
the hidden state ht as follows:

ht = (1− zt) ∗ nt + zt ∗ h(t−1)
with

nt = tanh(Wnxt + bn + rt ∗ (Whnh(t−1) + bhn))

rt = σ(Wrxt + br +Whrh(t−1) + bhr)

zt = σ(Wzxt + bz +Whzh(t−1) + bhz)

where xt is the input at time step t, rt, zt and nt
are respectively the reset, update and new gates, σ
is the sigmoid function, and W and b are matrice
and vector parameters.

In order to exploit the past and future con-
texts of an element from a sequence of N in-
puts [x1, x1, ..., xN ], we construct a bi-directional
encoding by concatenating the hidden states ob-
tained with a forward encoding (e.g, at time step
t = 1, the input is x1, at time step t = 2, the input
is x2, etc.) and a backward encoding (e.g, at time
step t = 1, the input is xN , at time step t = 2, the
input is xN−1, etc.):

−→
ht =

−−−→
GRU(xt), t ∈ [1, N ]

←−
ht =

←−−−
GRU(xt), t ∈ [N, 1]

ht = [
−→
ht ;
←−
ht ]

We use word embeddings as input of the POS
tagging layer:

−−→
h
(1)
t =

−−−→
GRU(et)

←−−
h
(1)
t =

←−−−
GRU(et)

h
(1)
t = [

−−→
h
(1)
t ;
←−−
h
(1)
t ]
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Then for each time step t we compute the prob-
ability of assigning the label k to the word wt as
follows:

p(y
(1)
t = k|h(1)t ) =

exp(Wsm(1)
fc

(1)
t + bsm(1)

)
∑

c1
exp(Wsm(1)

fc
(1)
t + bsm(1)

)

(1)

fc
(1)
t = relu(Wfc(1)h

(1)
t + bfc(1)) (2)

where W and b are parameter matrices and vec-
tors, ReLU is the Rectified Linear Unit function
(Nair and Hinton, 2010), and c1 is the set of possi-
ble POS tags.

3.3 Chunking

Chunking is a task aiming at assigning a chunk
tag (noun phrase, verb phrase, etc.) to each word.
We compute hidden chunking states by exploiting
what the model has learned for the POS tagging
task:

−−→
h
(2)
t =

−−−→
GRU([et;h

(1)
t ; y

(POS)
t ])

←−−
h
(2)
t =

←−−−
GRU([et;h

(1)
t ; y

(POS)
t ])

h
(2)
t = [

−−→
h
(2)
t ;
←−−
h
(2)
t ]

where h
(1)
t is the hidden state obtained at time

step t on the POS tagging task and y
(POS)
t is

the weighted POS label embedding. Following
(Hashimoto et al., 2016), y(POS)

t is defined as fol-
lows:

y
(POS)
t =

card(c1)∑

j=1

p(y
(1)
t = j|h(1)t )l(j) (3)

where l(j) is an embedding of the j-th POS tag.
POS tag embeddings are pre-trained using GloVe.

The probability to assign a chunk tag to each
word is then computed in a similar way to the one
for POS tags (eq. (1) and (2)), but with a set of
parameters specific to the chunking layer.

3.4 Argument Components Detection (ACD)

Argument components detection aims at delimit-
ing the boundaries of each argument component
within essays at the word level. We follow (Stab

and Gurevych, 2017) and treat this task as a super-
vised text segmentation problem, where labels fol-
low an IOB-tagset (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999):
the first word of each argument component car-
ries an ”Arg-B” label, remaining words of said ar-
gument component bear an ”Arg-I” tag, and the
words not belonging to any argument component
bear an ”O” tag.

Each essay is considered as a single word se-
quence which we encode as follows:

−−→
h
(3)
t =

−−−→
GRU([et;h

(1)
t ; y

(POS)
t ;h

(2)
t ; y

(chunk)
t ])

←−−
h
(3)
t =

←−−−
GRU([et;h

(1)
t ; y

(POS)
t ;h

(2)
t ; y

(chunk)
t ])

h
(3)
t = [

−−→
h
(3)
t ;
←−−
h
(3)
t ]

where y(chunk)t is the weighted chunk label em-
bedding, computed in a similar way as the one for
POS labels (eq. (3)).

The probability to assign a chunk tag to a word
is then computed in a similar way as the one for
POS labels, but with a set of parameters specific
the ACD layer.

3.5 Argument Components Classification
(ACC)

Argument components classification aims at deter-
mining the type of each argument component be-
tween premise, claim and major claim. We treat
this task as a segment labeling problem. We con-
sider that a segment can be the sequence of words
belonging to a same argument component or can
be the sequence of words belonging to a same por-
tion of continuous text whose words do not belong
to an argument component. The notion of segment
is illustrated in Figure 2.

We encode each segment si, i ∈ [1, L] as fol-
lows:

−→
hit =

−−−→
GRU([eit;h

(1)
it ; y

(POS)
it ;h

(2)
it ; y

(chunk)
it ])

←−
hit =

←−−−
GRU([eit;h

(1)
it ; y

(POS)
it ;h

(2)
it ; y

(chunk)
it ])

hit = [
−→
hit;
←−
hit]

where it is the time step t for the segment si.
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[S1] The greater our goal is, the more competi-
tion we need. [S2] Take Olympic games which is
a form of competition for instance, it is hard to
imagine how an athlete could win the game with-
out the training of his or her coach, and the help
of other professional staffs such as the people who
take care of his diet, and those who are in charge
of the medical care. [S3] The winner is the athlete
but the success belongs to the whole team. There-
fore [S4] without the cooperation, there would be
no victory of competition [S5] .
Consequently, no matter from the view of individ-
ual development or the relationship between com-
petition and cooperation we can receive the same
conclusion that [S6] a more cooperative attitudes
towards life is more profitable in one’s success.

Figure 2: Excerpt from an essay of the corpus illustrat-
ing the notion of segments. Text regions underlined by
a solid line are premises, those underlined by a dashed
line are claims, and the bold regions are major claims.
Segment numbers [S#] were added as indications. The
first segment is the region from the beginning of the text
to the first premise. The second segment corresponds
to the first premise. The third segment is the not un-
derlined region between the first premise and the first
claim, and so on.

In order to help the model focusing on the most
important markers (such as “I firmly believe that”
or “we can receive the same conclusion that”)
we use an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al.,
2014), which in addition allows us to synthesize
the information carried by segments hidden states
into fixed size vectors:

uit = tanh(Watthit + batt)

αit =
exp(uᵀituatt)∑
t exp(u

ᵀ
ituatt)

shi =
∑

t

αithit

where Watt, batt and uatt are respectively param-
eter matrices, bias and vectors.

Then we encode each essay using the synthetic
segments hidden states shi:

−−→
h
(4)
j =

−−−→
GRU(shi), i ∈ [1, L]

←−−
h
(4)
j =

←−−−
GRU(shi), i ∈ [L, 1]

h
(4)
j = [

−−→
h
(4)
j ;
←−−
h
(4)
j ]

The probability of assigning a label to each seg-
ment is then computed similarly to that for POS
tags, but with a set of parameters specific to the
ACC layer.

4 Model Training

For each epoch of training, we optimized the
model’s parameters for each layer. That is, at each
epoch we trained the layers in the following or-
der: POS tagging, chunking, ACD and ACC. In
order to assess the relevance of implementing a
multi-task model, we trained two versions of the
model: a version where we trained every layer (re-
ferred as “w/ POS & chunking”), and a version for
which we voluntary omitted to train the POS tag-
ging and chunking layers (referred as “w/o POS &
chunking”). The training details of each layer are
described below.

4.1 POS tagging layer

Following (Hashimoto et al., 2016), we denote
θPOS = (WPOS , bPOS , θe) the set of parameters
involved in the POS tagging layer. WPOS repre-
sents the set of parameter matrices for the POS
tagging layer, bPOS the set of biases of the POS
tagging layer, and θe the set of parameters of the
words embedding layer. The cost function is de-
fined as:

J (1) = −
∑

s

∑

t

log p(y
(1)
t = k|h(1)t )

+λ ‖WPOS‖2 + δ
∥∥θe − θ′e

∥∥2

where p(y(1)t = k|h(1)t ) is the probability of as-
signing the right label k to the wordwt of the word
sequence s, λ ‖WPOS‖2 is the L2 regularization
term and δ ‖θe − θ′e‖2 is a secondary regulariza-
tion term. λ and δ are hyperparameters.

The secondary regularization term aims at stabi-
lizing the training by preventing θe from being too
specifically optimized to fit the POS tagging task.
Indeed, since θe is shared across all layers of the
model, excessive modifications of its parameters
would prevent the model from learning efficiently.
θ′e is the set of parameters involved in the word
embedding layer at last epoch.

4.2 Chunking layer

We denote θchunk = (Wchunk, bchunk, EPOS , θe)
the set of parameters involved in the chunking
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layer. Wchunk et bchunk are respectively param-
eter matrices and bias of the chunking layer, in-
cluding those of θPOS . EPOS is the set of parame-
ters characterizing the POS label embeddings. The
cost function is defined as follows:

J (2) = −
∑

s

∑

t

log p(y
(2)
t = k|h(2)t )

+λ ‖Wchunking‖2 + δ
∥∥θPOS − θ′POS

∥∥2

with p(y(2)t = k|h(2)t ) the probability of assign-
ing the right label k to the word wt of the word
sequence s. θ′POS is the set of parameters of the
POS tagging layer right before the training of the
chunking layer for the current epoch.

4.3 ACD layer
We denote θACD the set of parameters in-
volved in the ACD layer, with θACD =
(WACD, bACD, EPOS , Echunk, θe). WACD and
bACD are respectively parameter matrices and bias
of the ACD layer, including those of the chunk-
ing and POS tagging layers. Echunk is the set of
parameters characterizing the chunk label embed-
dings. The cost is defined as follows:

J (3) = −
∑

d

∑

t

log p(y
(3)
t = k|h(3)t )

+λ ‖WACD‖2 + δ
∥∥θchunk − θ′chunk

∥∥2

with p(y(3)t = k|h(3)t ) the probability of assign-
ing the right label k to the word wt of the essay
d. θ′chunk is the set of parameters of the chunking
layer right before the training of the ACD layer for
the current epoch.

4.4 ACC layer
We denote θACC the set of parameters in-
volved in the ACC layer, with θACC =
(WACC , bACC , EPOS , Echunk, θe). WACC and
bACC are respectively parameter matrices and bias
of the ACC layer, including those of the chunking
and POS tagging layers. The cost function is de-
fined as follows:

J (4) = −
∑

d

∑

i

log p(y
(4)
i = k|sh(4)i )

+λ ‖WACC‖2 + δ
∥∥θchunk − θ′chunk

∥∥2

with p(y(4)i = k|sh(4)i ) is the probability of assign-
ing the right label k to the segment si of the essay
d.

5 Experiments and discussion

5.1 Hyperparameters and training corpora

5.1.1 Optimization
We trained the model alternating, for each epoch,
the layers to be trained in the following order:
POS tagging, chunking, ACD and ACC. We used
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) as learning algo-
rithm, with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and ε = 10−8.
The learning rate was shared across all layers and
was fixed to 10−3 at the beginning of the training,
and then multiplied by 0.75 every 10 epochs. In
order to limit the gradient exploding problem, we
used a gradient clipping strategy (Pascanu et al.,
2013). We followed (Hashimoto et al., 2016) and
used a clipping value of min(3.0, depth), where
depth stands for the number of bi-GRU involved
in the trained layer.

5.1.2 Parameters initialization
In order to smooth the backpropagation of the gra-
dient during the training phase, we used random
orthogonal matrices as initial weights for parame-
ter matrices of every GRU, as suggested by (Saxe
et al., 2013). The remaining parameter matrices
were initialized with values drawn from a gaussian

N (0,

√
2

nin
), with nin being the number of input

neurons in the layer, as proposed by (He et al.,
2015). Bias vectors were initialized as zero vec-
tors.

5.1.3 Vector dimensions used
We used 50 dimensional vectors for the words and
labels embeddings. We used 100 dimensional vec-
tors for the hidden states of every GRU in the
model.

5.1.4 Regularization
Following (Hashimoto et al., 2016), we used λ =
10−6 for the parameter matrices of every GRU and
λ = 10−5 for the remaining parameter matrices.
The secondary regularization term rate δ was set
to 10−2 for each layer. We also used Dropout (Sri-
vastava et al., 2014) on every layer, with a proba-
bility to affect neurons set to 0.2.

5.1.5 POS tagging and chunking corpora
We used the corpora from the shared task CoNLL-
2000 (Sang and Buchholz, 2000) and the associ-
ated labels to train the POS tagging and chunking
layers.
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5.1.6 ACD and ACC corpora

We used the Argument Annotated Essays (version
2) corpora released by (Stab and Gurevych, 2017)
following the train/test split given to train the ACD
and ACC layers.

5.1.7 Training termination criteria

For a mono-task model, a common practice is to
stop the training right before overfitting. However,
it is not clear to determine when to stop the train-
ing when dealing with multi-task models since it
is possible that the model overfits only on a sub-
set of the target tasks. Thus, we decided to stop
the training when the model overfitted both on the
ACD and the ACC tasks on a held-out validation
set2. The reported results are the best we obtained
for each task on the test set, before overfitting on
the validation set. Note that hyperparameters can
be chosen so that the model overfits roughly at the
same time on the ACD and ACC tasks.

5.1.8 Simple ACC

We denote Simple ACC the ACC task with the fol-
lowing modification: every segment correspond-
ing to an argument component was treated as a sin-
gle special token<EMPTY>. We hypothesize that
this transformation will prevent the model from
focusing on words inside argument components,
but rather on its context, thus allowing a better
generalization process.

5.2 Results and discussion

We report the obtained results on the test data for
the tasks ACC, ACD and Simple ACC in Table 1.
The column ”w/o POS & chunking” refers to the
model version for which we omitted the training
of the POS tagging and chunking layers, while the
column ”w/ POS & chunking” refers to the model
version optimized for every tasks. As a baseline,
we use the human performances3 and the results
reported by (Stab and Gurevych, 2017), shown in
Table 2.

2We randomly sampled 10% essays from the training data
to build the validation set.

3Human performance corresponds the average perfor-
mances reached by human agents, as presented in (Stab and
Gurevych, 2017).

Table 1: Macros f1-scores obtained on the ACC, ACD
and Simple ACC tasks.

Task w/o POS &
chunking

w/ POS &
chunking

ACD 0.5922 0.8870
ACC 0.6950 0.7257

Simple
ACC

0.7670 0.7980

Table 2: F1-scores reported on the ACD and ACC tasks
by Stab and Gurevych (Stab and Gurevych, 2017) and
human agents.

Task F1-score from (Stab
and Gurevych, 2017)

Human
f1-score

ACD 0.867 0.886
ACC 0.826 0.868

5.2.1 General performance discussion
We obtained a macro f1-score of 0.8870 on ACD
with the ”w/ POS & chunking” model version,
reaching human performance. This result was
obtained without using handcrafted features, and
is comparable to the one reported in (Stab and
Gurevych, 2017). Regarding the ACC task, we
obtained a macro f1-score of 0.7980 with Simple
ACC for the ”w/ POS & chunking” version, rep-
resenting 96.6 % of the performance obtained in
(Stab and Gurevych, 2017) and 91.9% of the hu-
man performance.

5.2.2 Simple ACC assessment
We consider that the words composing argument
components are not really relevant to determine if
they are major claims, claims or premises. Hence,
we hypothesize that focusing on those words will
lead to model noise. Conversely, the context sur-
rounding argument components should be a good
indicator: sequences such as ”we can receive the
same conclusion that” seem to be strong indica-
tors that the upcoming argument component is not
a premise. This could explain the gap in perfor-
mance obtained between ACC and Simple ACC,
more particularly for the ”w/ POS & chunking”
version, with respective f1-scores of 0.7257 and
0.7980 (9.96% performance increase).

5.2.3 Multi-task framework assessment
Regarding the tasks ACD and Simple ACC, we
obtained f1-scores of 0.5922 and 0.7670 for the
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”w/o POS & chunking” version and of 0.8870 and
0.7980 for the ”w/ POS & chunking”, represent-
ing respectively a 49.78% and a 4.1% performance
gain. Those results show the benefits of using a
multi-task framework and suggests that more sub-
tasks could be added to the model.

6 Upcoming work and perspectives

The results we got are encouraging and could
probably be improved, particularly by analyzing
optimal hyperparameters in a deeper way. The
performance difference between the ”w/ POS &
chunking” and ”w/o POS & chunking” models
tends to show that implementing more auxiliary
tasks could be beneficial. One exploration way
could be to insert a dependency parsing layer on
top of the chunking layer, as done in (Hashimoto
et al., 2016).

In order to implement a complete argument
mining system, as introduced by (Stab and
Gurevych, 2017), we plan to implement layers
which enable to automatically generate argument
graphs. Therefore, it is necessary to determine if
a directed edge exists between each ordered pair
of argument components, and also to label those
edges either as support or as attack relationships.

7 Conclusion

This article introduced the use of a novel model
based on a multi-task framework for automatically
extracting and classifying argument components
from raw texts. Interestingly, our results show that
the use of advanced deep learning techniques en-
ables competing with state-of-the-art systems that
depend on handcrafted features. The variation of
performance between the model exploiting aux-
iliary tasks (POS tagging and chunking) and a
version skipping those tasks clearly promotes the
added-value of a multi-task framework.
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Abstract
Distributed word embeddings have yielded
state-of-the-art performance in many NLP
tasks, mainly due to their success in captur-
ing useful semantic information. These repre-
sentations assign only a single vector to each
word whereas a large number of words are pol-
ysemous (i.e., have multiple meanings). In
this work, we approach this critical problem
in lexical semantics, namely that of represent-
ing various senses of polysemous words in
vector spaces. We propose a topic modeling
based skip-gram approach for learning multi-
prototype word embeddings. We also intro-
duce a method to prune the embeddings de-
termined by the probabilistic representation of
the word in each topic. We use our embed-
dings to show that they can capture the context
and word similarity strongly and outperform
various state-of-the-art implementations.

1 Introduction

Representing words as dense, low dimensional em-
beddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b; Pennington
et al., 2014) allow the representations to capture
useful syntactic & semantic information making
them useful in downstream Natural Language Pro-
cessing tasks. However, these embedding models
ignore the lexical ambiguity among different mean-
ings of the same word. They assign only a single
vector representative of all the different meanings
of a word. In this work, we attempt to address
this problem by capturing the multiple senses of a
word using the global semantics of the document
in which the word appears. Li and Jurafsky (2015)
indicated that such sense specific vectors improve
the performance of applications related to semantic
understanding, such as Named Entity Recognition,
Part-Of-Speech tagging.

In this work, we first train a topic model on our
corpus to extract the topic distribution for each doc-
ument. We treat these extracted topics as a heuristic

to model word senses. We hypothesize that these
word senses correlate quite well with the human
notion of word senses, and validate it through our
rigorous experiments as we demonstrate in our re-
sults section. We then use this topic distribution
to train sense-specific word embeddings for each
sense. We train these embeddings by weighing
the learning procedure in proportion to the corre-
sponding topic representation for each document.
However, a word need not strongly correlate with
each of these extracted senses. To address it, we
propose a variant of this model which restricts the
learning to only those embeddings where the word
has a strong correlation with the topic extracted,
i.e., high p(word|topic).

The major contributions of our work are (i) train-
ing multi-sense word embeddings based on struc-
tured skip gram using topic models as a precursor
(ii) non-parametric approach which prunes the em-
beddings to capture variability in the number of
word senses.

2 Prior Work

Recently, learning multi-sense word embedding
models has been an active area of research and
has gained a lot of interest. TF-IDF (Reisinger
and Mooney, 2010), SaSA (Wu and Giles, 2015),
MSSG (Neelakantan et al., 2015), Huang et al.
(2012) used cluster-based techniques to cluster the
context of a word and comprehend word senses
from the cluster centroids. Tian et al. (2014) pro-
posed to use EM-based probabilistic clustering to
assign word senses. Li and Jurafsky (2015) used
Chinese Restaurant Process to model the word
senses. All these techniques are just local con-
text based and thus ignore the essential correlations
amongst words and phrases in a broader document-
level context. In contrast, our method enriches the
embeddings with the document level information,
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capturing word interactions in a broader document-
level context.

AutoExtend (Rothe and Schütze, 2015), Sensem-
bed (Iacobacci et al., 2015), Nasari (Camacho-
Collados et al., 2016), Deconf (Pilehvar and Col-
lier, 2016), Chen et al. (2014); Jauhar et al. (2015);
Pelevina et al. (2017) have used multi-step ap-
proach to learn sense & word embeddings but re-
quire an external lexical database like WordNet
to achieve it. SW2V(Mancini et al., 2016) train
the embeddings in a single joint training phase.
Nonetheless, all these methods assign same weight
to every sense of a word, ignoring the extent to
which each sense is associated with it’s context.

MSWE (Nguyen et al., 2017) trained sense and
word embeddings separately, with sense specific
word embeddings computed as a weighted sum of
the two, where the weights are calculated using
topic modeling. Similarly, Liu et al. (2015a,b);
Cheng et al. (2015); Zhang and Zhong (2016)
used skip-gram based approach to obtain separate
word & topic embeddings. Lau et al. (2013) also
used topic models to distinguish between different
senses of a word. All these techniques express the
sense-specific word representation as a function of
word & sense embeddings which essentially be-
longs to two different domains. Our work trains
more robust compositional word embeddings for-
mulated as a weighted sum of sense specific word
embeddings, thus, taking into consideration all the
different word senses while operating in the same
vector space.

More recent techniques like ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) compute the
contextual representations of a word based on the
sentence in which the word appears, whereas, our
method yields precomputed embeddings for each
sense of a word within the same vector space.

3 Multi Sense Embeddings Model

3.1 Topic Modeling

Mixed membership models like topic models allow
us to discover topics that occur in a collection of
documents. A topic is defined as a distribution over
words and consists of cluster of words that occur
frequently. This formulation benefits us in infer-
ring the probability distribution over different con-
texts(topics) the word can occur in. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation(LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) is a topic mod-
eling technique that assigns multiple topics in dif-
ferent proportions to each document along with the

Figure 1: We feed our model a central word as input
and predict the context word from it. First we learn
separate word embeddings corresponding to each topic,
Ewt,zi . Each of these embeddings are then multiplied
with global word embeddings, vg(w), weighed in pro-
portion to the topic distribution of the document from
which the words have been chosen, and summed up to
predict the neighboring context word.

probability distribution over words for each of the
topics. Topic models based on Gibbs Sampling (Ge-
man and Geman, 1987) achieve this by computing
the posterior for a word based on the topic pro-
portion at document level coupled with how often
the word appears together with other words in the
topic. We use Gibbs Sampling based approach to
compute the topic distribution for each document.
We use the LDA implementation from MALLET
topic modeling toolkit (McCallum, 2002) for our
experiments.

3.2 Embeddings from Topic Models (ETMo)

In this section we present our baseline approach for
training sense-specific word embeddings. We for-
mulate our approach as follows. Let Ew ∈ Rk×n

represent the embedding matrix for word w, where
k is the number of topics(treated as number of word
senses) and n is the dimensionality of embeddings.
We represent the embedding of word w correspond-
ing to topic zi as Ew,zi . Let vg(w) be the output
vector representation for word w, which is shared
across senses, and enforces the embeddings of dif-
ferent senses to be within the same vector space.

We introduce a latent variable z, representing
the topic dimension, to model separate embedding
for each topic. Inline with the skip-gram(Mikolov
et al., 2013a) approach, we maximize the proba-
bility of predicting the context word wt+j , given a
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central word wt for a document d as:

p(wt+j |wt, d) =

k∑

i=1

p(wt+j |wt, zi, d) ∗ p(zi|d)
(1)

p(zi|d) represents the topic distribution of the doc-
ument d, obtained from the trained topic model.
In the above equation, we reasonably make the as-
sumption, p(zi|wt, d) = p(zi|d), owing to the fact
that the topic distribution is computed at the doc-
ument level. Using Negative Sampling (Mikolov
et al., 2013b), we reduce the first term in the above
equation as:

p(wt+j |wt, zi) =

σ(Ewt,zi ∗ vg(wt+j)) +
∑

w∈S
σ(− Ewt,zi ∗ vg(w))

(2)

Formally, given a large corpus of docu-
ments, with size D, having a words sequence
w1, w2, ..., wNd−1, wNd

, where Nd is the number
of words in document d, skip-window size c, num-
ber of topics k, the objective is to maximize the
following log likelihood:

L =
D∑

d=1

Nd∑

t=1

c∑

j=−c
log p(wt+j |wt, d) =

D∑

d=1

Nd∑

t=1

c∑

j=−c
log

k∑

i=1

p(wt+j |wt, zi, d) ∗ p(zi|d)

(3)

As shown in Figure 1, we use a neural network
architecture to compute the log likelihood. We
feed the central word, in its BoW representation,
as input to the model and compute the probability
of the context word. Refer to the figure for detailed
explanation.

During inference, we first compute the topic dis-
tribution for the given document, p(zi|d), using our
pre-trained topic model. Finally, for a document d
and for each word w, we infer the word embedding
as:

vw,d =
k∑

i=1

p(zi|d) ∗ Ew,zi (4)

Model avgSim globalSim

GloVe - 63.2
(Pennington et al., 2014)
Huang et al. (2012) 64.2 71.3
csmRNN - 64.58
(Luong et al., 2013)
GC-SINGLE 62.3 -
(Jauhar et al., 2015)
NP-MSSG 69.1 68.6
(Neelakantan et al., 2015)
MSWE-I - 72.40
(Nguyen et al., 2017)
Gensense 54.0 -
(Lee et al., 2018)
ETMo (Ours) 68.5 68.2
ETMo + NP (Ours) 69.3 69.1

Table 1: Spearman’s correlation ρ× 100 on WS-353

3.3 ETMo + Non-parametric

In this section, we substantiate the flaws in our
baseline approach and present our non-parametric
method to learn the embeddings.
Our previous approach assigns an embedding to
every word corresponding to each topic. As one
can see, this method would undesirably accumu-
late a fair amount of noisy updates to those word
embeddings that have minimal representation in a
topic. Hence, we extend our model by exploiting
the information from topic models to learn only
those embeddings where the word has a strong cor-
relation with the topic.
In particular, we train only those embedding Ewt,zi

such that p(wt|zi) > pthres, where pthres is chosen
empirically, which we will explain later. For the
words where none of the senses satisfy the above
condition (might be the case for some monose-
mous words), we chose the embedding Ewt,x to be
trained, such that x = argmaxzi p(wt|zi).

4 Experimental Setup

We use the English Wikipedia corpus dump
(Shaoul and Westbury, 2010) for training both,
topic models and embedding models. Though
many previous research works have used a larger
training corpus, but for a fair comparison, we only
compare our results with those works which have
used the same corpus. We could also improve ob-
tained results by using a larger training corpus, but
this is not central point of our paper. The main aim
of our work is to compute sense specific embed-
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Model avgSim avgSimC
TF-IDF 60.4 -
Huang et al. (2012) 62.8 65.7
Tian et al. (2014) - 65.4
Chen et al. (2014) 66.2 68.9
Cheng et al. (2015) - 65.9
GC-MULTI - 65.9
(Jauhar et al., 2015)
SENSEMBED 62.4 -
(Iacobacci et al., 2015)
SaSA - 66.4
(Wu and Giles, 2015)
TWE-I (Liu et al., 2015b) - 68.1
NP-MSSG 67.2 69.3
(Neelakantan et al., 2015)
SG+Greedy - 69.1
(Li and Jurafsky, 2015)
MSWE 66.7 66.6
(Nguyen et al., 2017)
ETMo (Ours) 65.4 65.8
ETMo + NP (Ours) 67.5 69.1

Table 2: Spearman’s correlation ρ× 100 on SCWS

dings for a word using topic models and demon-
strate the strength of our model empirically.

The raw dataset consists of nearly 3.2 million
documents and 1 billion tokens. Training topic
models on such a large and diverse corpus helps in
obtaining clearly demarcated senses for each topic.

To tune the hyper parameters of our neural net-
work model, we sample 20% of our corpus as val-
idation data and chose those parameters that give
the lowest validation loss. Later, we use these pa-
rameter values for training on the entire corpus. For
all our experiments, we use a skip-window of size
2, 8 negative samples, embeddings of dimension-
ality 200, and fix the number of topics to 10. A
detailed analysis on how we chose the number of
topics, using perplexity score, can be found later in
the analysis section. We initialize the embeddings
using pre-trained GloVe embeddings to ensure all
our target embeddings are in the same vector space.
We choose the value for pthres as 1e-4 and give an
analysis on how we chose the parameter value in
the results section.

5 Results

We evaluate our model on two tasks, namely, word
similarity and word analogy. For word similarity
evaluation, we evaluate our embeddings on stan-
dard word similarity benchmark datasets including
WS-353 (Finkelstein et al., 2001) & SCWS-2003
(Huang et al., 2012). WS-353 includes 353 pairs

Model Accuracy(%)
Word2Vec 67
Huang et al. (2012) 12
Neelakantan et al. (2015) 64
ETMo (Ours) 67
ETMo + NP (Ours) 66

Table 3: Results on Word Analogy task

of words and a human judgment score of the simi-
larity measure between the two words. Similarly,
SCWS-2003 consists of 2003 pairs of words, but,
given with a context.

We note that our embeddings can capture only
those senses that are represented by the extracted
topics, and due to the restricted number of topics
extracted, they might not be able to capture all the
senses for a word. However, at a specific number
of topics, our model is effective in capturing var-
ious senses of words in standard word similarity
datasets. We demonstrate this effect qualitatively
and quantitatively in this section.

For each of the datasets, we report the Spearman
correlation between the human judgment score and
model’s similarity score computed between two
words w and w′. We follow Reisinger and Mooney
(2010) to compute the following similarity mea-
sures. For a pair of words w and w′ and given
their respective contexts c and c′, we represent the
cosine distance between the embeddings Ew,i and
Ew′,j as d(Ew,i, Ew′,j).

globalSim = d(vg(w), )

avgSim =
1

N1 ∗N2

N1∑

i=1

N2∑

j=1

d(Ew,i, Ew′,j)

avgSimC =

N1∑

i=1

N2∑

j=1

p(zi|c) ∗ p(zj |c′)∗

d(Ew,i, Ew′,j)

(5)

N1 and N2 are chosen such that they satisfy
p(wt|zi) > pthres. vg(w) represents the output
vector for word w, as mentioned in section 3.2. We
infer the probabilities, p(zi|c) & p(zj |c′) using our
pre-trained topic model.

In contrast to our model, methods such as ELMo,
BERT requires a document context to compute an
embedding, which makes it unfair to compare on
avgSim metric since it doesn’t take any context
into account. Additionally, ELMo gives a set of 3
different embeddings making it unclear to compare
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on the avgSimC metric as well.

5.1 Quantitative Results

We present the results of our approach in Tables 1
and 2. A higher Spearman’s correlation translates
to a better model.

As can be seen in Table 1, our non-parametric
approach clearly outperforms other multi-sense em-
beddings models using the avgSim metric on WS-
353. Further, though our method focusses on sense
specific embeddings and not on the global word
embeddings, for the purpose of completeness, we
also report our results on the globalSim metric. Us-
ing globalSim, expectedly we obtain slightly lower
results since globalSim is more suited for global
word embeddings.

In Table 2, we compare our models on the SCWS
dataset. Using avgSim metric, our model obtain
state-of-the-art results, outperforming other embed-
dings model. Using the avgSimC metric, we pro-
duce competitive results and perform better than
most of the models, including Nguyen et al. (2017)
which also uses topic models.

These superior results indicate the usefulness of
our method to accurately capture word represen-
tations that can take into account different word
senses. Additionally, our non-parametric approach
consistently outperforms our baseline ETMo ap-
proach, validating our hypothesis to threshold the
topics.

We also evaluate our model on the word anal-
ogy task (Mikolov et al., 2013a). 1 Our answer is
correct if this word matches the correct word given
in the dataset. As can seen in Table 3, our ETMo
approach obtains similar results as the baseline
word2vec model, and we beat other implementa-
tions.

5.2 Qualitative Comparison

We show a qualitative comparison of some polyse-
mous words in Table 4, with the nearest neighbors
of words in the table, for Glove embeddings and
the embeddings trained from our model. For each
of the words in Table 4, we can clearly see that
the different senses of words are being effectively
captured by our model whereas Glove embeddings
could only capture most frequently used meaning

1 The word analogy task aims to answer the question of the
form: a is to b as c is to ?. To answer the question, we compute
the word vector nearest to ‘vg(b) − vg(a) + vg(c)’, where
vg(w) represents the output vector for word w, as mentioned
in section 3.2.

for the word. Moreover, each of these senses can
be easily correlated with the topic that these embed-
dings correspond to which can be seen from Table
5. Consider the word Play. The first sense for
play corresponds to Music (topic 2). The second
embedding corresponds to Sports (topic 7).

An interesting qualitative result is shown for the
word Network. The nearest neighbors to Glove
embeddings show that they are only able to capture
one meaning which is in the subject of Television
Network. However, our model is able to capture 3
different meanings for the word quite powerfully.
The first one, which corresponds to topic 2, occurs
in the context of Television Network which is the
sense Glove was able to capture. The second sense,
which corresponds to topic 5, occurs in the context
of Computer Networks. The third sense, which
corresponds to topic 6, remarkably relates to the
context Geography.

5.3 Number of Topics Analysis
In this section, we perform a study on choosing
the right number of topics(k) in Table 6. Here,
topic uniqueness refers to the proportion of unique
words in a topic, computed over the top words in
the vocabulary. Higher the topic uniqueness score,
more distinct are the obtained topics. We compute
the Spearman correlation on the avgSim metric us-
ing the word pairs from RG-65 (Rubenstein and
Goodenough, 1965). With k = 10, we obtained a
topic uniqueness of 32.23, which dropped to 27.12
for k=20 topics. Thus increasing the number of
topics increases overlap which harms our model
as the topic weight gets divided while training the
embeddings. This effect can be clearly seen in the
correlation coefficient which drops from 68.5 to
66.9 for 10 & 20 topics respectively. Using k=5
improved the topic uniqueness score to 34.05, but
the perplexity score (Blei et al., 2003) reduced, in-
dicating that the topic model requires more degrees
of freedom to fit the corpus. We also observed not
very distinct topics at k=5 (i.e. a topic could be
mixture of sports and history), resulting in reduced
correlation coefficient of 67.1.

5.4 Threshold Parameter Analysis
In this section, we study the effect of pthres on the
model performance. We tune its value by compar-
ing the Spearman correlation on the avgSim metric
using the word pairs from RG-65 (Rubenstein and
Goodenough, 1965). However, we hypothesize that
the threshold parameter depends only on the output
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Word Topic # Nearest Neighbors
Glove playing, played, plays, game, players, player, match, matches, games

play 2 played. performance, musical, performed, plays, stage, release, song, work, time
7 season, players, played, one, game, first, football, teams, last, year, clubs
Glove band, punk, pop, bands, album, rocks, music, indie, singer, albums, songs, rockers

rock 2 metal, pop, punk, members, jazz, alternative, indie, folk, band, hard, recorded, blues
6 island, point, valley, hill, large, creek, granite, railroad, river, lake
Glove banks, banking, central, credit, bankers, financial, investment, lending, citibank

bank 6 river, tributary, flows, valley, side, banks, mississippi, south, north, mouth, branch
8 company, established, central, first, group, one, investment, organisation, development
Glove plants, factory, facility, flowering, produce, reactor, factories, production

plant 1 plants, bird, genus, frog, rodent, flowering, fish, species, tree, endemic, asteraceae
5 design, plants, modern, power, process, technology, standard, substance, production
Glove wars, conflict, battle, civil, military, invasion, forces, fought, fighting, wartime

war 4 combat, first, world, army, served, american, battle, civil, outbreak, forces
7 series, championship, cup, fifa, champion, chess, records, wrestling, championships
Glove cable, channel, television, broadcast, internet, stations, programming, radio

network 2 series, program, shows, bbc, broadcast, station, channel, aired, nbc, radio, episode
5 data, information, computer, system, applications, technology, control, standard, design
6 light, station, car, stations, railway, commuter, lines, rail, trains, commute

Table 4: Nearest neighbours of some polysemous words for Glove, and for each sense identified by our algorithm,
based on the cosine similarility. We take only those senses corresponding to topics where p(wt|j) > pthres.

TOPIC # TOPIC KEYS TOPIC NAME

1
species south india island north found small indian region family

district water large east long spanish central village west area Agriculture

2
film music album released band series show song time television

single songs live rock records video release appeared episode films Music/Television

3
party government state states united president law member general
court house election served political elected national born council Politics

4
war air army force british battle service aircraft japanese forces

world military time ship fire navy command attack september car Military

5
system formula number time called form data systems process high

energy type common set space based power similar standard Technology

6
city age county area population town located years north river
south west station park line road district village income living Geography

7
team season game league played club football games world year

career player born time final cup play championship national Sports

8
school university college company students education, public program

business national research development services million service Education

9
church book work life published century time english works

art people world books language great written god early death called Religion

10
french german france war king germany century russian part

italian son chinese empire soviet republic born died emperor paris History

Table 5: The top words for each topics according to topic modeling
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# of topics uniqueness perplexity ρ× 100
5 34.05 9.88 67.1
10 32.23 9.78 68.5
15 29.57 9.70 67.8
20 27.12 9.65 66.9

Table 6: effect of number of topics on Spearman corre-
lation on 50 word pairs from WordSim-353

pthres ρ× 100 senses captured for network
1e-3 68.3 television, IT
1e-4 69.1 television, IT, transportation
1e-5 68.4 mixed senses

Table 7: Spearman’s correlation ρ × 100 on 50 word
pairs from WS-353 and the word senses captured for
network. The word senses are adjudged qualitatively.

of topic modeling, particularly p(word|topic), and
thus is independent of the this chosen subset, as can
be seen in the results on other datasets. In Table
7, we can see that the optimal value for pthres is
1e-4 for the non-parametric model at which it can
strongly differentiate between the different senses
for network. A higher threshold value of 1e-3 cap-
tures a fewer number of senses. A lower threshold
value of 1e-5 allows training of more than the ac-
tual number of true senses leading to noisy updates,
thus becoming ineffective in capturing any sense.
The corresponding lower correlation coefficients in
Table 7 confirm these effects quantitatively.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

In this work, we presented our approach to learn
word embeddings to capture the different senses
of a word. Unlike previous sense-based models,
our model exploits knowledge from topic modeling
to induce mixture weights in structured skip-gram
approach, for learning sense specific representa-
tions. We extend this model further by pruning the
embeddings conditioned on the number of word
senses. Finally, we showed our model achieves
state-of-the-art results on word similarity tasks, and
demonstrated the strength of our model in captur-
ing multiple word senses qualitatively. Future work
should aim towards using these embeddings for
downstream tasks.
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Abstract

The unprecedented growth in the amount of
online information available in many lan-
guages to users and businesses, including news
articles and social media, has made it diffi-
cult and time consuming for users to iden-
tify and consume sought after content. Hence,
automatic text summarization for various lan-
guages to generate accurate and relevant sum-
maries from the huge amount of information
available is essential nowadays. Techniques
and methodologies for automatic Arabic text
summarization are still immature due to the in-
herent complexity of the Arabic language in
terms of both structure and morphology. This
work attempts to improve the performance of
Arabic text summarization. We propose a new
Arabic text summarization approach based on
a new noun extraction method and fuzzy logic.
The proposed summarizer is evaluated using
EASC corpus and benchmarked against pop-
ular state of the art Arabic text summariza-
tion systems. The results indicate that our pro-
posed Fuzzy logic approach with noun extrac-
tion outperforms existing systems.

1 Introduction

In the recent two decades, the exponential growth
in the amount of information like email, online
news articles, reports, social media content and
memos, introduced new challenges and made it
harder for users to sift through and extract the
key information they need. Hence, a smart sys-
tem that can automatically identify important in-
formation from vast amount of data and generate

concise summaries from these identified data is
highly demanded nowadays. Automatic accurate
text summarization is the key to addressing this
challenge. Text summarization is the process of
conveying important information from the original
text source(s). The summary is typically no longer
than half of the original text(s) and usually sig-
nificantly less than that (Das and Martins, 2007).
Techniques for automatic text summarization for
widely-used and relatively simple-grammar lan-
guages such as English are mature. However, lit-
tle work has been done for Arabic summarization
(Al Qassem et al., 2017) due to the complexity of
the language in terms of both structure and mor-
phology. Nevertheless, Arabic summarization sys-
tems are highly needed nowadays. There are more
than 300 million Arabic speakers in the world, and
Arabic is an official language in the United Na-
tions (Nenkova et al., 2011) and 22 other countries
(Al-Shalabi et al., 2009). Therefore, researchers
are working on improving Arabic text summa-
rization methods and developing real world sys-
tems. A smart system is needed to automatically
generate summaries from Arabic texts and deliver
these summaries to the user, either directly or on-
demand. The generated summaries need to be co-
herent, readable, grammatically correct, and com-
prise the key information of the original texts. This
requires an in-depth study to achieve better pre-
processing for Arabic text and a better methodol-
ogy to extract the main information and generate a
more accurate summary.

In this work, we propose and develop a smart
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Arabic summarization system with better accuracy
than the current state of the art. The system has
been applied to generate summaries from online
news in real time and delivers the summary in-
stantly to the right users who just need it. The pa-
per is organized as follows. The state of art for
text summarization (mainly English and Arabic
summarization systems) is discussed in Section 2.
Our proposed summarization system is described
in Section 3. The evaluation and comparison re-
sults are explained in Section 4. Our conclusion is
given in Section 5.

2 Related Work

The first automatic summarization system was
proposed by (Luhn, 1958). Luhn came up with
the assumption that says the more frequent the
word appears in the text the more important it
is; excluding the very common words (called stop
words). Ten years later, (Edmundson, 1969) ex-
panded Luhns work by adding more features, such
as resemblance to the title feature (the vocabulary
overlap between the title and the sentence) and the
position feature (the relevant position of the sen-
tence within the text). The results showed that
the word frequency is set to be the least impor-
tant feature. It is important to note that the author
assigned weights to the features subjectively; thus,
these assigned weights could be imprecise and un-
certain. In 1995, (Kupiec et al., 1995) developed
a trainable document summarizer to automatically
train the weights of the features using a corpus
instead of defining the weights subjectively. The
evaluation results agreed with Edmundsons results
(Edmundson, 1969). As a conclusion, both work
claimed that the best combination of features is
made of the position feature, key word feature, and
the title feature.

Although a lot of work has been done for text
summarization for English, the work for Arabic
summarization is very recent and limited. Lakhas
(Douzidia and Lapalme, 2004) considered one of
the first known Arabic text summarization system
that was evaluated and compared to English sys-
tems. The system produces a summary of size of
10 words only and translates it to English. The
authors claimed that the translation process is the
reason for the bad evaluation scores. Using TF-
IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency)
as the main feature to score sentences is a com-
mon method in Arabic summarization systems.

TF-IDF is the ratio of the frequency of a term in
a document over its frequency in a corpus. TF-
IDF is a good indicator of the importance of a
word in a document and a topic, and hence high-
lights the importance of the corresponding sen-
tence. (Haboush et al., 2012) used TF-IDF on
clustered word roots and obtained competitive ac-
curacy. (Al-Radaideh and Afif, 2009) developed a
system that focuses on the inner product between
TF in a sentence and the document frequency DF
for each extracted noun. ACBTSS and AQBTSS
(El-Haj et al., 2009) are two most recent sys-
tems that used TF-IDF with Vector Space Model
(VSM). Semantic connectedness among sentences
and documents is another important factor when
generating summaries with minimum redundancy.
LCEAS system (Sarmini, 2015) used lexical co-
hesion to identify important topics and text entail-
ment to remove redundancy. Their system outper-
formed (Haboush et al., 2012), (Al-Radaideh and
Afif, 2009), Sakhr, AQBTSS (El-Haj et al., 2009),
Gen-Summ (El-Haj et al., 2010) and LSA-Summ
(El-Haj et al., 2010), by containing more signif-
icant sentences and less redundancy. In recent
work, more features/indicators are researched to
represent the importance of sentences. Therefore,
deciding which features to use and the weights for
these features become a hard task and more re-
search is needed. Some researchers followed the
machine learning approach and modeled the sum-
marization process as a classification problem (i.e.
the sentences are classified as summary and non-
summary sentences). The work in (Boudabous
et al., 2010) and (Belkebir and Guessoum, 2015)
includes examples of systems that followed the
machine learning approach. In (Boudabous et al.,
2010), SVM (Support Vector Machine) was used
to classify the sentences using 15 features. In
(Belkebir and Guessoum, 2015) an Arabic sum-
marizer was proposed using AdaBoost. Machine
learning approaches give researchers the ability
to efficiently utilize a large number of features
in the scoring process, which is desirable. Us-
ing fuzzy logic in text summarization is a very re-
cent approach in English text summarization (Ya-
dav and Meena, 2016). (Suanmali et al., 2009)
used the fuzzy logic approach to select the sen-
tences based on eight features. The system was
compared to a baseline summarizer that gener-
ates summaries by selecting the first 200 words in
the input document and MS word 2007 summa-
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Figure 1: System Architecture.

rizer. The results showed that their proposed ap-
proach outperformed the baseline summarizer and
MS word 2007 summarizer. (Yadav and Meena,
2016) used fuzzy logic along with WordNet syn-
onyms and bushy path, a graph-based method, to
improve the performance of extractive text sum-
marization system. The WordNet synonyms is
used for the semantic similarity of the text; bushy
path is used for the relationship between differ-
ent parts of the text; finally, fuzzy logic is used
to solve the issue of uncertainty and vagueness re-
lated to the weights for different features of the
sentences. The system generated three summaries
from the three approaches and then selected the
sentences that appeared in all summaries to form
the final summary. The three approaches were
evaluated and compared against the proposed ap-
proach using ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2. The re-
sults showed that the proposed approach outper-
formed the other three approaches. In addition, the
evaluation results showed that the fuzzy logic ap-
proach outperformed the bushy path and the Word-
Net synonyms methods. (Sarmini, 2015) proposed
an Arabic text summarizer based on fuzzy logic
and genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm was
used to select the optimal member functions of
the selected features. The fuzzy system is used to
score the sentences. To sum up, all reviewed sys-
tems claimed that using fuzzy logic improved the
performance of the summarization systems and
the quality of the summaries. Fuzzy logic ap-
proaches handled the issues related to the uncer-
tainty, imprecision and vagueness of determining
the importance of different features using machine
learning approaches, leading to better summaries.

3 Proposed Fuzzy Logic Arabic
Summarizer

Condensing all the discussions and comparisons
in the literature review, we propose an Arabic
summarization system with five main components
(pre-processing, noun extraction, features extrac-
tion, fuzzy logic, sentence selection) to generate
the final summary. Figure 1 shows the five compo-
nents in the proposed system. The first two steps in
the proposed system are Pre-processing and Noun
extraction. Pre-processing prepares the text be-
fore sentences are further treated and summarized.
Noun extraction extracts the nouns from the text
output of the pre-processor. From the state of
art noun words are considered to carry important
information than other words (Al Qassem et al.,
2017; Al-Radaideh and Afif, 2009). A noun is any
word representing an idea, a thing or a person. To
have a good summary, we need to make sure all
sentences representing the main ideas are selected.
To assure this, all nouns in the text should be pro-
cessed and evaluated. The importance of a sen-
tence will then be scored by the extracted nouns
only. Furthermore, using nouns only will reduce
noise and increase efficiency by avoiding unnec-
essary processing. In our previous work, we pro-
posed a linguistic-rule-based noun extraction sys-
tem (Al Qassem et al., 2018) that extracts nouns
according to Arabic grammar rules. The system is
evaluated against the widely used Stanford Arabic
Part of Speech (POS) tagger (Stanford Log-linear
Part-Of-Speech Tagger, n.d.). The results show
that the proposed method is more efficient when
achieving comparable benchmark accuracies. The
details of our proposed Arabic noun extraction
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method has been explained in our previous paper
(Al Qassem et al., 2018) and will not be repeated
here due to the size limit of the paper. After that
the feature extraction module extracts key features
(sentence position, TF-IDF, cue phrase, topic sig-
nature and numerical data) representing the impor-
tance of the sentences. Finally, the extracted fea-
tures/scores are input into the fuzzy logic module
to generate the final scores of the sentences. The
sentence’ score indicates how important a sen-
tence is within the whole article. The sentences
with the highest scores are selected to form the fi-
nal summary. In our system we used five features
based on the discussion and experimental results
from the state of art (Ferreira et al., 2013; Fattah
and Ren, 2009); they are: (1) Sentence position:
this is just the position of the sentence within the
full text; (2) TF-IDF: it is calculated for the ex-
tracted nouns only as a feature that indicates the
importance accumulation of the extracted nouns
in a sentence; (3) Cue phrases: they are phrases
that give a good indication about the content of this
sentence such as in conclusion, the most important
... etc., and defined as positive cue phrases (Fer-
reira et al., 2013). (Haboush et al., 2012) claimed
that the existence of these cue phrases increases
the probability for a sentence to be selected. On
the contrary, there are list of phrases that give a
detailed explanation or indicates redundant infor-
mation like in other words and for example. These
phrases are called negative cue phrases (Fattah and
Ren, 2009). In our system, we use both types of
cue phrases to either increase or decrease the im-
portance score of the sentences. The two other
features are: (4) Topic Signature: each topic has
a list of topic signature words used across all doc-
uments within this topic but not frequently used
across other topics(the score of the sentence that
contains topic signature words is supposed to in-
crease); and finally (5) Numerical Data: sentences
that contain numbers are more likely to be added
to the summary because numbers refer to impor-
tant information like money transaction, dates, ad-
dress ... etc. (Ferreira et al., 2013; Fattah and
Ren, 2009). The final score of the sentences is
calculated by combining all the features. The
linear combination of all features (feature-weight
equation) is usually used for the final score. The
main challenge in this step is assigning a weight
for each feature. As discussed previously, not all
features are equally important and different fea-

tures should be given different weights represent-
ing their importance and contribution to generate
a high quality summary. Therefore, we use fuzzy
logic. At this stage the features extracted from the
sentence are inputs to the fuzzy logic system, and
the sentence final score is the output. According
to (Hüllermeier, 2011), fuzzy logic can contribute
in solving issues related to uncertainty, vagueness,
ambiguity, and imprecision that result from in-
complete and imprecise information. Fuzzy logic
provides the ability to map rules using concept
(e.g. long vs short, big vs small) rather than num-
bers (numerical data). Furthermore, representing
gradual concepts is a key feature of fuzzy logic
compared with machine learning that failed to do
so (Hüllermeier, 2011). Fuzzy logic is transpar-
ent, data-driven and makes use of available expert
knowledge (for model initialization) to generate
a robust model. It is considered an approximate
reasoning solution that can be initialized from ex-
pert knowledge and optimized from data with very
strong reasoning capabilities (Megala et al., 2014).
Finally, the sentences with highest scores from the
fuzzy logic system are selected to form the sum-
mary. The sentences in the summary are ordered
by their original position in the article. The pro-
posed Arabic summarization system can gener-
ate different sizes of the summaries based on user
choice. Our observations and evaluation of the
generated model are aligned with our hypothesis,
in that the first few sentences represent the main
ideas. This is expected in news articles that tend
to be relatively short; important words repeat more
frequently within the text and cue phrases are used
to attract the attention of the reader.

4 System Evaluation

Evaluating an Arabic text summarizer is a chal-
lenging task due to the lack of gold standard cor-
pora and the different measures used in assessing
summarization systems. We have therefore, de-
cided to choose the corpus and evaluation metrics
that are used by most benchmark systems in the
literature, to provide as objective comparison as
possible. Based on this approach, we found that
ROUGE-N (N=1and 2) with EASC corpus (El-
Haj et al., 2010) are used by many recent sys-
tems. ROUGE correlates well with human judge-
ment for single-document summarization tasks. In
addition, the correlation increases by using multi-
ple references. This gives an advantage for EASC
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Figure 2: Performance comparison with other systems
in the literature.

corpus as each document has five reference sum-
maries.

We compared our system with the state of
art systems (LCEAS 2015 (Al-Khawaldeh and
Samawi, 2015), (Al-Radaideh and Afif, 2009),
(Haboush et al., 2012) and (Oufaida et al., 2014)).
Figure 2 below illustrates the comparison of
ROUGE-2 results for our summarizer and the
other systems. The 30% summary size represents
the reference summaries that are neither too long
nor too short, the 10% summary size represents
the shortest summary. As shown in the Figure,
the ROUGE-2 scores for LCEAS (Al-Khawaldeh
and Samawi, 2015), (Al-Radaideh and Afif, 2009)
and (Haboush et al., 2012) are less than 0.3 for re-
call and less than 0.2 for precision, where the best
scores were obtained by LCEAS. The F-measure
for LCEAS system is approximately 0.22. To
compare our system against these three systems,
we use the ROUGE results when the summary size
is 10% from the proposed Arabic summarization
system (the smallest possible size). The average
ROUGE-2 recall, precision and F-measure scores
for our system are 0.27, 0.40 and 0.29, respec-
tively. Our system outperformed the three sys-
tems in F-measure scores despite the fact that these
systems were compared against our worst-case re-
sults.

Furthermore, LCEAS was compared against
Sakhr, AQBTSS (El-Haj et al., 2009), Gen-Summ
and LSA-Summ (El-Haj et al., 2010). The authors
claimed that LCEAS outperformed all these three
systems. Since our fuzzy logic summarizer out-
performed LCEAS, it is our logical assumption

System

Average
Recall

Average
Precision

Average
F-measure

ROUGE- ROUGE- ROUGE-
1 2 1 2 1 2

Oufaida
(2014)

0.41 0.38 0.37 0.27 0.36 0.26

Our Sys
10%

0.34 0.27 0.51 0.40 0.37 0.29

Our Sys
30%

0.45 0.35 0.48 0.38 0.44 0.34

Table 1: ROUGE evaluation results for our system and
Oufaida system.

that our system will outperform these three sys-
tems too.

For (Oufaida et al., 2014), the system was evalu-
ated using ROUGE-N (N=1 and 2) and EASC cor-
pus.

The generated summary size of a document
is equal to its reference summary. The EASC
has five summaries per article. Consequently,
the system generated five summaries per doc-
ument and computed their average ROUGE-N
scores. The system ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2
scores are shown in Table 1. We compared our
system against Oufaida using the ROUGE-results
obtained for the summary sizes 30% and 10%,
which are the percentages used in the state of art
methods for our fair comparison. In the real world
application, this percentage can be changed and
adjusted by users based on the requirements. The
less the percentage is, the more concise the sum-
mary is but some information might be missed.
On the contrary, summary with higher percentage
of length provides more information (sentences)
but the summary takes more human beings time
to read (hence not a very efficient summary). Ac-
cording to both summary sizes 10% and 30% and
ROUGE-N (N=1,2) results, our system outper-
formed Oufaidas.

5 Conclusion

Due to the increase in the amount of information
available online, consuming a broad range of rel-
evant, concise but important information has be-
come a laborious task. Automatic text summa-
rization methods are put forward to address this
problem. Text summarization for English is ad-
vanced and many approaches have been studied
and evaluated. However, this field is still in its
early stages for the Arabic language. In this pa-
per, we discussed different text summarization ap-
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proaches and methodologies and proposed our ap-
proach by using fuzzy logic for a more accurate
and efficient Arabic summarization system. Fuzzy
logic is still very recent in English summarization
and showed improvement in the quality of the gen-
erated summaries. We compared our summarizer
against five state of the art Arabic text summariz-
ers that reported good results. The results showed
that fuzzy logic improved the performance of the
summarization system. The system is able to cre-
ate very short summaries containing the most im-
portant ideas, and performed better than five state
of art Arabic summarization systems. The future
work might be looking into better Arabic prepro-
cessing, (e.g. http://arabicnlp.pro/alp/) for more
accurate Arabic summarizer.
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Abstract

In this paper, we suggest the generalization
of an Arabic Spoken Language Understand-
ing (SLU) system in a multi-domain human-
machine dialog. We are interested particularly
in domain portability of SLU system related
to both structured (DBMS) and unstructured
data (Information Extraction), related to four
domains. In this work, we used the thematic
approach for four domains which are School
Management, Medical Diagnostics, Consulta-
tion domain and Question-Answering domain
(DAWQAS). We should note that two kinds of
classifiers are used in our experiments: sta-
tistical and neural, namely: Gaussian Naive
Bayes, Bernoulli Naive Bayes, Logistic Re-
gression, SGD, Passive Aggressive Classifier,
Perceptron, Linear Support Vector and Convo-
lutional Neural Network.

1 Introduction

With the increasing spread of internet content,
there is a mutually growing number of web ap-
plications pushing human being in a race against
time to exploit and to master all of these appli-
cations. In such a situation, a human-machine
dialogue system is needed to assist humans for
acquiring information efficiently and accurately.
However, the existing dialogue systems cannot
cover all application domains. That is why, we
tackle in this paper the multi-domain task. We
should note that a little initial work with regard
to the multi-domain problem has been presented
in (Minker, 1998; Liu and Lane, 2016), which
remains an open issue. We have witnessed re-
cently a renewed interest in the extension of ap-
plication domain, where some systems use Latent
Semantic Mapping (LSM) for the identification
of any abrupt change towards another application
(Nakano et al., 2011). In other works, a Marko-
vian decision-making process was considered for

the selection of an application among several ones
(Wang et al.) or the extension to a new application
in the Web (Komatani et al., 2008). While in (Jung
et al., 2009), a study related to comparable appli-
cations (within the same domain) has been con-
ducted. In the case of more than two applications,
we can mention task-based applications (where
the dialogue is finalized and specific to a given do-
main) as presented in (Lee et al., 2009) or manag-
ing specific applications of the Web (Jiang et al.,
2014). In (Jaech et al., 2016; Chelba and Acero,
2006; Daumé-III, 2007; Daumé-III and Marcu,
2006), the principle of adaptation from application
to another has been applied, where the system is
trained in the first application and tested in the sec-
ond one (Daumé-III and Jagarlamudi, 2011; Kim
and Sarikaya, 2015). The majority of researches
done on multi-domain are dealing with domains
structured within DBMS(Lefevre et al., 2012)
such as (Information on the schedules of trains,
planes, tourism, car navigation, weather informa-
tion, Guide of TV program, chat, etc). We aim to
provide a portable system, with minimal interven-
tion from experts, across four domains. Three do-
mains are based on information extraction, which
are Medical Diagnostic, Diverse Consultation and
Question-Answering (DAWQAS)1 domains (Ismail
and Homsi, 2018), in addition to the University
Schooling Management domain which is based on
database information retrieval. In this paper, we
first present, in section 2, an SLU system based on
thematic approach, followed by a description of
the feature selection process as well as the dataset
we prepared. In section 3, we present experiments
and the corresponding results, and we conclude in
section 4.

1A Dataset for Arabic Why Question Answeing System
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I’m fainting and I feel nervous because my heartbeat is fast
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Does the person undergo successive psychological courses that
have nothing to do with the circumstances?
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Why talking about your weaknesses during a job interview
is great for you

Table 1: Samples of requests related to the four domains.

2 Spoken Language Understanding

The SLU system is based on some of the cogni-
tive properties of humans which is tendency to un-
derstand an utterance in two different ways: Slot
Filling and Intent Identification. Note that Slot
Filling consists in identifying significant terms of
this utterance followed by the identification of re-
lationships between these terms, which leads him
to understand the meaning of the utterance. While
Intent Identification aims to identify the subject
of the utterance without understanding the words
one by one. In this work, we adopt Intent Iden-
tification to implement the SLU system, using
text categorization (Lichouri et al., 2015, 2018b).
The techniques used include statistical and neu-
ral methods: Multinomial Naive Bayes(MNB),
Bernoulli Naive Bayes(BNB), Logistic Regres-
sion, Stochastic Gradient Descent(SGD), Passive
Aggressive Classifier, Perceptron, Linear Support
Vector Classification(LSVC) and Convolutional
Neural Networks(CNN).

2.1 Feature Selection

We first processed the requests by removing all
the punctuation. Then we conducted experiments,
with and without stop words, in order to show
the impact of Arabic stop words on intent identi-
fication which yields the request (sentence) intent.
Second we used both word and character analyzers
(Lichouri et al., 2018a) as an input to the vector-
ization process either by using TF-IDF for statisti-
cal classification or One hot encoder for CNN. We
should note that we applied n-grams as features in
the case of word analyzer.

2.2 Data acquisition and description

In this section, we will present a description of
the corpus related to the four domains. For Uni-
versity Schooling Management which is a DBMS
Information Retrieval Domain, We collected from
around 300 students which formulated their re-
quests to access their information from the edu-
cation office. After discarding the repeated re-
quests, we obtained a corpus made of 127 differ-
ent requests expressed in French. The collected
corpus, which was initially in French, was trans-
lated manually by experts to Arabic (?). Some
examples of these queries are given in the table
1. These queries express what do students re-
quest from the office of education such as Marks,
Certificates and Diplomas. The second domain
which is Medical Diagnostic, We collected a cor-
pus from a medical care forum known as Doctis-
simo (Alexandre, 2000). Some examples of these
queries are also given in the table 1. These queries
express the symptoms and feelings of ill people
describing their health states to a doctor on the
forum so that he could administer their treatment
or the advice to give. We choose seven diseases,
namely: Allergy, Anemia, Bronchitis, Diarrhea,
Fatigue, Flu and Stress. For the Consultation do-
main, We collected the dataset from Islamtoday
website (Today, 2000). It contains four main tasks
which are: Educational, Psychological, Social and
Religion Consulting. An example of this corpus
is presented in table 1. We have shared the first
two corpora (University Schooling Management
and Medical Diagnostic) in a github repository2

2https://github.com/licvol/Arabic-Spoken-Language-
Understanding
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for research purpose, where as the third will be
shared in our future works. The fourth corpus re-
lated to Question-Answering domain, we used the
DAWQAS3 corpus which contains a set of QA
couples including 13 tasks, which are: Animal,
Art and Celebrities, Community, Food, Health,
Nature, Philosophy, Politics, Religion, Science
and Technology, Space, Sports, and Women. More
details of the datasets related to the four domains
are summarized in table 2.

Corpus School Medical Consultation DAWQAS
#Sentence 126 152 3541 2525
#word 700 866 400.972 19.836
#class 3 7 4 13

Table 2: Description of the four used corpora.

3 Experiments and results

We conducted experiments on SLU portability
between two kinds of domains: DBMS Informa-
tion Retrieval and Information Extraction. The
request is considered to be well understood if
it is assigned a correct category. We achieved
a comparison between statistical methods (Pe-
dregosa et al., 2011) and neural method4. The
training has been achieved on 70% of the shuffled
datasets and the testing on the rest of dataset.
For the CNN, we considered two tests with 10
and 100 iteration, respectively. We compared
the performance of the classifiers by combining
the different sets of features. Figures 1 and
2 represent the different values of F1-score
obtained using the different classifiers, where
SW r, CA, WA u, WA b, WA t and SW stand for,
respectively, stop words removal, using character
analyzer, word analyzer on unigram, bigram,
trigram and using stop words. We should note that
each combination of the aforementioned features
is attributed a number (from 1 to 8) where:
1=SW+WA u, 2=SW+WA b, 3=SW+WA t,
4=SW+CA, 5=SW r+WA u, 6=SW r+WA b,
7=SW r+WA t and 8=SW r+CA.

We can see that the average of F1 measure is
around 63%, 25%,39% and 32% for the School,
Medical, Consultations and DAWQAS domains,
respectively. Whereas the maximum values of F1
scored for the four domains are: 100%, 54%, 74%

3https://github.com/masun/DAWQAS
4https://github.com/tensorflow/workshops/blob/master/

extras/keras-bag-of-words/keras-bow-model.ipynb

Best results(%) Feaures
Prec Recall F1 Stop Words Analyzer n-gram

MNB 86 84 84 Yes Word 1
BNB 90 89 89 Yes/No Char -
LSVC 98 97 97 Yes/No Word 1
LogReg 81 71 67 Yes Word 1
SGD 98 97 97 Yes/No Word 1
PassAgg 98 97 97 Yes/No Word 1
Perceptron 100 100 100 Yes/No Word 1
CNN 95 95 95 No Word 1

Table 3: Best performance for the School domain

and 63%. In addition, it is noticeable through re-
sults shown in tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 that it is un-
clear which features combination yields the best
performance. For instance, the absence of stop
words gives the best performance for SGD while
it doesn’t for other classifiers.

As shown in table 3, in the case of School appli-
cation, the best performance was achieved by the
Perceptron classifier, with a perfect result by us-
ing a word analyzer with or without Arabic stop
words. Whereas in table 4, for the medical appli-
cation, the best result was performed by the SGD
classifier, with an F1-score of 54% by also using
the word analyzer and without removing the Ara-
bic stop words.

Best results(%) Features
Prec Recall F1 Stop Words Analyzer n-gram

MNB 64 46 42 Yes Word 1
BNB 21 26 23 Yes/No Char -
LSVC 66 52 49 No Word 1
LogReg 60 43 39 Yes Word 1
SGD 66 57 54 No Word 1
PassAgg 61 52 52 Yes Word 1
Perceptron 53 46 46 No Word 1
CNN 74 39 47 No Word 1

Table 4: Best performance for the Medical domain

Table 5 shows results for the Consultations do-
main. Note that both SGD and Logistic Regres-
sion classifiers achieved the best F1-score of 74%
by using word analyzer. The SGD has performed
equally by using either a unigram or bigram as in-
put for the word analyzer, where the Logistic Re-
gression has performed better with the trigram as
an input.

For the last application related to DAWQAS
corpus, the best results have been achieved with
both LSVC and Passive Aggressive classifiers
with F1-score of 63%. The first one has achieved
equally by either filtering or not the Arabic stop
words in plus to applying the word analyzer with
a unigram as input. For the latter classifier, the
same analyzer was used but without filtering the
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Figure 1: F1-score of the two domains: School (above), Medical (below).

Figure 2: F1-score of the two domains: Consultations (above), DAWQAS (below).

Best results(%) Features
Prec Recall F1 Stop Words Analyzer n-gram

MNB 73 75 73 No Word 2;3
BNB 69 67 67 Yes Word 2
LSVC 55 62 54 Yes Char -
LogReg 74 75 74 Yes Word 3
SGD 74 75 74 No Word 1;2
PassAgg 65 65 64 No Word 2
Perceptron 55 60 57 Yes Word 2
CNN 73 69 71 No Word 1

Table 5: Best performance for the Consult domain

Arabic Stop words.

Best results(%) Features
Prec Recall F1 Stop Words Analyzer n-gram

MNB 60 57 51 Yes Word 1
BNB 40 42 31 No Word 1
LSVC 64 64 63 Yes/No Word 1
LogReg 57 54 48 No Word 1
SGD 62 62 61 Yes Word 1
PassAgg 64 64 63 No Word 1
Perceptron 58 58 57 No Word 1
CNN 57 53 54 No Word 1

Table 6: Best performance for the DAWQAS domain

By comparing the performance of the different
classifiers for the four domains, we can conclude
that (i) the Arabic Stop words change the mean-
ing or intent of utterance according the task and

the domain. (ii) There is no perfect classifier to
perform an acceptable SLU portability across do-
mains, especially for the Arabic language, which
is known for its richness at the lexical level.(iii)
There is not a perfect size for a corpus to be con-
sidered when porting to a new domain. Indeed,
performance for Consult domain is better than
DAWQAS though the Consult corpus is smaller.

4 Conclusion and Perspective

This paper is a modest contribution to the ongoing
research about the generalization of a Spoken Lan-
guage Understanding System in a multi-domain
Human-Machine Dialog. To our knowledge, this
is the first study to investigate the possibility of a
portable SLU system across domains, especially
for the Arabic Language. The findings were quite
interesting since the F1 scores obtained from ex-
periments to adapt the Schooling Management do-
main to Medical, Consultations and DAWQAS
were 54%, 74% and 63%, respectively.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present ArPod, a new Arabic speech
corpus made of Arabic audio podcasts. We built this
dataset, mainly for both speech-based multi-lingual and
multi-dialectal identification tasks. It includes two lan-
guages: Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and English,
and four Arabic dialects: Saudi, Egyptian, Lebanese
and Syrian. A set of supervised classifiers have been
used: Support Vector Machines (SVM), Multi Layer
Perceptron (MLP), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Ex-
tratrees and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN),
using acoustic and spectral features. For both tasks,
SVM yielded encouraging results and outperformed the
other classifiers. Language Identification, Dialect
Identification, CNN, Acoustic features, spectral fea-
tures, SVM, Arabic Podcast

1 Introduction

The most popular researches on spoken audio lan-
guage/dialects identification has been conducted based
on acoustic information, Phonotactic and prosodic ap-
proaches and other techniques. Acoustic information is the
lowest and nevertheless simplest level of features that can
denote a speech waveform. Indeed, in (Koolagudi et al.,
2012), MFCC features have been extracted to study the
impact of MFCC’s coefficients on Indian language recog-
nition . Phonotactic and prosodic information have been
used in(Biadsy et al., 2009) and (Biadsy and Hirschberg,
2009). The authors applied a phonotactic approach to au-
tomatically detect Arabic dialects by using phone recog-
nizer followed by dialect modeling using trigram models.
They also examined the role of prosodic features (intona-
tion and rhythm) for identification of dialects from four
Arabic regions: Gulf, Iraq, Levantine and Egypt. In other
researches like in (Alshutayri and Albarhamtoshy, 2011),
authors trained HMM to characterize part of speech, to im-
plement a dialect identification system.
In order to establish robust systems for Language/dialect
identification, spoken corpora have been developed by re-
search community for several languages, but many other
languages still lack such resources such as Arabic. That
is why we developed a new speech corpus, Arpod-1.0,
which is a Multilingual Arabic spoken dataset extracted

from the web podcast. This dataset is composed of more
than 8 hours, devoted for Arabic and some of its dialects:
Saudi, Lebanese, Egyptian and Syrian, in addition to En-
glish. The dataset has been separated to two categories:
Languages and dialects without code switching, and di-
alects with code switching. We trained SVM, Extratrees
and kNN using acoustic and spectral features, and CNN
using spectorgram. In addition, we conducted experiments
to find the impact of duration on speech utterances lan-
guage identification. Indeed, three duration values have
been considered: 6 sec, 30 sec and 1 min.

This paper is organized as follows, we present an
overview of the works on speech based language identi-
fication in section 2. In section 3 we give a description
of the the collected dataset. In section 4 and 5, we present
the models used as well the experimental setup and results,
respectively and we conclude in section 6.

2 Speech based Language Identification: an
Overview

For Spoken Language Identification, we cite the work
done in (Ali et al., 2015) where authors investigated differ-
ent approaches for dialect identification in Arabic broad-
cast speech, based on phonetic and lexical features ob-
tained from a speech recognition system, and bottleneck
features using the i-vector framework. By using a binary
classifier to discriminate between MSA and dialectal Ara-
bic, they obtained an accuracy of 100% . While, they ob-
tained an accuracy of 59.2% to discriminate five Arabic di-
alects, namely: Egyptian, Gulf, Levantine, North African,
and MSA. In (Moftah et al., 2018), the authors have intro-
duced a new technique for extracting the characteristics of
different Arabic dialects from speech by discovering the
repeated sequences (motifs) that characterize each dialect.
They adopted an extremely fast parameter-free Self-Join
motif discovery algorithm called Scalable Time series Or-
dered search Matrix Profile (STOMP) and extracted 12
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) from each
motif, which were used to train the Gaussian Mixture
Model-Universal Background Model (GMM-UBM) clas-
sifier. This approach was applied on three different motif
lengths 500 ms, 1000 ms, and 1500 ms on a data set that
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was downloaded from Qatar Computing Research Insti-
tute domain and carried out some experiments on Egyp-
tian (EGY) and Levantine (LEV). Whereas in (Bougrine
and Abdelali, 2018), a system based on prosodic speech
information, for intra-country dialects has been proposed.
DNN and SVM have been used to evaluate KALAM’DZ,
a Web-based corpus dedicated to Algerian Arabic Dialec-
tal varieties. The authors have obtained results that show
the close-performance between the DNNs and SVM. In
(Lounnas et al., 2019), the problem of identifying lan-
guages as Persian, German, English, Arabic and Kabyl 1,
has been addressed using Voxforge speech corpus 2.

3 Dataset

We downloaded more than 8 hours of speech data from
”Arab podcast” website3. This dataset covers MSA and
some of its dialects from the following regions: Saudi Ara-
bia (KSA), Syria (SYR), Egypt (EGY), Lebanon (LEB) in
addition to English (ENG). The language/dialects are of
duration ranging from 50 min to 1 h 30 min. Note that
LEB, EGY and KSA-E dialectal corpora include some En-
glish expressions along with the conversations. Accord-
ingly this may cause performance degradation compared
to the remaining corpora. For training requirements and
system design it was necessary to split the downloaded
speech files into a smaller segments of around five min-
utes each, using MKVToolNix GUI v31.0.0 4. The whole
corpus is sampled at 44.1 khz and encoded on 16 bits.
Each language/dialect involves conversations spoken by
two speakers or more (male and female). Table 1 summa-
rizes the overall statistics of Arpod-1.0 corpus, describing
the duration per language/dialect.

Language/Dialect Duration (hours)
KSA 00:50:05
MSA 00:50:05
SYR 00:50:05
ENG 00:50:05
EGY 01:30:00
KSA-E 01:30:00
LEB 01:30:00
Total 08:10:00

Table 1: ArPod dataset used for language/dialect identification

The targeted applications that will be trained using
Arpod-1.0 are several and not only for the two afore-
mentioned tasks. Since it might be of great help for re-
searchers, we will make it available next5.

1Kabyl is an Algerian Berber dialect.
2https://github.com/computational-linguistics-department/Spoken-

Language-and-Topic-Identification-Datasets
3https://ar-podcast.com/
4https://mkvtoolnix.download
5https://www.kaggle.com/corpora4research/arpod-corpus-based-

on-arabic-podcasts

4 General System

The system includes two types of data representation:
acoustic and spectral ones. We used many acoustic fea-
tures as MFCC, Entropy of Energy, Zero Crossing Rate,
Spectral centroid and many others. We used two schemes
according to the work mentioned in (Giannakopoulos,
2015). The second type of speech data representation is by
using spectogram. We give more details in the following
subsections. In our experiments, We used a set of classi-
fiers, namely: kNN, SVM, MLP and Extratrees.

4.1 Acoustic Features based Classification
Scheme 1
In this scheme, 34 features are selected.

1. MFCC coefficients (13)

2. energy(1) & energy of entropy(1)

3. Zero Crossing Rate(1) & Spectral Centroid(1)

4. Spectral Spread (1) & Spectral Entropy(1)

5. Spectral Rolloff(1) & Chroma Vector(12)

6. Spectral Flux(1) & Chroma Deviation(1)

Scheme 2
We have used a framework6 on the basis of Librosa
(McFee et al., 2015), which includes spectral features and
rhythm characteristics. We present in the following the
features used in this framework, with a total of 193 com-
ponents:

1. MFCC coefficients (40)

2. Mel spectrogram (128) & Chroma Vector (12)

3. Spectral contrast (7) & Tonnetz(6)

4.2 Spectogram based Classification
In this approach, We opted for an image recognition pro-
cess to solve the problem of spoken language identifica-
tion. The idea is to extract the spectogram for our speech
dataset which is under .wav format. Then, we applied a
CNN classifier to identify languages and dialects based on
their respective spectograms.

5 Experiments and Results

In this study, we divided Arpod-1.0 dataset into two parts
according to their content: the first one includes 3 hours
and 40 minutes of speech, covering two languages: MSA
and English (ENG) and two dialects: Saudi (KSA) and
Syrian (SYR). The second part -4 hours 30 minutes- is
composed of three dialects characterized by language al-
ternation or code switching: Egyptian (EGY), Lebanese
(LEB) and Saudi (KSA-E). Note that, in this second part
of dataset, speakers alternate between their dialects and
English. Experiments have been achieved on speech seg-
ments with different durations: 6, 30 and 60 sec.

6https://github.com/mtobeiyf/audio-classification
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(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Languages and dialects without code switching, (a) System’s performance with scheme 1, (b) System’s performance with
scheme 2, (c) System’s performance using spectrogram based approach.

5.1 Languages and Dialects without Code Switching

As aforementioned, the first experiment has been devoted
to identifying languages and dialects that do not contain
any kind of code switching. It is about MSA, English,
Syrian and Saudi dialects. We should note that all the ex-
periments have been conducted by taking into account the
different durations of utterances which are: 6, 30 and 60
seconds.

Based on the results reported in figures 1, we conclude
that SVM based on scheme 2 outperforms scheme 1 and
spectrogram based approaches, with F1 measure equal to
96%, through short utterances (6 sec). The spectogram
based approach yielded an F1 score of 56 % for utter-
ances with 1 min of duration. We should emphasize that
performance based on schemes 1 and 2 is inversely pro-
portional to duration, and it is better when dealing with
shorter utterances. This is true for kNN, SVM and Ex-
tratrees classifiers, except for MLP performance which in-
creases slightly whith duration.

5.2 Dialects with Code Switching

In this experiment, we study whether the system is robust
to the code switching phenomenon or not. The speech

corpora selected to be used are in Egyptian, Saudi and
Lebanese dialects where speakers alternate between En-
glish and these dialects. Figure2, shows that the best re-
sult was achieved by SVM using the second scheme with
an F1 of 98%, for the shortest utterances (6 seconds).

However, unlike experiments dealing with languages
and dialects without code switching, performance ob-
tained using the two schemes and the spectrogram based
approach is not influenced by the duration of the test utter-
ances.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the dataset Arpod-1.0 that we
collected from Arabic podcasts and prepared to be used
for Arabic dialect identification. we conducted a set of ex-
periments to find the model giving the best performance
for our language identification system. We have taken
into consideration different circumstances like duration of
speech utterances and the presence of code switching phe-
nomenon. The findings showed, in the absence of code
switching, that shorter utterances are well identified and
performance decrease when utterances are longer. Sur-
prisingly, utterances taken from datasets including code
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2: Dialects with code switching, (a) System’s performance with scheme 1, (b) System’s performance with scheme 2, (c)
System’s performance using spectrogram based approach.

switched dialects, are well identified using SVM and Ex-
tratrees -schemes 1 and 2 - and seem that these models are
robust to code switching and duration variation.
In future work, we aim to build a robust model based on
other features, like the Shifted delta coefficients (SDCs)
which have proven to be efficient in language identification
(Lee et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2014; Ferrer et al., 2015).
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Abstract

Automatic document categorization gains
more importance in view of the plethora
of textual documents added constantly on
the web. Text categorization or classifi-
cation is the process of automatically tag-
ging a textual document with most rele-
vant label. Text categorization for Ara-
bic language become more challenging in
the absence of large and free datasets. We
propose new, rich and unbiased dataset for
the single-label (SANAD) text classifica-
tion, which is made freely available to the
research community on Arabic computa-
tional linguistics. In contrast to the major-
ity of the available categorization systems
of Arabic text, we offer several deep learn-
ing classifiers. With deep learning, we
eliminate the heavy pre-processing phase
usually used to on the data. Our experi-
mental results showed solid performance
on SANAD corpus with a minimum ac-
curacy of 93.43%, achieved by CGRU,
and top performance of 95.81%, achieved
by HANGRU. In pursuit of superior per-
formance, we implemented an ensemble
model to combine best deep learning mod-
els together in a majority-voting paradigm.

1 Introduction

As a result of the rise of the Internet and Web
2.0, unimaginable amount of data is constantly
on the rise, which is produced by several sources
including social media users. The presence of
such unstructured data makes a great resource for
data processing and management in order to ex-
tract useful information. One important task is text
classification and clustering, which is a field of re-
search that gained much momentum in the last few

years. The recent advances in machine learning
paved the road for proposing successful text cate-
gorization systems.

The terms text categorization and text classi-
fication are used interchangeably to indicate the
process of predicting predefined categories or do-
mains to a given document. The automated cat-
egorization process may report the most relevant
single category or multiple close ones (Figure 1).
For the huge amount of available documents (or
text) on the internet, manual classification by do-
main experts becomes ineffective and unfeasible.
Therefore, automated classifiers had become not
only an alternative but a necessity utilizing ma-
chine learning algorithms. However, the unstruc-
tured nature of the textual documents necessitates
the need of machine learning algorithms to rep-
resent the data in a compatible format such as
using numeric vectors. Text categorization is a
key prerequisite to several evolving applications
in different areas such as language (and dialects)
identification (Lulu and Elnagar, 2018), sentiment
analysis (Elnagar and Einea, 2016; Elnagar et al.,
2018b,a), genre classification (Onan, 2018), and
spam filtering (Li et al., 2018) to list few.

Text categorization is well studied in several
languages and in particular the English language.
Despite of the importance of Arabic language
being the fourth used language on the Internet
and 6th official language reported by United Na-
tions ((Eldos, 2003)), few research attempts are
reported on the Arabic language text classifica-
tion as detailed in the next section. According to
Wikipedia, as of 2018, there are 25 independent
nations where Arabic is an official language and
the number of Arabic speakers reach 380 million.
With the rise of Arabic data on the internet, the
need for an effective and robust automated classi-
fication system becomes a must. The research at-
tempts at addressing this problem for Arabic text
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are limited to using shallow deep learning clas-
sifiers and were conducted on small and mostly
unavailable datasets. As a result, we report the
construction of a dataset for Arabic categorization
tasks collected from news sources. The dataset is
made free to use for the research community. In
addition and unlike previous research works, we
utilize deep learning models for investigating both
single-label Arabic text categorization and provide
comparative results of the different models.

We constructed a new corpus for the Ara-
bic classification tasks, namely, SANAD (Single-
label Arabic News Articles Dataset), (Einea et al.,
2019). This corpus consists of more than one
dataset. It is made available on Mendely1. It is
our objective to make the dataset accessible for the
research community.

Figure 1: Single-label text classifier.

Several reported works proposed robust text
classifiers but mostly designed for English text.
As for Arabic, reported works are conducted on
small datasets. Besides, the reported accuracies of
such solutions have a big room for improvement.
We implement nine robust deep neural network
based classifiers that are tested on large datasets
and yield high accuracy on single-label categoriza-
tion tasks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we describe previous research
work on Arabic text categorization. Next, we de-
scribe the datasets in detail in Section 3. In Section
4, we list the deep learning models implemented
for the Arabic categorization task. In Section 5, we
demonstrate the performance and improvement of
our models over existing systems on SANAD as
well as a recently reported benchmark dataset. Fi-
nally, we conclude our research in Section 6.

1http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/57zpx667y9.1

2 Literature Review

Numerous papers addressed the problem of auto-
matic text categorization proposing different tech-
niques and solutions. This is mainly true for the
English language. Comprehensive surveys already
exist and provide a thorough coverage of text cat-
egorization classifiers (Sebastiani, 2002; Aggar-
wal and Zhai, 2012; Korde and Mahender, 2012;
Joachims, 2002). A relatively recent good sur-
vey on Arabic text categorization is available in
(Hmeidi et al., 2014).

As our emphasis, in this work, is Arabic lan-
guage, we pay more attention to research work
on Arabic text categorization. The early work of
Saad, (Saad, 2010), used several shallow learn-
ing supervised classifiers including Decision Tree,
KNN, SVM, and Naı̈ve Bayes. He studied the
impact of pre-processing on text categorization
results. For this purpose, he used the widely
spread, but relatively small, BBC and CNN Ara-
bic news datasets. Similarly, the effect of pre-
processing of Arabic text in order to reduce the
feature spaces are reported in (Duwairi et al.,
2009; Al-Kabi et al., 2011; Yaseen and Hmeidi,
2014) in which the authors investigated the im-
pact of stemming, light stemming, and synonyms-
clustering on the features space reduction and ac-
curacy. For the same purpose, Feature Subset Se-
lection (FSS) metrics, (Mesleh, 2011), were used
with SVM classifier to categorize text. Although
the training time is reduced, accuracy deteriorates
as well.

Furthermore, Maximum Entropy (ME) is used
to classify news articles, (Sawaf et al., 2001). The
work concluded that the Dice measures with N-
gram produce better results than the Manhattan
distance. Combining both ME and pre-processing
is reported in (A, 2007). The author showed that
the use of normalization and stop-words removal
has enhanced F1-measure.

The use of Neural Networks (NN) for Arabic
text categorization was first reported in (Umer and
Khiyal, 2007) using Learning Vector Quantiza-
tion (LVQ) classifier and self-organization Maps
(SOM). Good accuracy results were reported
while using a relatively small dataset. Similarly,
the authors of (Harrag et al., 2011) showed that
NN outperforms SVM after reducing the features
space.

The majority of reported research on Arabic
text classification used classical supervised ma-
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chine learning classifiers such as NB (El Kourdi
et al., 2004; Mesleh, 2007; Hadi et al., 2008;
Joachims, 1998; Alsaleem, 2011; Khorsheed
and Al-thubaity, 2013), SVM (Mesleh, 2007;
Joachims, 1998; Alsaleem, 2011; Khorsheed and
Al-thubaity, 2013), Rocchio (Joachims, 1998),
KNN (Mesleh, 2007; Hadi et al., 2008; Joachims,
1998), and decision trees (Joachims, 1998; Khor-
sheed and Al-thubaity, 2013; Harrag et al., 2009).
The results mostly conclude that SVM is reported
as the top classifier for categorizing Arabic texts
followed by NB and decision trees.

Different from the previous research works,
El-Mahdaouy et al (El Mahdaouy et al., 2017)
performed Arabic document classification using
Word and document Embedding rather than rely-
ing on text pre-processing and word counting rep-
resentation. It was shown that document Embed-
ding outperformed text pre-processing techniques
either by learning them using Doc2Vec or aver-
aging word vectors. The results are in line with
the conclusions reported by Baroni et al. (Baroni
et al., 2014) which evaluated the use of word em-
bedding against classical approaches that rely on
pre-processing or word counting on an array of
applications such as concept categorization on the
English language. Besides, it has been shown
that neural network based models are more robust
when it comes for sensitivity to parameters set-
tings.

In our work, we introduce new benchmark
datasets for both single-label and multi-label Ara-
bic text categorization. However, the datasets may
serve the research community on Arabic compu-
tational linguistics working on other supervised
learning tasks. Therefore, the datasets are publicly
available. Moreover, we investigate the use of nine
deep learning models to solve the single-label as
well as the multi-label Arabic text categorization
problem.

3 Dataset

We use three different datasets that we collected
using web scraping (Python Selenium, Requests

Source Categories Train Test
Alarabiya.net 5 22203 4075
Khaleej.ae 7 42000 3500
Akhbarona.com 7 42000 4900

Table 1: Number of articles in SANAD.

and BeautifulSoup or PowerShell), from three
popular news websites (alarabiya.net, alkhaleej.ae
and akhbarona.com). All datasets have the cate-
gories [Finance, Medical, Politics, Sports, Tech,
Culture and Religion] except alarabiya.net; it does
not have the last 2 categories. As these datasets
were collected from news portals, the articles are
expressed in modern standard Arabic, so there are
no dialects involved. Since all datasets are tagged
with single labels, we grouped them in one corpus
called SANAD. We partitioned the datasets into
training and testing sets, Table 1 details the num-
ber of articles and categories in each one of them.

The scraped articles are cleaned by removing
Latin alphabet and punctuation marks. In the se-
quel, we describe each one of the 3 datasets that
make SANAD:

3.0.1 alarabiya.net
All scraped articles were initially grouped into 7
categories. However, 2 of the categories did not
have much data (i.e., ’Culture’ and ’Iran News’)
when compared with the rest of the categories. We
merged ’Iran News’ with the ’Politics’ category
and dropped the ’Culture’ set. The articles col-
lected are until early 2018. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of the five resulting categories of this
dataset.

Figure 2: Distribution of categories in the proposed
single-label datasets.

3.0.2 alkhaleej.ae
We collected around 1.2M ( 4GB) articles since
2008 until 2018. However, the tagging in the news
portal was incomplete and vague. Therefore, we
had to manually tag a reasonable amount of arti-
cles in each one of the aforementioned seven cate-
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gories. This is a balanced dataset in which each
category has 6.5k articles. the total size of the
dataset is 45.5k articles. Figure 2 shows the bal-
anced distribution of the 7 categories.

3.0.3 akhbarona.com
We scraped a large number of articles in the 7 cate-
gories. However, the ’Religion’ category had half
as much as other categories did. In order to in-
crease the number, we scraped the remaining half
of this category from a similar newspaper portal,
which is Alanba.com. Figure 2 shows the re-
sulting distribution of the seven categories of this
dataset (Table 1).

4 Deep Leaning Models

• CNN The hierarchy of our CNN model con-
sists of a dropout layer, followed by 3 CNN
layers with kernel size of 5, and 128 filters,
followed by global max-pooling with default
values, and another dropout layer.

• RNN We used both GRU and LSTM mod-
els. The GRU model consists of 2 GRU lay-
ers. While our LSTM model consists of 1
LSTM layer. This selection has been deter-
mined by trying out different methods until
we obtained the best accuracy. Both RNN
layers are an improvement on the basic RNN
layer to involve memory capabilities, where
GRU has a memory, but LSTM was intro-
duced to solve the Vanishing Gradient Prob-
lem (Hochreiter et al., 2001).

• BiRNN Both RNN models mentioned above
were also wrapped around with a Bidirec-
tional wrapper, giving us 2 more models; Bi-
GRU and BiLSTM. Both models are com-
posed of 1 BiRNN layer. The reason for im-
plementing the bidirectional strategy is be-
cause of the nature of text, where each word
is defined by the preceding and the proceed-
ing words. Bidirectional wrappers allow the
layers to go over the data in both directions,
resulting in a vector that is 2 times as big as a
uni-directional layer.

• Attention The attention mechanism was
added only to the RNN models, as it was
noted in (Raffel and Ellis, 2015) that it will
solve the long term memory issues, hence it
was applied to GRU and LSTM only. The at-
tention models simply have an attention layer

after the RNN model producing more mod-
els.

• CNN+RNN For our final 2 models, we used a
combination of CNN and RNN layers to pro-
duce CRNNs (Convolution Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks). The hierarchy of the network
consists of a dropout layer, followed by one
CNN layer, one RNN layer, global max pool-
ing, and another dropout layer.

5 Experimental Results and Discussion

5.1 Setup and Pre-processing

Our objective is to explore the success of using
DNN models to classify Arabic news categories.
We conducted several experiments involving cate-
gorization of Arabic text on different datasets. Our
experiments involve single-label classification on
our own three constructed datasets (Arabiya,
Khaleej, and Akhbarona.

We split all datasets into 80% for training, 10%
for cross-validation, and 10% for testing. We re-
port the accuracy on testing datasets for each of the
nine implemented deep learning models. It should
be noted that embeddings are initialized at random
for the input layer in all experiments. We chose
Tensorflow and Keras frameworks for the imple-
mentation of all DNN models.

Simple text pre-processing is used to clean the
dataset by filtering out non-Arabic content. This
is particularly important when dealing with data
collected from the web. Although Arabic charac-
ter set is somehow unique, it is easy to eliminate
non-Arabic characters. We further eliminate all di-
acritics, elongation (i.e., ”É����J
Ôg. ” is reduced to

”ÉJ
Ôg. ”, punctuation marks, extra spaces, etc. An-
other widely adopted practice is to apply normal-
ization on some Arabic characters. This involves
replacing the letters ” @” , ”


@” , and ”

�
@” with let-

ter ” @” , letter ” �è” with ” è” , and letter ”ø
 ” with

”ø” . In contrast with the majority of research
works on Arabic computational linguistics, we ar-
gue that the normalization step is not required; we
believe it can affect the contextual meaning for
some words such as ”P


A 	̄” and ”PA 	̄” or ” �èQ»” and

” èQ»” . This is clear when producing word embed-
ding models. As a result, we did not normalize the
Arabic text.
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5.2 Single-label Text Classification

We implemented 9 DNN models. Namely, 4 RNN
models (GRU, BiGRU, LSTM, BiLSTM), 2 at-
tention models (HANGRU, HANLSTM), and 3
CNN based models (CNN, CGRU, CLSTM). We
trained the 9 models on each of the 3 training
datasets of SANAD. Then, we tested the resulting
trained model on each of the 3 datasets. For ex-
ample, we trained the BIGRU model on Arabiya
training dataset and tested it on Arabiya testing
dataset, Khaleej testing dataset, and Akhbarona
testing dataset. The resulting accuracy scores of
this comprehensive testing is depicted in Figures 4
and 3 for each of the 9 DNN models.

Figure 3: Performance evaluation of the 9 models on
the ’Arabiya’ datasets.

Figure 3 summarizes the accuracy results on
our three constructed datasets. In the first experi-
ment, we trained the nine DNN models on Arabiya
dataset and then tested the models on Arabiya,
Khaleej, and Akhbarona datasets on five cate-
gories. When testing on Arabiya dataset, six mod-
els out of the nine produced close results between
95.63% and 96.05% (CNN), one model (HANL-
STM) reported 95.63, which is around average,
and two models, CLSTM and CGRU, performed
below average with accuracy scores of 94.67%
and 94.87%, respectively. We further tested the
Arabiya-trained model on totally different testing
data from Khaleej and Akhbarona datasets. On
Khaleej testing dataset, the best and worst results
are reported by BiLSTM model with accuracy of
92.40% and GRU model with accuracy of 86.64%.
As for Akhbarona test dataset, the best and worst
results are reported by GRU model with accuracy
of 92.00% and CLSTM model with accuracy of
89.05%. In the second experiment (Figure 4), we
trained the nine DNN models on Khaleej dataset
and then tested the models on Arabiya, Khaleej,
and Akhbarona datasets on seven categories. The

Table 2: Performance of the 9 DNN models on the
datasets (AR-5, KH-7, and AB-7. Best and worst per-
forming DL model is shown in Bold font for each
dataset.

AR-5 KH-7 AB-7
BIGRU 95.78% 95.00% 92.94%
BILSTM 95.75% 93.91% 93.53%
CGRU 94.87% 94.23% 91.18%
CLSTM 94.67% 94.57% 92.55%
CNN 96.05% 95.89% 93.94%
GRU 95.63% 93.86% 93.37%
HANGRU 95.85% 96.94% 94.63%
HANLSTM 95.36% 95.49% 94.08%
LSTM 95.95% 95.23% 93.26%

results on Khaleej test dataset ranged between
93.85% and 96.94%. Whereas the results on the
other two test datasets ranged between 75.04%
and 87.12% for Arabiya and 66.38% and 76.40%
for Akhbarona. In the third experiment (Figure 4),
we trained the nine DNN models on Akhbarona
dataset and tested against the three datasets. The
results ranged between 78.43% and 89.79% for
Arabiya; and 70.14% and 80.46% for Khaleej; and
91.18% and 94.63% for Akhbarona. The results
of these experiments show that Arabiya-training
model is the best one to use for single-label classi-
fication of Arabic news articles.

The performance of the DNN models vary in
the above set of experiments. While some DNN
models produce above average results, few oth-
ers are trailing behind. Figure 5 reflects the
level of performance of each model in the experi-
ments. For example, BiLSTM model yielded ac-
curacy above average in eight of the nine exper-
iments. Similarly, both HANGRU and BiGRU
models were successfully producing solid results
around or above average. However, GRU per-
formed poorly compared to the rest.

Table 2 depicts the results on SANAD datasets.
namely, Arabiya with 5 categories (AR), Khaleej
with 7 categories (KH-7), and Akhbarona with 7
categories (AB-7).

5.3 Ensemble Models

To further enhance the accuracy results of the deep
learning models, we employed the ensemble con-
cept to produce better classifiers. Ensemble mod-
eling is the process of combining more than one
model together while producing a single accuracy
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Figure 4: Performance evaluation of the 9 models on the datasets: Khaleej and Akhbarona.

Figure 5: Top and average performing deep learning
models in all experiments.

score. We use the majority voting principle to
compute such score. By combining different mod-
els, we anticipate eliminating drawbacks of some
models such as biases and high variability of data.

We performed a greedy ensemble on all com-
binations of DNN models. We solicited models
that produce higher accuracy than the best sin-
gle model reported above. As expected, a com-
bination of two or more models outperformed the
top individual model’s accuracy. Although the
number of generated ensemble models reached
459 models in some cases, the improvement in
accuracy scores did not exceed 2.1%. This is
was achieved when testing Khaleej models against
Akhbarona dataset. On the other hand, no single
ensemble model beat the top single model of test-
ing Khaleej models on Khaleej dataset. It is worth
noting that the impact is little because the reported
accuracy scores of individual models are already
high. Figure 6 compares top ensemble models

with top individual model for all nine tests.

Figure 6: Top ensemble model vs. top individual
model.

We observed that some of the DNN models had
more contribution in the successful selected en-
semble models than others. The model that had the
most contribution is HANGRU, which appeared in
7 experiments out of the 9 ones; major contribu-
tor to the top ensemble models. CNN appeared
6 times. However, the BiGRU model is the least
contributor (only once). Figure 7 shows the con-
tribution percentages of each model in the top en-
semble models.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we described a new large corpus for
single-label Arabic text categorization tasks as a
contribution to the research community on Arabic
computational linguistics. SANAD is collected
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Figure 7: Contributions of DNN models to the top en-
semble models.

from annotated Arabic news articles, and consists
of 3 datasets; 2 (Arabiya and Akhbarona) are im-
balanced while Khaleej dataset is a balanced one.
The total number of Arabic articles amount to
200k, which makes it the largest freely available
benchmark. The articles are classified into a max-
imum of seven categories.

We further implemented a variety of deep learn-
ing Arabic text classifiers and tested them thor-
oughly on SANAD corpus. Our treatment is dif-
ferent from existing Arabic single-label text sys-
tems that adopt standard machine learning classi-
fiers with heavy pre-processing phase to prepare
the data. Besides, we eliminated the heavy pre-
processing requirements. Our experimental results
showed that DNN models performed very well
on SANAD corpus with a minimum accuracy of
93.43%, achieved by CGRU, and top performance
of 95.81%, achieved by HANGRU. Furthermore,
we introduced ensemble modeling to boost the
performance, which resulted in enhancing the re-
sults in 8 experiments out of the 9 ones.
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Abstract

This paper discusses a method to derive a
meaningful confidence score for a speech seg-
ment at the phoneme level, using a frame clas-
sifier. Multiple functions, which capture vari-
ous aspects of the frame classifier output, are
first introduced. The ability of these functions
to discriminate between different phonemes is
shown. A probabilistic approach is formulated
to combine the functions to get a meaningful
confidence score, which reflects the precision
of the predicted phoneme chunk. Relevant
real-world datasets are used to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed confidence scor-
ing mechanism.

1 Introduction

In speech recognition, it is desirable to have a
confidence score which has a strong correlation
with the correctness of recognition. A low confi-
dence score should imply wrong recognition, and
a high score should signal correct recognition. For
this, the confidence score should be derived out
of features which are not directly used or over-
looked, in the speech recognition. Modern auto-
matic speech recognition is done in a multi-level
manner. The bottom level corresponds to frame
recognition. Next levels are phoneme, word and
sentence recognition respectively. In the sentence
level, language model plays a key role in the over-
all word error. The relationship between the frame
level accuracy and the word level accuracy fol-
lows more of an S-curve. Word accuracy increases
gradually as the frame accuracy increases, then it
shoots up exponentially, and then gradually slows
down. An error in frame level classification can
be forgiving than an error in phoneme detection,
especially in the case of large vocabulary speech
recognition task. Ideally, the confidence scoring
should be using low level features which are raw
compared to higher level features.

Confidence scoring in speech recognition has a
rich literature. A general survey for confidence
scoring can be found in (Schaaf and Kemp, 1997;
Jiang, 2005; Rose et al., 1995). Confidence scor-
ing was treated as a classification problem with
features derived from trained acoustic and lan-
guage models along with derived word level fea-
tures (Huang et al., 2013; Weintraub et al., 1997;
Wessel et al., 1999; J. Hazen et al., 2002). An-
other approach is using backward language mod-
els (Duchateau et al., 2002). A trained generic
confidence scoring mechanism can be recalibrated
to output a more meaningful confidence score, by
taking into account the end application specific
scenarios (Yu et al., 2011). Another approach used
for confidence scoring is by using word lattices
(Kemp and Schaaf, 1997) and N-best lists (Rue-
ber, 1997).

Multilayer perceptrons(mlp) based posteriors
(Lee et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2009; Ketabdar,
2010; Bernardis and Bourlard, 1998) has been ex-
tensively used for confidence scoring. mlp pos-
terior based score has the benefit of being at the
frame level, rather than at the phoneme level. We
propose a confidence scoring mechanism at the
phoneme level, using a set of new features derived
from an mlp based frame classifier.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
First, the frame classifier details and datasets used
are explained. Certain measures computed from
the frame classifier output is explored. Then a set
of phoneme level features are derived for confi-
dence scoring. A probabilistic confidence scoring
mechanism is formulated using the features de-
rived. And finally, the approach is benchmarked
using a test dataset. This is a meta-learning ap-
proach, as the confidence scoring stage depends
on the output from a trained frame classifier.

Datasets & Definitions: Voxforge data is used
for all the experiments. The foremost reason for
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using Voxforge data is that it is recorded in an
uncontrolled environment by people with differ-
ent accents, mother tongue, etc. This will give
the necessary variability in the data and any confi-
dence scoring mechanism derived out of this data
will be applicable to a real-world speech based in-
formation access.

The whole Voxforge dataset is divided into 3
subsets, d1, d2 and d3. d1 is used to train the frame
classifier. d2 is fed to the frame classifier to get
the output dubbed as dm, which is eventually used
for making distributions and functions needed for
confidence scoring. d3 is used for benchmarking
the proposed confidence scoring approach.

1.1 Frame Classifier Details

An mlp is trained to predict phonemes from
speech features. Perceptual Linear Prediction Co-
efficients(plp) along with delta and double delta
features are used. Standard English phoneme set
is used as the labels. Mini-batch gradient descent
is used as the training mechanism. Cross-entropy
error is used as the objective for backpropagation
training. 3 hidden layers are used and weights of
the mlp are initialized randomly between -1 and
+1. Given an input, the softmax layer outputs a
probability vector, where components of the prob-
ability vector correspond to phonemes.

Given a wave file, the frame classifier outputs a
sequence of probability vectors, each correspond-
ing to a frame size of 25ms. Each component in
the probability vector corresponds to a phoneme
and the phoneme with the highest probability is
treated as the classified phoneme. The classified
phoneme is labeled as the top phoneme for that
frame. Define a phoneme chunk as multiple con-
tinuous frames, classified as the same phoneme.
Chunk duration of a phoneme is the number of
frames in that chunk. /p/ denotes the phoneme p.

The subset d2 is passed through the frame clas-
sifier to get a set of classified phonemes and the
associated probability vectors. This act as the
dataset dm, which is used to derive a set of fea-
tures for the confidence scoring. First, we dis-
cuss these features by completely disregarding the
associated ground truth phoneme label. Next,
we use phoneme labels to fit distributions for
true positives and false positives for all the fea-
tures, phoneme wise. Finally, a confidence scoring
mechanism with a focus on precision is derived.

Figure 1: Phoneme /b/: Duration in frames

2 New Features

To derive new features for confidence scoring,
three measures are first introduced. These are
the duration of phoneme chunks, distribution of
softmax probability, and the softmax probability
of phoneme chunk. These measures are com-
puted from the frame classifier output dm, which
has a sufficiently large amount of data, that al-
lows us to treat this as a population feature. The
measures are analyzed based on the top phoneme
detected, framewise, by completely ignoring the
ground truth phoneme labels. These measures are
finally converted into phoneme chunk level fea-
tures.

Duration of Phoneme Chunks: Fig 1 and 2
plots the duration of the detected phoneme chunks
of /b/ and /ay/ respectively. Note that /b/ tends to
have almost zero long phoneme chunks, while /ay/
has relatively plenty long chunks detected by the
frame classifier. This difference in the detected
duration of different phoneme chunks is signifi-
cant enough to treat the phoneme chunk duration
as a valid variable for confidence score prediction.
Converting the counts to a simple discrete distri-
bution,

g(k; p) =
C(k)∑
k C(k)

(1)

where c(k) is the number of chunks of size k of
phoneme p.

Distribution of Softmax Probability: To un-
derstand how the highest softmax probability is
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Figure 2: Phoneme /ay/: Duration in frames

distributed generally for different top phonemes,
the histogram of probabilities for 2 different top
phonemes are plotted for speech data.

Figure 3: Softmax probability histogram for top
phoneme /aa/

Fig 3 plots the histogram of the highest proba-
bilities for top phoneme /aa/, which is a very com-
mon phoneme. It is clear from the histogram that
the highest count peaks at 0.5 and as it moves up to
1, the count decreases. What it implies is that the
number of instances a /aa/ phoneme is predicted
with probability [0.9-1] are less than the number
instances in which it is predicted with probability

[0.4-0.5]. It could be due to the presence of sim-
ilar sounding phonemes like /ae/, /ah/, etc so that
probability gets divided. The issue with probabil-
ities getting divided closely is that it is difficult to
assign a meaningful confidence score.

Figure 4: Softmax probability histogram for top
phoneme /f/

Fig 4 plots the highest probabilities for the top
phoneme /f/. It is apparent that /f/ is predicted with
high probability, for most of the instances, rather
than getting confused with other phonemes. From
the 2 plots, it is clear that the softmax probability
of the top phoneme is distributed differently for
different phonemes, and could be useful in deriv-
ing a robust confidence score.

Softmax Probability of Phoneme Chunks: A
related question is whether the softmax probability
of a top phoneme is dependant on the neighboring
same top phonemes. Fig 5 plots the mean of av-
erage softmax probability of phoneme chunks for
different phoneme chunks sizes, for /f/. It is clear
from the plot that as the phoneme chunk size in-
creases, the average softmax probability also in-
creases.

A strong correlation between the detected
phoneme chunk size and mean of average softmax
probabilities indicates that any confidence scoring
mechanism should take into account the phoneme
chunk size. As the above mentioned features are
plotted from unlabelled data, it doesn’t indicate
whether the detected phoneme chunk is indeed
correct or not. To assign a confidence score for
a phoneme chunk predicted with a softmax proba-
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Figure 5: Average softmax probability against chunk
size in frames for phoneme /f/

bility, ground truth labels of the phoneme chunks
has to be taken into account.

2.1 New Features Using Label Information

Ground truth of the detected phoneme chunk
provides the necessary discriminatory informa-
tion needed to differentiate true positives from
false positives. Ground truth label of a de-
tected phoneme chunk is the sequence of true
label phonemes. Due to the unpredictability of
frame classifier, we consider a predicted phoneme
chunk to be correct if at least one of the frames
in the predicted phoneme chunk and the ground
truth phoneme sequence, have the same phoneme.
This is because as the ground truth phoneme se-
quence is from the output of a forced aligner, there
could be the misalignment of phoneme bound-
aries. For eg, let a phoneme chunk predicted be
[p1 p2 p3 p4 p5] and let the ground truth be
[q1 q2 q3 q4 p5], the phoneme chunk predicted is
assumed to be correct, because of the 1 common
phoneme at the end of the chunks.

With an objective to maximize the precision of
the final scoring system, probabilistic models are
fit on the features derived from dm, to capture
multiple aspects of speech. For modeling a spe-
cific phoneme, on a particular feature, positive and
negative data is first captured. Positive data for a
phoneme is the feature values derived from dm,
which eventually is classified as the phoneme cor-
rectly. Negative data for a phoneme is the false

positive feature values derived from dm, which in-
correctly got classified as the phoneme. In the
context of this paper, correctly detected refers
to true positives and wrongly detected refers to
false positives. Finally, probabilistic models are
learned using the positive and negative data, for
the particular feature, for the specific phoneme.
The features are chunk size, chunk softmax aver-
age, chunk average softmax distribution, distinct
phoneme count adjacent to the phoneme chunk.

Figure 6: Count of correctly detected and wrongly de-
tected phoneme chunks for /f/

Chunk Size: Phoneme chunk size is a cru-
cial variable that indicates whether the detected
phoneme chunk is indeed correct or not. In Fig
6, the true positives and false positives are plot-
ted for phoneme /f/. As the phoneme chunk size
increases, the detected phoneme chunk count also
increases. Note that the for phoneme chunk size
up to 4, the misrecognition rate is very high, which
shows that small chunks are more likely to be mis-
recognized. From these type of plots, distributions
on chunk size for true positives and false positives
for specific phonemes can be fit.

The fact that even detected chunk size has an ef-
fect on the precision is very crucial. This informa-
tion modeled using a distribution can be used in
a full blown large vocabulary recognition engine
to rescore the language model probabilities. But
the downside is that it assigns a disproportionately
low score for very short words.

Chunk Softmax Average: The average of soft-
max probabilities could be another differentiating
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variable, between correctly detected and falsely
detected phoneme chunks.

Figure 7: Mean of softmax probability across chunk
size

Fig 7 plots the mean of average softmax prob-
abilities of the phoneme chunks for the top
phoneme /f/, averaged chunk size wise, for true
positives and false positives. As the chunk size
increases, the average softmax probability of the
chunk increases. The average softmax probabil-
ity of the phoneme chunk, for the correctly pre-
dicted and incorrectly predicted case, is very close
to each other and does not provide much discrim-
inatory information, when taken in isolation.

Chunk Average Softmax Distribution: Fig 8
and 9 plots the distribution of average softmax
probability of top phoneme /f/, for wrongly de-
tected and correctly detected phoneme chunks re-
spectively. The chunk size used is 9 frames. It is
apparent that both histograms are left skewed, but
varies in the degree of skewness. The difference in
skewness serves as another discriminatory feature.

As the histogram appears to be normally dis-
tributed and skewed, a skew normal distribution
(Azzalini, 2013) can be used to model the data.
A skew normal distribution models data which
are normally distributed and skewed either left or
right. A random variable Y is said to have a
location-scale skew-normal distribution, with lo-
cation λ, scale δ, and shape parameter α, and de-
note Y ∼ SN(λ, δ2, α), if its probability density

Figure 8: Wrongly detected phoneme chunk softmax
probability histogram for /f/

function is given by

f(y;λ, δ2, α) = 2
δφ(y−λδ )Φ(αy−λδ ) (2)

where y, α, λ ∈ R and δ ∈ R+. φ and Φ de-
note the probability density function and cumula-
tive distribution function of the standard Normal
distribution. If the shape parameter α = 0, then
the skew normal distribution equals a normal dis-
tribution. i.e.,

f(y;λ, δ2, α) = N (y;λ, δ) when α = 0

Given a dataset, the maximum likelihood esti-
mate(MLE) of parameters λ, δ, α does not have a
closed loop solution and are calculated using nu-
merical methods.

Distinct Phoneme Count Adjacent to the
Phoneme Chunk: The number of distinct
phonemes, in a small window to the phoneme
chunk detected, can serve as a source of infor-
mation on whether the phoneme chunk detected
is correct or not.

Fig 10 and 11, plot the number of distinct
phonemes in a 5 frame window preceding to the
phoneme chunk /p/, where the /p/ is correctly de-
tected and wrongly detected respectively. For the
correctly detected case, as seen in Fig 10, the pres-
ence of a single phoneme or 2 phonemes are more,
in the adjacent left window. This means the detec-
tion rate is high if it is a smooth transition between
phonemes. Converting this information into a dis-
tribution,
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Figure 9: Correctly detected phoneme chunk softmax
probability histogram for /f/

h(n; p) =
C(n)∑
nC(n)

(3)

where C(n) is the count of n distinct phonemes
in the left window, of a detected phone p, in the
dataset dm.

3 Confidence Prediction

We seek a confidence score that reflects the pre-
cision of the prediction of a phoneme chunk. As-
sume a phoneme chunk of phoneme p with chunk
size k, predicted by the frame classifier, with an
average softmax probability s and with n dis-
tinct phonemes in the adjoining left window of the
phoneme chunk. The confidence score is given by
the posterior odds ratio,

P (p|s,k,n)
P (¬p|s,k,n) =

P (p,s,k,n)
P (s,k,n)

P (¬p,s,k,n)
P (s,k,n)

= P (s|k,n,p)P (k|n,p)P (n|p)P (p)
P (s|k,n,¬p)P (k|n,¬p)P (n|¬p)P (¬p)

With the following conditional independence
assumptions,

P (k|n, p) = P (k|p)
P (s|k, n, p) = P (s|k, p)

The posterior odds ratio can be written as
P (p|s,k,n)
P (¬p|s,k,n) = P (s|k,p)P (k|p)P (n|p)P (p)

P (s|k,¬p)P (k|¬p)P (n|¬p)P (¬p)

Figure 10: Distinct phoneme count preceding the cor-
rectly detected phoneme chunk /p/

Figure 11: Distinct phoneme count preceding the
wrongly detected phoneme chunk /p/

where the distributions are defined as,

P (k|p) = g(k; p)
P (k|¬p) = g(k;¬p)
P (n|p) = h(n; p)
P (n|¬p) = h(n;¬p)
P (s|k, p) = f(s;λpk, δ

2
pk, αpk)

P (s|k,¬p) = f(s;λ¬pk, δ2¬pk, α¬pk)

where ¬p represents the false positives of
phoneme p, that is the cases where phoneme
chunks are wrongly detected as p. P (p) and
P (¬p) represents the prior probabilities of true
positive and false positive cases respectively. A
high posterior ratio means high precision as the
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posterior ratio is directly proportional to the preci-
sion of the prediction.

Assuming equal prior probabilities for true pos-
itives and false positives, i.e., P (p) = P (¬p), and
in the absence of any other information, the poste-
rior odds ratio reduces to,

P (p|s,k,n)
P (¬p|s,k,n) = P (s|k,p)P (n|p)P (k|p)

P (s|k,¬p)P (n|¬p)P (k|¬p) (4)

Equation (4) calculates the posterior probabil-
ity ratio of the case where the detected phoneme
chunk is actually the correct phone, to where de-
tected phoneme chunk is a false positive.

Figure 12: Posterior ratio vs true positives and false
positives for /p/

4 Experimental Results

As this approach focuses on confidence scoring
for a detected phone, it is the precision that has
to be tested. Models P (k|p), P (k|¬p), P (s|k, p),
P (s|k,¬p), P (n|p), and P (n|¬p) are built from
dm. For chunk size k ≥ 10, where the number of
instances are less for ¬p, data is pooled together
and the skew normal distribution is fit. This makes
sense as for k ≥ 10, the average softmax proba-
bility of the phoneme chunk varies gradually, as is
shown in Fig 7. Testing is done on the subset d3.
Fig 12 plots the posterior ratio vs true positives
and false positives for a selected phoneme /p/.

Each point (x, y) in the true positive curve
means the following. For posterior odds ra-
tio greater than x, there are y instances of the

Figure 13: Phoneme /p/ precision

phoneme chunk /p/ recognized which are true pos-
itives. And each point (x, y) in the false positive
curve means, for the posterior odds ratio greater
than x, there are y instances of phoneme chunk /p/
detected which are false positives. The result is the
aggregate of all the chunk sizes together. As false
positives decreases, true positives also decreases.
Fig 13 plots the precision of phoneme /p/. As the
threshold of posterior ratio increases, the precision
also increases, but at the expense of true positives.
Based on the use case, the best operating point can
be selected.

The difference between this approach and a di-
rect posterior based confidence scoring approach
(Wang et al., 2009) is in the additional assump-
tions made on the softmax probability. Charac-
teristics of the posteriors for the true positive and
false positives, associated with a phoneme, is in-
corporated into the probabilistic framework. The
focus here is on the precision of the phoneme de-
tection.

5 Conclusion

A new probabilistic approach is presented which
provides a confidence score to a phoneme chunk
detected by the frame classifier. Predictor vari-
ables like the phoneme chunk size, number of
distinct phonemes in an adjacent window to the
phoneme chunk, the average softmax probability
of the phoneme chunk, are explored. A full proba-
bilistic model is specified with conditional inde-
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pendence assumptions to make the distributions
simple. The distributions are learned from real-
world data. Benchmarking of the approach is done
with the sole focus on precision.

This probabilistic model is suitable for adding
new variables if the likelihood of new variable
value conditioned on various phonemes can be
computed. More variables derived independently
from acoustic phonetics, time domain, or spec-
trum, can be easily added to the model. As long
as the variables are meaningful and with proper
conditional independence assumptions, the confi-
dence score can be calculated without expensive
computation.

In this paper, the focus is solely on the preci-
sion. This helps in calibrating the confidence scor-
ing mechanism for a certain type of utterances like
confirmations in an IVRS system, where a mis-
recognition is very expensive. In the future, we
aim to make a confidence scoring mechanism with
an overall goal of improving recall, which suits a
host of other applications like recognition from a
list of words. Another area of improvement is to
use the confidence score of a phoneme chunk to
calculate the confidence score of another chunk,
possibly in the same word. This requires a lan-
guage model at the phonetic level to model the
short-range dependencies.
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Abstract

In this paper we describe a corpus anno-
tation project based on crowdsourcing tech-
nique that performs orthographic transcrip-
tion of KALAM’DZ corpus (Bougrine et al.,
2017c). This latter is a speech corpus ded-
icated to Arabic Algerian dialectal varieties.
The recourse to crowdsourcing solution is de-
ployed to avoid time and cost consuming so-
lutions that involves experts. Since Arabic di-
alects have no standard orthographic, we have
fixed some guidelines that helps crowd to get
more normalized transcriptions. We have per-
formed experiments on a sample of 10% of
KALAM’DZ corpus, totaling 8.75 hours. The
quality control of the output transcription is
ensured within three stages: Pre-qualification
of crowd, online filtering and in lab valida-
tion and revision. A baseline resource is used
to evaluate both first stages. It consists on
5% of the targeted dataset transcribed by well
trained transcribers. Our results confirm that
the crowdsourcing solution is an effective ap-
proach for speech dialect transcription when
we deal with under-resourced dialects. Before
the validation of the well trained transcribers
the accuracy of transcriptions reached 74.38.
In addition, we present a set of best prac-
tices for crowdsourcing speech corpus tran-
scription.

1 Introduction

The transcription task is the process of language
representation in written form. The source can
either be speech or a text in another writing sys-
tem. Transcribed Speech Corpora are crucial for
both developing and evaluating NLP systems such
speech recognition. Such corpora have to respond
to NLP communities expectations and allow to be
exploited in machine learning based solutions.

For many languages, the state of the art of NLP
systems have achieved accurate mature situation

thanks to large and well designed corpora. On
the other extreme, there are few corpora for Ara-
bic (Surowiecki, 2004). Moreover, very few at-
tempts have been considered for Algerian Arabic
dialect (Mansour, 2013). Recently, KALAM’DZ
corpus (Bougrine et al., 2017c) has been devel-
oped to cover the Arabic dialectal varieties of Al-
geria. This corpus is collected using web-based
sources. Despite its important size, about more
than 104 hours, very few annotations are avail-
able. In fact, only dialect and speaker annota-
tions are provided. In this paper, we investigated
a crowdsourcing-based approach to transcribe its
speeches. Transcribing dialectal speeches is a
very challenging task as dialects have no linguis-
tic rules and a recourse to experts transcription is
time and cost consuming.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we review some related work that
have dealt with speech corpus transcription for
Arabic. In Section 3, we give brief glance to Al-
gerian dialects linguistic properties. In Section 4
we describe the target corpus KALAM’DZ. Sec-
tion 5 is dedicated to our crowdsourcing solution,
in which we explain the designed crowdsourcing
project and the deployed quality control strategy.
A list of best practices based on these crowdsourc-
ing experiments is compiled in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The existing speech corpora annotated by or-
thographic transcripts, could be classified into
two major groups: Pre-transcribed and Post-
transcribed speech corpus. In fact, pre-transcribed
speech datasets are mostly collected by recording
audio files directly from a set of text files pre-
pared to be uttered by various speakers. While,
post-transcribed corpora represent speech datasets
collected from Internet or by recording sponta-
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Corpus Transcription Type Language Details

A-SpeechDB (2005) Automatic + Manual Revision MSA
20 hours of continuous speech, 30% of
females and 70% of males

NetDC (2004) Manual transcription by experts MSA
Using Transcriber tool (1998),22 hours of
broadcast news speech

Fisher (2004) Manual transcription by experts Levantine Arabic Dialect
250 hours of telephone conversations, Using
AMADAT tool

CallHome (1997) Manual transcription by experts Egyptian Arabic Dialect 120 telephone conversations

SAAVB (2008) Manual transcription by experts Saudi Dialect 96 hours distributed among 60 947 files

STAC (2015) Manual transcription by experts Tunisian Dialect 5 hours, Using Praat tool (2001)

MD-ASPC (2013) Pre-transcribed MSA, Gulf, Egypt, Levantine 32 hours

Aljazeeras
Corpus (2015)

Manual transcription using
crowdsourcing

Egyptian, Levantine, Gulf,
Maghrebi Using CrowdFlower

Alg-Daridjah (2016) Manually transcribed Arabic Algerian dialects 4h30mn, 6213 utterances

MGB-2 (2016) Manually transcribed
MSA, Egyptian, Levantine,

Gulf, Maghrebi
1200 hours, 70% of the speech is MSA, and
the rest is in different Dialectal Arabic

MGB-3 (2017) Manually transcribed Egyptian dialectal Arabic 16 hours extracted from 80 YouTube videos

Table 1: Details on Corpora Transcription Approaches

neous/random conversations. Thus, the second
category requires a transcription process.

Regarding transcribing approaches, we can
classify them according to the used method
into two categories: manual and semi-automatic
transcription. This latter way is usually used
to transcribe a non-colloquial language such
as English, French or Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA). The transcription process is achieved
into two passes. By the first pass, an Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) is used in order to
generate a rough transcription that is manually
reviewed in the second pass. On the other hand,
manual transcription, is divided according to
the transcriber level into two classes: experts or
non-expert (crowd).

In this literature review, we focus on transcribed
Arabic Speech corpora and their related transcrip-
tion process. Let us note that the major Arabic
dialects corpora are available through the Linguis-
tic Data Consortium (LDC) as well as European
Language Resources Association (ELRA) cata-
logues. Table 1 summarizes the reviewed tran-
scribed speech corpora.

A-SpeechDB1 is an MSA speech database
suited for training acoustic models. The transcrip-
tions are automatically generated. In addition,
each transcribed sentence is augmented by a man-
ually revised version (2005). NetDC2 (Network of
Data Centers) (Choukri et al., 2004), is an Arabic

1Code product: ELRA catalogue ELRA-S0315.
2Code product: ELRA catalogue ELRA-S0157

broadcast news speech corpus. It is dedicated to
the Modern Standard Arabic from the Middle East
region. The corpus is transcribed manually using
Transcriber3 software (Barras et al., 1998).

As regards LDC Catalogue, we can review
Fisher Levantine Arabic4 and CallHome5 Egyp-
tian Arabic projects. Fisher Levantine Arabic cor-
pus contains a collection of 2000 telephone calls
of 9400 speakers from the Northern, Southern and
Bedwi dialects of Levantine Arabic (Maamouri
et al., 2004). The transcription was done by ex-
perts using Arabic Multi-Dialectal Transcription
Tool (AMADAT). Besides, the colloquial corpus
called CallHome Egyptian Arabic is transcribed
manually by Gadalla et al. (1997).

Saudi Accented Arabic Voice Bank (SAAVB)
is dedicated to Saudi Arabic dialect. It is a very
rich corpus in terms of its speech sound content
and speaker diversity within the Saudi Arabia (Al-
ghamdi et al., 2008). The transcription was done
manually by experts using their own transcription
interface.

Zribi et al. (2015) have built a Spoken Tunisian
Arabic Corpus (STAC). It is transcribed manu-
ally by experts using Praat6 tool (Boersma and
Van Heuven, 2001). The transcription was done
respect to OTTA an Orthographic Transcription of
Tunisan dialect (Zribi et al., 2013).

Almeman et al. (2013) have built a Multi-
Dialect Arabic Speech Parallel Corpus (MD-

3 www.transcriber.com
4LDC Catalogue No. LDC2007T04
5LDC Catalogue No. LDC97T19
6www.praat.org
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ASPC). It contains written MSA prompts trans-
lated to dialects and then recorded. This one is
an illustration of pre-transcribed speech corpora.

Wray et al. (2015) have transcribed a speech
dataset collected from programs uploaded to Al-
jazeeras website. The transcription is performed
by a crowdsourcing technique through the Crowd-
Flower platform.

Bougrine et al. (2016) have build an Arabic
speech corpus for Algerian dialects, by recording
109 native speakers from 17 different provinces.
The transcription was done manually by authors.

The Arabic Multi-Genre Broadcast (MGB-2)
Challenge used recorded programs from 10 years
of Aljazeera Arabic TV channel (Ali et al., 2016;
Khurana and Ali, 2016). These programs were
manually captioned on their Arabic website7 with
no timing information (Ali et al., 2016). Thus, an
alignment was required for the manual captioning
in order to produce speech segments for training
speech recognition (Khurana and Ali, 2016). Fur-
thermore, the Arabic MGB-3 Challenge (Ali et al.,
2017), unlike Arabic MGB-2 Challenge, empha-
sizes dialectal Arabic using a multi-genre collec-
tion of Egyptian YouTube videos. The speech
transcription was done manually using Transcriber
tool, without a strict guidelines for standardizing
DA orthography.

We observed that most reviewed transcribed
corpora did not use crowdsourcing for speech tran-
scription. Plus, Algerian Dialect has not received
any attention.

3 Algerian Dialects

Algeria is a large country, administratively divided
into 48 provinces. Its first official language is
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). However, Alge-
rian dialects are widely the predominant means of
communication.

Algerian Arabic dialects resulted from two Ara-
bization processes due to the expansion of Islam
in the 7th and 11th centuries, which lead to the ap-
propriation of the Arabic language by the Berber
population. According to both Arabization pro-
cesses, Algerian Arabic dialects can be divided
into two major groups: Pre-Hilālı̄ and Bedouin
dialect. Both dialects are different by many lin-
guistic features (Gibb et al., 1986; Caubet, 2000).
Bougrine et al. (2017b) give a preliminary version

7www.aljazeera.net

of an hierarchy structure for Arabic Algerian di-
alects (Figure 1).

Algerian dialect is considered among the most
complex Arabic dialects with a lot of linguistic
phenomena. For the current purpose, let us fo-
cus on some lexical, morphological and syntac-
tic properties. Algerian DA vocabulary is mostly
issued from MSA with many phonological alter-
ation and many borrowed words from other lan-
guages, such as Turkish, French, Italian, and Span-
ish due to the deep colonization. In addition,
code switching is omnipresent especially from
French (Harrat et al., 2016; Saadane and Habash,
2015; Bougrine et al., 2017c).

Algerian DA morphology is similar to MSA ex-
cepts for some features. Some variations make Al-
gerian DA morphology simpler than MSA. Essen-
tially in some aspects of inflection and inclusion
system, by eliminating several clitics and rules.
Whereas negation in Algerian DA, including other
Arabic dialects, is more complex than MSA. It is
expressed by the circum-clitic negation AÓ and ��
surrounding the verb with all its clitics or the indi-
rect object pronouns (Harrat et al., 2016; Saadane
and Habash, 2015).

As regards Algerian DA syntax, the words or-
der of a declarative sentence is relatively flexible
and all orders are allowed. The speaker begins
the phrase with what he wants to highlight (Harrat
et al., 2016). But the most commonly used order
is the SVO order (Subject-Verb-Object) (Souag,
2006).

For more details on Algerian linguistic features
refer to Embarki (2008); Saadane and Habash
(2015); Harrat et al. (2016).

4 Targeted Corpus

Few speech corpora for Algerian Dialectal va-
rieties are available (Bougrine et al., 2016,
2017c). For this study purpose, we have cho-
sen KALAM’DZ corpus (Bougrine et al., 2017c).
KALAM’DZ is a large speech corpus dedicated
to Algerian Arabic dialectal varieties (Bougrine
et al., 2017c). It covers eight major Arabic di-
alects spoken in Algeria. This corpus is col-
lected from web sources namely YouTube, On-
line Radio stations, and TV channels. The size
of the corpus is about 104 hours with 4881 speak-
ers. All annotations are extracted from the related
web sources metadata which are namely the ti-
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Algerian Arabic Dialects

Pre-Hilālı̄ dialects

Village dialect Urban dialect

Bedouin dialects

Hilālı̄

Saharan Nomadic Tellian Nomadic High plains of Constantine

Sulaymite Ma’qilian Algiers-Blanks Sahel-Tell

Figure 1: Hierarchy Structure for Algerian Dialects.

tle, category, location from where the source is
posted, and the identity of the publisher. In addi-
tion, speaker gender is detected automatically by
VoiceID tool. Concerning the dialect annotation,
they are performed thanks to a crowdsourcing so-
lution (Bougrine et al., 2017a).

In the current crowdsourcing task, we consider
more than 8.75h hours to be transcribed. It con-
tains 5122 speech segments with an average size
of 6.2 seconds. Table 2 gives the distribution of
speeches per Algerian dialect.

Sub-Dialect # Segments Duration (hour)

Hilālı̄-Saharan 1495 2.00

Sulaymite 1268 2.25

Algiers-blanks 1445 2.50

Ma’qilian 914 2.00

Total 5122 8.75

Table 2: Distribution of the Targeted Sample per Di-
alect.

5 Transcription Project

In order to transcribe the part of KALAM’DZ cor-
pus, we have relied on crowdsourcing solution. To
make these annotations scalable and of high qual-
ity, we have followed the crowdsourcing engineer-
ing process defined by Sabou et al. (2014). It sug-
gests designing the system in four stages: project
definition, data preparation, project execution, and
data aggregation & evaluation. The project is bap-
tized SPEECH2TEXT’DZ.

5.1 Project Definition

In this stage, we define the crowdsourcing task as
well as the choice of crowdsourcing genre. As a
basic task:” The contributor will be asked to listen
to a short audio segment then write what they have
heard exactly using Arabic letters and some short-
cuts”. The latter are deployed to facilitate the task

and avoid contributor workload.
In order to make more interaction, users will be

paid. Funding crowdsourcing projects is still not
a common practice within the Algerian research
community. Thus, we decided to go with a modest
paid-for crowdsourcing. Where a user can collect
points with a variable rate per task. These points
can be used for mobile phones recharging.

5.2 Data Preparation

In this second stage, we build the project user
and management interfaces. In order to collect
crowdsourced transcripts, we have developed our
own crowdsourcing platform8 due to many con-
straints. Indeed, our targeted communities pres-
ence in crowdsourcing platforms as client is very
modest. In addition to the administration pro-
file, two roles are allowed: Transcriber and Well-
Trained Transcriber (WTT). The transcribers are
the crowd that can submit transcriptions. While
WTT are users with more privileges. They are al-
lowed to control transcribers’ submissions. They
are mainly lab members.

Concerning the transcriber interface, we have
designed a form containing a text editor frame
where the crowd transcribes the given speech seg-
ment, a set of shortcuts to help the crowd, and a
link to a video that demonstrates the transcription
guidelines. Our task is restricted mainly to Alge-
rian users for that the form is written in Arabic.The
management interface allows WTT validating and
revising transcribers’ output.

5.3 Project Execution

This is the main phase of any crowdsourcing
project. In this step we performed three jobs:
recruit contributors, train/retain contributors and
manage/monitor crowdsourcing tasks.

8www.speech2text-dz.com
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Publishing and advertising for attracting and re-
taining a large number of contributors is a key of
success of any crowdsourcing system. We have
decided to follow a simple strategy to advertise
our platform. Social networks are always a good
choice; we have gone with Facebook as preferable
way for our targeted community.

Given that dialectal Arabic lacks a standardized
orthography, we have defined an Orthographic
Transcription Guideline that help to deliver a nor-
malized transcription as much as possible. Our
designed guideline is inspired from Saadane and
Habash (2015) and Wray et al. (2015). In fact, we
have designed some rules based on the Conven-
tional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic (CODA)
due to Habash et al. (2012) and adapted for Alge-
rian dialect by Saadane and Habash (2015). Some
other rules are added following the recommenda-
tions for crowdsourcing Arabic speech transcrip-
tion due to Wray et al. (2015). This guideline is
delivered through a video demonstration. Among
these rules:

• The transcription is done in Arabic Script.

• To have a normalized spelling, the crowd has
to transcribe colloquial words as close as pos-
sible to appropriate MSA spelling.

• In order to facilitate future potential Part-
Of-Speech (POS) tagging task; foreign
words, named entities, places and proper
names should be transliterated in Arabic and
guarded by some predefined tags. For ex-
ample: [QK@ 	Qm.Ì'@ 	àA¾Ó : ÕÎ«] ([Named Entity:

Place Algeria]) is used to tag that [QK@ 	Qm.Ì'@] is a
proper noun indicating Algeria country.

• For more uniform transcription, a given spo-
ken form is always written the same way.

• To be more faithful when transcribing; all
non-speech sounds should be transcribed.
For instance music, noise, breathing, laughs,
they have to use respectively the predefined
tags [ù�®J
�ñÓ] [i. J
m.�

	�] [� 	®	J�K] [½m� 	�].

Quality Control
A front-end verification process makes sure that
transcribers respect the given guideline. In fact,
two JavaScript functions are deployed, one func-
tion forces transcribers to type using only Ara-
bic letters, and the second function to make sure

that no spamming data are collected by disabling
Copy/Paste functionality.

In order to ensure the quality control of the out-
put transcriptions, we have acted in three stages:
Transcriber Pre-qualification, Online Filtering,
and WTT revision.

For the two first stages, we use an in lab tran-
scripts as a Baseline Resource (BR) coupled with
a mechanism of Transcriber Trusting. BR re-
source contains 256 transcribed utterances which
represents 5% of the targeted sample. In brief,
the mechanism works as follows. Initially, an
arbitrary score of 50% is assigned to any new
transcriber. This score changes every time that
the transcriber has to pass a trusting control by
means of transcribing a speech segment belong-
ing to BR. In fact, his transcript is confronted
to the corresponding BR one. The comparison is
done by means of Levenshtein distance and simi-
lar tests.

Now, let us explain how the control quality is
performed:

• Within the Pre-qualification stage, the tran-
scriber should go through a trust test. In fact,
they have to perform 5 successful transcripts.
Then, he will be allowed working. Otherwise
the transcriber is invited to check the guide-
line once again, and every transcriber has 3
attempts before suspending their account.

• Once trusted, this is not for ever, the Online
Filtering stage is activated. In fact, a verifi-
cation process is launched after every 5 sub-
mitted transcripts. Where the system ask the
transcriber to transcribe one speech among
BR. Here also users are invited to check the
guideline once again, if their scores are low-
ered. Users with score higher than or equal
to 70% will be considered as a trusted tran-
scriber so he will be tested every 10 transcrip-
tions instead of 5.

• In parallel, the WTT revision step is launched.
It is added to get more accurate transcrip-
tions. In fact, the well trained transcribers,
mainly the authors and lab members, re-
viewed the transcriptions submitted by users
with score less than 70%. If the task needs
a bit revision they performed it. Otherwise,
they list the task again. Figure 2 shows WTT
interface to validate/revise transcriptions.
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Figure 2: WTT Review and Validate Transcriptions Page

5.4 Project Data Evaluation and Aggregation

SPEECH2TEXT’DZ project was launched on May
2018. Contributors were invited to participate.

Total duration 51 Days

Number of crowd 208

Number of transcription 5335

Number of audio transcribed twice 277

Number of audio transcribed more than twice 312

Average Transcriptions per user 25.65

Guideline video views per day 33

Average Transcription time 3min 21s

Table 3: Global Statistics about the Project Execution.

After 51 days of web application hosting, more
than 208 users registered. According to Google
Analytics tool and our platform administration
page we have got some statistics and details re-
garding user participation and behaviors. Table 3
gives global statistics about the project execution.
In average a time of 3min 21s is needed for one
transcription. This fact, shows that the transcrip-
tion task is very challenging despite that utterance
size is about 6.2s in average. This is also con-
firmed by the fact that in average a user transcribes
less than 26 speeches. .

In order to ensure transcription quality, all
works took less than 20 seconds are treated as ma-
licious work and been consequently eliminated.
Moreover and as explained, WTT can validate and
review users transcriptions and list a task again if
it is needed.

For evaluating the crowdsourcing solution, we
consider the transcription quality by the crowd
transcribers before the WTT revision stage. Ta-
ble 4 shows the distribution of users according to
their achieved scores and the related number of

transcribed utterances.
Scores show that the well transcribed utterances

were performed by less than 21 crowds. While the
73 transcribers reached a score between 60% and
80%.

The overall precision Pr achieved is computed
using the following formula:

Pr =

∑NT
i=1#Utti ∗ Scorei

N
Where N is the total number of transcribed ut-

terances, NT the number of transcribers, #Utti
and Scorei are respectively, the number of tran-
scribed utterances and the average score of a user
i. Accordingly, we have got a precision about
74.38%. which can be considered as an acceptable
result according to the challenging dialect tran-
scription task.

Let us mention that after the WTT revision step
all the transcription are considered as well tran-
scribed according to the defined guideline.

Figure 3 illustrates a sample of transcriptions
confronted to the well-trained transcribers’ ones.
We have observed that the most common mis-
takes and errors are due to the misunderstanding
of guideline or also from the fact that users ig-
nore watching the video tutorial that demonstrates
how to transcribe and use the platform. Also some
users misuse the defined tags, for example instead
of using the tag [XXQ�K] they used [I. j. ª�K].

% 55 < 55–60 60–70 70–80 > 80

# Users 33 81 39 34 21

# Transcribed 1136 1011 1186 936 1086
Utterances

Table 4: Users Score Quality Rates and Transcriptions
Distribution by Score.
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Expert �éJ
 	�AK
P �èPðX QK
@X @Yg. @Yg. hñÒ£ H. AJ. �� ? ½Ê�® 	K ��@ð [XXQ�K] �é 	�AK
QË @ ¨A�J 	K ©�̄ @ñË@ AÒ 	J�
K.
Crowd A 	�AK
P �èPðX P@X [@Yg. : �èXA«] @Yg. hñÒ£ H. AJ. �� ½Ê�® 	K 	á ��ð 	�AK
P ¨A�K ©�̄ @ñË AÒ 	J�
K.
Crowd A 	�AK
P �èPðX QK
X [ �èXA«@] @Yg. hñÒ£ H. AJ. �� ½Ê�® 	K 	á ��@ð A 	�AK
P ¨A�J 	K ©�̄ @ñË AÒ 	J�
K.

Expert [i. J
m.�
	�] ¨ñÒ ��Ë@ úÎ« @ðQ�
 	JK
 ñË@ 	PAÓ 	á�
 	J£@ñÓ 	¬@ 	QK. 	áK
A¿

Crowd ¨ñÖÞ�� úÎ« ðQ�
 	JK
 ñË@ 	QÓ 	á�
 	J£@ñÓ 	¬@ 	QK. �é 	JK
A¿
Crowd ©ÖÞ�� úÎ« ðQ	�K
 ñË 	QÓ 	á�
 	J£@ñÓ 	¬@ 	QK. A 	JK
A¿

Expert ! 	àA�Jk YJ
ªË@ �I�̄ñË Aê�®jÊK
 ú
m.
�'
 AÓ èA ��Ë@ ø


	Yë úÎ« Aê 	̄Qå��
 	K
PA�Ó ðY	J« è@P È@ñÖÏ @ [È@ : XXQ�K]
Crowd ú �æk YJ
ªË@ �I�̄ñË Aê�®jÊK
 ú
m.

�'
 AÓ èA ��Ë@ ø

	Yë úÎ« Aê 	̄Qå��
 	K
PA�Ó ðY	J« è@P È@ñÖÏ @

Crowd [ 	àA�Jk : 	�̄ñ�K] YJ
ªË@ �I�̄ñË Aê�®jÊK
 ú
m.
�'
 AÓ èA ��Ë@ ø


	Yë úÎ« Aê 	̄Qå��
 	K
PA�Ó ðY	J« è@P È@ñÖÏ @ [È@ : XXQ�K]

Figure 3: A Sample of Expert vs. Crowd Transcriptions.

6 Best Practices

Based on the experiments of this crowdsourcing-
based solution and the resented results, we have
dedicated some rules for a good validation of di-
alect transcription :

• Dialect speech transcription is a hard task, for
that the size of the speech segments must be
managed.

• Daily observation must be done to check the
progress of completed tasks to recall new
users when it needed.

• A part of quality control must be imple-
mented on the project to avoid malicious
work and get accurate result.

• The online filtering stage is very important
to ensure quality control and avoid useless
workload.

• The time of launching calls must be consid-
ered to get a large participation.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

For many researchers and institutions, crowd-
sourcing has become a popular method in NLP
for lowering time and cost comparing to expert re-
quirements. In this paper, we have investigated a
paid crowdsourcing solution in order to transcribe
a part of the speech utterances of KALAM’DZ cor-
pus. We have followed two strategies to ensure
the control quality of users transcriptions. First a
predefined guideline is provided in order to help
and train the crowd to deliver as normalized tran-
scriptions as possible. The second control quality

strategy is ensured using three control stages: Pre-
qualification of transcribers, online filtering and
revision step.

The results show that using crowdsourcing with
a well tuned quality control mechanisms is an
effective way for speech dialect transcription.
In fact, the reached transcription results shows
that the precision of the transcripts is more than
74.38% according to a baseline resource.

In addition, we have determined a list of best
practices for crowdsourcing-based solutions for
corpus transcription.

This crowdsourcing-based solution has proved
its accuracy, in an ongoing work we are enlarg-
ing the dataset to be transcribed by improving the
crowd recruitment strategy.

As future work, we plan to extend the usage of
crowdsourcing in order to cover further annotation
and validation to KALAM’DZ corpus such start
POS tagging the sentences to build a treebank-like
resource.
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Abstract 

Authorship Verification aims at identifying 

whether a document of questionable 

authorship is created by a specific author, 

given a number of documents known to 

have been written by that author. This type 

of authorship analysis uses feature 

engineering of feature sets extracted from 

large documents.  Given the nonlinear 

morphology and flexible syntax of Arabic, 

feature extraction in large Arabic texts 

requires complex preprocessing.  The 

requirement of large training and testing 

documents is also impractical for domains 

where large documents are available in 

print, given the scarcity of reliable Arabic 

OCR.  This problem is approached by 

investigating the effectiveness of using an 

author profiling-based approach on a small 

set of shorter documents.  The findings 

show that it is possible to outperform the 

state-of-the-art authorship verification 

method by using a small set of training 

documents.  It is also found that an increase 

in the size of the training or testing corpus 

does not correlate with improving the 

accuracy of the authorship verification 

method. 

1 Introduction 

Authorship Verification (AV) is a type of 

authorship analysis task where a document of 

questionable attribution is judged as to whether it 

is written by a certain author, given a number of 

documents known to be written by that author. AV 

tasks are often compared to Authorship Attribution 

(AA) tasks, where a document of unknown 

attribution is attributed to one of a number of 

candidate authors. AV has a number of applications 

in forensic linguistics and literary studies in areas 

where an AA task cannot answer the problem at 

hand.  For example, while an AA task is 

appropriate in some cases of plagiarism detection, 

an AV task can better suite a situation where the 

text is not written by any of the candidate authors, 

or when there is only one candidate author. 

This paper examines the effect of small sample 

size on the accuracy of AV tasks.  Specifically, it 

addresses the following question: is it possible to 

use small testing and training datasets without 

significant accuracy sacrifices in an Arabic AV 

task?  Recent developments in AV (and AA) have 

achieved high rates of accuracy using various 

Machine Learning (ML) techniques and feature 

configurations.  Current research (c.f. section 2) 

achieves accurate AV results using relatively large 

training and testing corpora.  A smaller training 

and/or testing set is, of course, advantageous.  For 

one thing, a smaller data size allows for more 

efficient processing.  For another, in real-life 

situations, there may not be plenty of large texts 

available for the AV task.  Either the question 

document or the authentic corpus could be of small 

size. In a situation specific to Arabic literary 

studies, a great deal of documents is only available 

in non-machine readable format, and in typeface 

that does not allow for efficient OCR.  Digitizing 

large texts for the purpose of automatic AV is, then, 

an unduly expensive procedure.  In this paper I 

examine the effects of using a small corpus for 

training or testing documents on the accuracy of 

predicting AV in different domains in Modern 

Standard Arabic (MSA) through a number of AV 

experiments. 

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 

outlines a brief review of literature on AV, Arabic 

AV and AA, and how sample size is handled in the 

relevant literature.  Section 3 describes the corpus 

and features used in the experiments.  Section 4 

describes the verification method.  Section 5 

describes the procedure of the two experiments 

conducted.  Section 6 outlines the results and I 

Sample Size in Arabic Authorship Verification 
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discuss their implications in 7.  Section 8 is the 

conclusion. 

2 Related Work 

Statistical methods in AA have been the subject of 

much recent research. Ouamour and Sayoud 

(2013) show that ML methods (specifically SVM) 

perform better than purely statistical AA tasks.  

Howedi and Mohd (2014) and Altheneyan and 

Menai (2014) use naïve Bayes to test AA in 

Classical Arabic texts.  Other ML algorithms used 

vary from Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 

(Shaker, 2012) to Naive Bayes.  Altakrori et al. 

(2018) examine a variety of ML algorithms (Naive 

Bayes, SVM, Decision Trees, Random Forests, 

and cosine distance) to examine Arabic AA in 

Twitter data. In terms of feature selection, 

successful features used include rare word 

unigrams (Ouamour and Sayoud, 2013), function 

words (Shaker, 2012), and function word and 

punctuation (García-Barrero et al., 2013).  

Altakrori et al. (2018) examine a large variety of 

features (character, word, and sentence counts; 

average word and sentence lengths, ratios of 

characters, short words, blank lines; punctuation, 

and diacritics; as well as function words). 

As far as AA is concerned, a survey of Arabic 

AA by Ouamour and Sayoud (2018) shows that 

Manhattan Distance and SMO-SVM give best 

accuracies.  It has been possible to achieve high 

accuracy using small text datasets.  García-Barrero 

et al. (2013) use 650-word document samples 

written in MSA and Ouamour and Sayoud (2018) 

use 10 books (10 extracts each) of 550 average 

word length, achieving 90% accuracy using 

Manhattan Distance. 

2.1 Authorship Verification in Arabic  

While AA and AV share much of task 

characteristics, the essential difference is the lack 

of negative evidence.  AA is essentially a 

classification problem, where a Question 

Document is put in the class of the author to which 

it is most similar.  In AV, however, available data 

comes from only one author.  Although this 

scenario is more likely to happen in real-world 

applications (e.g. a section of a text being added 

from another source), it is much more difficult to 

characterize and solve than an AA problem.  

Available data is only a corpus of work by a single 

author, and a single document of questionable 

attribution to that author (Stamatatos, 2009). 

To handle the challenge of the absence of 

negative evidence, two approaches are generally 

followed (Halvani et al., 2017).  In the Imposter 

Method, a supplementary dataset of documents not 

written by the same author as the authentic 

documents, converting the problem into an AA 

problem.  Altakrori et al. (2018) implicitly follow 

this approach for Arabic Twitter posts.  Although 

their stated scenario is that of law enforcement, 

they frame the AV problem as determining the true 

author of tweets from a list of suspects.  It is likely 

in that context that law enforcement needs to 

determine the attribution of a tweet to a single 

individual one at a time, as the true author may not 

be any of the suspects.  The second approach is 

Author Profiling.  In that approach, features form 

documents of known authorship are extracted and 

used to calculate a profile of the author.  The 

question document is then tested against that 

profile.  If it is similar to the profile beyond a 

certain threshold, it is deemed authentic.  

Successful similarity measures in AV include 

Manhattan Distance (Halvani et al., 2016; 

Burrows, 2002), or compression-based distance 

(Halvani et al., 2017).  Halvani et al. (ibid) note that 

the second approach is more computationally 

efficient, as only the dataset of known documents 

is processed.  Ahmed (2017) argues that the 

performance of imposter-based systems relies on 

the selection of the supplementary dataset, which 

can be contentious.  To determine a similarity 

threshold, Halvani et al., (2017; 2016) use Equal 

Error Rate (ERR) for English (Halvani et al., 2017) 

and a number of other languages (Halvani et al., 

2016), ERR is a similarity value where false 

positives and false negatives are equal.  False 

positives are determined from a supplementary set 

of negative data.  For the English, Spanish, and 

Greek, Jankowska et al. (2014) use the area under 

ROC curve to determine the threshold.  For Arabic, 

Ahmed (2018, 2017) uses a simpler Gaussian 

curve and dispenses with supplementary negative 

data altogether. 

There has been limited research on Arabic AV, 

all of which uses author profiling techniques and 

datasets of varied length.  Elewa (2018) examines 

AV of disputed Hadith (sayings of Prophet 

Mohammed) as related to the distribution of lexical 

features (token length, token-type ratio, n 

least/most common tokens).  It uses training and 
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testing sets of 20 hadiths each, averaging about 

150 words each.  With such small text size, the 

author uses multivariate analysis to manually 

notice relations rather than Machine Learning. 

Ahmed (2018) uses an array of feature n-grams 

(tokens, stems, trilateral roots, Part-of-Speech 

tags, diacritics), a similarity measure based on 

Manhattan Distance (Burrows, 2002), and a 

similarity threshold based on simple probability to 

investigate their use in AV in Classical Arabic on a 

small corpus with large document sizes (11,000 – 

400,000 tokens).  Although the model achieves 

high accuracy (87.1%), the size of the training and 

testing documents, as well as the type of 

preprocessing needed to extract the best 

performing feature (stem bigrams) make the task 

computationally expensive and unsuitable for 

online processing. Furthermore, such huge 

document size in the training corpus, while may be 

realistic for Classical Arabic heritage work, is 

uncommon in modern Arabic.  All the studies 

above are concerned with Classical Arabic.  This 

is the first study to investigate Modern Standard 

Arabic genres. 

3 Corpus 

To test the accuracy of an AV task in Modern 

Standard Arabic (MSA) with small sample sizes, a 

corpus taken from a number of domains is 

compiled.  Five MSA domains are selected: 

fiction, nonfiction, economics, politics, and 

opinion columns.  For each domain, texts written 

by 10 authors are used for training and testing. 

Table 1 details the composition of the corpus. 

Choice of the authors and text has been 

governed by copyright considerations, as well as 

the availability of a sufficient number of texts 

produced by the same author to allow for training 

and testing at different sample sizes.  Whenever 

possible, authors coming from the same country 

(Egypt) have been selected to control for cross-

dialectal variation. 

3.1 Feature Selection 

To establish a suitable baseline for evaluation, the 

same features used in Ahmed (2018) have been 

selected.  It is also the highest performing approach 

we are aware of for Arabic AV (albeit Classical 

Arabic, as opposed to MSA in this experiment).  

Classical Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic 

share essentially the same grammar (syntax and 

morphology).  However, hundreds of years of 

language change have contributed to a greatly 

expanded lexicon.  Additionally, it does not follow 

naturally that MSA authors make the same choices 

when it comes to selecting among available 

structures (e.g. using Verb-first vs. noun-first 

sentence types).  However, as this is the best 

Author 

 D
o
cu

m
en

ts 

Source 

Fiction  

Hindawi 

Foundation 

repository 
www.hindawi.

org 

Ali Al-Jaarim 10 

Abdul Aziz Baraka 

Sakin 

10 

Nicola Haddaad 10 

Nawaal Al-Saadaawi 10 

Georgi Zidaan 10 

Non-fiction  

Abbas Al-Aqqaad 11 

Ismail Mazhar 10 

Salama Moussa 10 

Fouad Zakareyya 10 

Zaki Naguib 

Mahmoud 

10 

Economics  
www.almasrya

lyoum.com 
Musbah Qutb 10 

Mohammed Abd Elaal 10 

Bissan Kassab 10 www.madamasr

.com Waad Ahmed 10 

Yumn Hamaqi 10 www.ik.ahram

.org.eg  

Politics   

Alaa Al-Aswani 10 www.dw.com  

Wael Al-Semari 10 www.youm7.co

m 

Danadarawy Al-

Hawari 

10 www.youm7.co

m  

Belal Fadl 11 www.alaraby.

co.uk  

Salma Hussein 10 www.shoroukn

ews.com  

Columnists  

www.shoroukn

ews.com 

Ashraf Al-Barbari 11 

Emad Eldin Hussein 10 

Fatima Ramadan 10 

Mostafa Kamel El 

Sayyed 

10 

Sara Khorshid 10 

Total 253  

Table 1:  Corpus used. 
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available benchmark available for Arabic, it allows 

for an acceptable starting point. 

A secondary, yet welcome, information that this 

experiment can provide is identify whether an AV 

technique used in Classical Arabic is also 

applicable to MSA, which may attest to studies 

related to language change and historical 

linguistics. 

Specifically, the feature set used in this paper 

consists of n-grams (n = 1 – 4) of the following 

features: 

• Token: individual words separated by 

spaces.  They may include proclitics and 

enclitics. 

• Stem:  a token without proclitics or enclitics. 

• Root: the triliteral root from which the word 

is derived. 

• Diacritics: each token is vocalized, then 

letter characters are removed. 

• Part of Speech: each document is tagged for 

POS using MADAMIRA tagset (Pasha et al., 

2014). 

3.2 Preprocessing and Feature Extraction 

For pre-processing, documents are downloaded as 

plain text (UTF-8 encoding).  Fiction and non-

fiction documents are downloaded as epub and 

converted to plain text.  Front matter of each 

document is removed (title, author name, name and 

URL of the web site, etc.).  Documents longer than 

1,000 words are truncated.  Documents consisting 

of fewer than 1,000 words are used in their entirety.  

Table 2 shows average document size per domain.  

For books (fiction and non-fiction), a slice of 1,000 

words is taken from the middle of each book.  This 

decision is taken to avoid the possibility of 

repeated sections typical of a given author across 

works (for example, a repeated preface in non-

fiction, or list of characters in a work of fiction).  

White spaces are normalized to single space, and 

punctuation marks are removed. 

For feature extraction, tokens are defined as 

strings of characters separated by space.  Roots, 

POS tags, and diacritics are generated using 

MADAMIRA version 2.1 with default settings.  

MADAMIRA output files are processed using 

Regular Expressions to extract relevant features to 

separate plain-text files. 

4 Method 

The purpose of this paper is to determine the effect 

of document size on the accuracy of AV tasks.  To 

do so, two experiments are carried out.  The first 

experiment uses the dataset in its entirety to 

determine which specific feature n-gram 

ensembles yield best results (i.e. highest accuracy) 

for each of the five domains.  This experiment is 

motivated by the fact that the feature set used in 

Ahmed (2018) is tested in Classical Arabic, and 

should not be taken for granted that the same 

feature configuration will perform equally well in 

MSA, or similarly across genres.  The second 

experiment uses the best performing feature for 

each domain and examines the change in AV 

accuracy with progressively smaller training set 

size.  Linear regression analysis of the results of 

each experiment is conducted to estimate whether 

there is correlation between document or corpus 

size and accuracy.  

4.1 Verification Method 

Each verification task is divided into a number of 

problems.  Each problem consists of a question 

document and a set of known documents.   

In the training step, the known documents are 

used to calculate a similarity threshold.  In the 

testing step, similarity between the question 

document and the training set is calculated.  The 

question document is deemed authentic if its 

similarity value is higher than the threshold.  The 

verification method is similar to that used in 

Ahmed (2018), with the difference that the current 

experiment uses the entire set of features, not only 

the most frequent n%. 

4.2 Training, testing, and evaluation 

For each domain, input to the training phase is a set 

of strings representing the feature in question 

known to be attributed to a given author.  N-grams 

of appropriate value for n are generated using 

NLTK (Bird et al., 2009), and relative (normalized) 

frequencies of the features described in the section 

Domain Avg. size 

Columnists 802 

Economics 820 

Fiction 1,159 

Nonfiction 1,108 

Politics 850 

Table 2:  average document size per domain. 
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Feature Selection are calculated, also using NLTK.  

Output of the training phase is a similarity value 

threshold for an authentic document. 

Similarity is calculated using Manhattan 

Distance between a document X and a corpus of 

known documents Y: 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑋, 𝑌) = ∑ |𝑋𝑗 −  𝑌𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 |   () 

where Xj and Yj are the normalized frequencies of 

feature j.  Distance is then converted into a 

similarity score: 

𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑋, 𝑌) =
1

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑋,𝑌)
     () 

Similarity Threshold 𝜃 is calculated by 

determining Sim for each document in the training 

set in relation to the reset of the training 

documents, creating a confidence interval for all 

the training documents.  𝜃 is then calculated as the 

upper bound of the interval at p<0.005. 

Testing and evaluation are done by calculating 

Sim for each test document.  Accuracy is calculated 

as the number of correct answers divided by the 

total number of documents tested. 

Although the aim of this paper is to evaluate the 

effectiveness of using different sample sizes, a task 

that essentially does not require a baseline, an 

accuracy of 87.1% will be used as a guiding 

baseline.  This accuracy is the best accuracy 

achieved in the relevant literature (Ahmed, 2018), 

albeit coming from a different register (MSA). 

5 Experiments 

5.1  Experiment 1: Best performing 

ensembles 

In order to be able to plot AV accuracies against 

document size, it is necessary to identify best 

performing feature ensemble (feature + ngram).  

Although previous literature (Ahmed, 2018) 

suggests that stem bigrams are the most successful 

feature combinations, it should not be taken for 

granted that the feature combination that has been 

successful for Classical Arabic is also the best 

performer across domains in MSA. 

To select the best performing feature-n-gram 

ensemble for each domain, the AV task described 

in the previous section is implemented on the full 

size of the corpus.  For each domain, the accuracy 

of each feature ensemble is evaluated using the 

leave-one-out method.  Table 3 shows the best 

performing feature combination for each domain. 

The results of experiment 1 show that with a test 

document size averaging 850 – 1000 tokens, best 

performing features vary by MSA domain.  None 

of the domains achieved an accuracy close to the 

baseline, although the two domains that score 

lowest accuracy (economics and columnists) have 

the lowest document average size.  

5.2 Experiment 2: Document Size Effects 

There are three factors in play for determining size 

effects in AV: the size of the question document, 

the number of training documents, and the size of 

the training set overall.  Experiment 2 examines all 

three variables. 

For Experiment 2, the training and testing 

procedure for Experiment 1 is replicated 6 times, 

using only the highest performing features as 

indicated in Experiment 1, and with varying sizes 

of the training set S ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} documents.  

The result of the experiment is an ordered set (Q, 

T, R), where Q is the size of the question document, 

T is the size of the combined training set, and R (1, 

0) is the result of the verification process.  R = 1 if 

the correct prediction is made, and R = 0 if an 

incorrect prediction is made.  Accuracy is 

calculated for values of Q in intervals demarked by 

Q ∈ {0, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 

1200}, and for T ∈ {0, 5000, 6000, 7000, 7500, 

8000, 8500, 9000, 11000}.  Two datapoints are 

excluded (fiction T = (8000, 8500) and nonfiction 

T = (7000, 7500)) as outliers.  Each of the two 

datapoints consist of one document and have R = 

0%.  Linear regression analysis between accuracy 

and relevant size variable is then conducted using 

SPSS. 

 

Domain Features Accuracy 

Columnists Stem bigrams 80% 

Token unigrams 80% 

Diacritic unigram 80% 

Economics Root bigrams 76.8% 

Fiction Diacritic bigrams 84% 

Nonfiction Stem unigrams 81.57% 

Politics Token unigrams 84.53% 

Table 3:  Best performing feature ensemble per 

domain. 
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6 Results 

Table 4 shows the results of testing the verification 

method using the leave-one-out method on a 

training corpus of 5 – 10 documents, and using the 

best-performance features identified in Experiment 

1.  In all five domains, the verification method 

performs best at S = 5 training documents.  

Regression Analysis shows a strong correlation 

coefficient of -0.931, with p<0.005 (c.f. Figure 1). 

Regression analysis to identify correlation 

between the accuracy of the verification method 

and the total size of the training set in tokens is 

conducted.  As Figure 2 shows, there is a moderate 

positive correlation of 0.492, with p<0.05 (p = 

0.003). 

Regression analysis between accuracy of the 

verification method and the size of the test 

document in tokens does not show any significant 

correlation between the two variables (coefficient 

of correlation = 0.132, p = 0.48). 

7 Discussion 

The results of Experiment 2 show that a training set 

with a smaller number of documents outperforms 

one with a larger number of documents. 

In every domain, a training set of five authentic 

documents outperforms the baseline of 87.1% in 

classical Arabic. This finding is consistent with 

Altakrori et al.’s (2018) observation for  AA that 

fewer candidate authors generally contribute to 

better performance.  The finding in this paper 

extends the scope of that statement to Modern 

Standard Arabic AV number of training 

documents. 

Another informative finding of the experiment 

is the lack of significant correlation between the 

size of the question document and AV task 

performance.  The implication of this finding in 

Digital Humanities and literary studies is that if the 

suspect document is an entire book, there is no 

need to digitize the whole document.  This is 

especially useful for Arabic given the vast amount 

of print resources, and lack of reliable affordable 

OCR. 

A rather unexpected result from Experiment 2 is 

the positive correlation between training set size in 

 

Figure 1:  Number of training docs – accuracy 

correlation. 

Domain Features Training set 

(documents) 

Accuracy 

Columnists Stem 

bigrams 

5 87.84% 

6 87.45% 

7 85.10% 

8 84.71% 

9 81.57% 

10 80.00% 

Economics Root 

bigrams 

5 90.00% 

6 88.00% 

7 86.00% 

8 84.00% 

9 81.20% 

10 78.40% 

Fiction Diacritic 

bigrams 

5 89.20% 

6 86.80% 

7 84.80% 

8 84.00% 

9 83.00% 

10 84.00% 

Nonfiction Stem 

unigrams 

5 89.80% 

6 87.84% 

7 87.45% 

8 84.71% 

9 83.14% 

10 81.57% 

Politics Token 

unigrams 

5 90.59% 

6 87.06% 

7 85.49% 

8 85.49% 

9 83.92% 

10 83.53% 

Baseline Stem 

bigrams 

19 87.1% 

Table 4:  Best performing feature ensemble per 

domain. 
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tokens on the one hand and accuracy on the other.  

If there is significant strong negative correlation 

between the number of documents in the training 

set, one would expect negative or no correlation 

between the sum of those training documents and 

accuracy.  One could rule this result out as 

coincidence, but this is unlikely, given a low p-

value (0.003).  A possible explanation for this result 

could be the difference in average document size 

of the fiction and nonfiction corpora.  The higher 

average document size in these two domains 

means that all the observations related to those two 

domains are clustered towards the upper bound of 

the word count, including their highest accuracy 

observations; the results with fewer training 

documents (e.g. S = 5) for fiction and non-fiction 

are in the same band for larger S for other domains.  

Indeed, this seems to be the case.  When the 

regression analysis is repeated excluding 

measurements for fiction and non-fiction, 

regression for the remaining three genres show no 

statistical significance. 

8 Conclusion and future work 

This paper shows that high AV accuracy can be 

achieved using relatively small sample size for the 

training corpus (5 documents).  It also shows that 

for document size < 1000 words, having a larger 

training or testing sample does not affect the 

performance of AV.  The findings of this paper are 

of particular interest in the context of literary and 

journalistic analysis. 

There are a number of areas that future research 

can cover.  First, this paper shows that smaller 

training sets result in improved accuracy, when 

applied to the set of features that perform best on 

experiment 1 (full training set).  Future research 

can investigate if other feature ensembles can 

outperform the ones tested in experiment 2, but 

were not considered here because of steeper 

degradation in accuracy at training set size S = 10.  

The accuracies reported here rely in part on the 

accuracy of feature extraction as well as on the 

distance measure used (Delta, (Burrows, 2002)).  

The accuracy of the feature extraction using 

MADAMIRA is around 96%, depending on the 

feature extracted (Pasha et al., 2014).  As better 

morphological analyzers ae developed, future 

research should consider the effects of better 

feature extraction on the selection of features to be 

used.  Additionally, other distance measures should 

be considered, in addition to Manhattan Distance.  

Finally, It is unclear if high AV accuracy based on 

this method can be achieved in other domains 

where document sizes are necessarily shorter, such 

as online product reviews and social media 

communications.  Nonlinguistic features such as 

punctuation and non-Arabic characters were also 

not investigated.  I leave these questions for future 

research. 
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Abstract

Automatic assessment of word similarity has
long been considered as one important chal-
lenge in the development of Artificial Intel-
ligence. People often have a big disagree-
ment on how similar a pair of words is. Yet
most word similarity prediction methods, tak-
ing either the knowledge-based approach or
the corpus-based approach, only attempt to es-
timate an average score of human raters. The
distribution aspect of similarity for each word-
pair has been methodologically neglected, thus
limiting their downstream applications in Nat-
ural Language Processing. Here, utilizing
the category information of Wikipedia, we
present a method to model similarity between
two words as a probability distribution. Our
method leverages unique features of folkson-
omy. The success of our method in describ-
ing the diversity of human perception on word
similarity is evaluated against the rater dataset
WordSim-353. Our method can be extended to
compare documents.

1 Introduction

Making machine understand human language is
one of the ultimate goals in the development of
Artificial Intelligence (Christopher D. Manning,
2015). In order to reach the goal, many different
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks were
designed. Among them, one of the fundamental
upstream tasks is to automatically assess similari-
ties between words. The performance of this task
has directly impacts on many downstream NLP
applications such as Question Answering, Infor-
mation Retrieval, Topic Modeling, and Text Clus-
tering (Sandhya and Govardhan, 2012; Nathawith-
arana et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2015), etc.

Methods automatically assessing word similar-
ity generally fall into two categories, knowledge-
based and corpus-based approaches (Harispe
et al., 2015). The corpus-based approach was
founded on the maxim “You should know a word

by the companies it keeps (Firt, J. R., 1957), which
has shown remarkable performance on different
word-similarity tests. Landauer et al. proposed
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) that employs sin-
gular value decomposition to generate vectors as
word representations (Thomas K Landauer et al.,
1998). Since then, many methods were proposed
to generate word vectors. Bengio et al. pub-
lished a series of papers using neural network tech-
niques (Yoshua Bengio et al., 2003). The team
of Tomas Mikolov proposed the continuous bag
of words (CBOW) and skip grams (also known
as Word2vec) (Tomas Mikolov et al., 2013) and
Jeffrey et al. proposed GloVe (Pennington et al.,
2014). These methods need to be fed with a large
corpus to train models in order to generate word
vectors. To obtain a similarity score between two
words, the dot product of the two word vectors is
computed.

Instead of the dependence on which corpus to
use, the knowledge-based approach requires a pre-
existing knowledge base. WordNet is the most
common knowledge base employed by the major-
ity of methods developed in this realm. Word-
Net collects over 150,000 English words, and or-
ganizes them into cognitive synonyms (synsets).
These synsets are connected through conceptual,
semantic and lexical relations such as hyponyms,
hypernyms, meronyms, holonyms (George A.
Miller, 1995). Wu and Palmer proposed a method
that exploited ontology/taxonomy to compute sim-
ilarity scores based on Least Common Subsumer
(LCS) (Zhibiao Wu and Martha Palmer, 1994).
Many methods based on LCS, known as the edge-
counting-based approach, were proposed (T. Sli-
mani et al., 2006; Yuhua Li et al., 2003; Hadj Taieb
et al., 2014). Another type of knowledge base ap-
proach used features of words to assess the simi-
larities (Amos Tversky, 1977; Andrea Rodriguez
and Max J Egenhofer, 2003; Euripides G.M. Pe-
trakis et al., 2006).
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The performance of computed similarity has
to be evaluated against human raters, but hu-
man raters often display considerable disagree-
ment in assigning similarity scores. As an exam-
ple, see Figure 1 for the distribution of 16 raters’
scores assigned to the pair of life and lesson from
WordSim-353 (Finkelstein et al., 2002). Such rat-
ing disagreements are quite common. However,
most word-similarity methodologies attempt to es-
timate only the “average” score of human rating.
The distribution aspect has been methodologically
neglected, thus limiting their downstream applica-
tions in NLP.

Figure 1: The histogram of similarity scores assigned
by 16 raters to the pair of life and lesson.

2 Rater Disagreement on
Word-Similarity

WordSim-353 is composed of two datasets:
WordSim-353.1, a list of 153 word-pairs rated
by 13 persons, and WordSim-353.2, a list of 200
word-pairs rated by 16 persons. We computed the
Pearson correlation coefficient and the weighted
Cohen’s kappa coefficient for the similarity scores
between any two raters. The results are shown
in Figure 2 and Figure 3 after we ordered raters
by hierarchical clustering. Rater disagreement on
word-similarity is evident.

The important message we like to deliver is
two-fold. First, the computer-imputed single sim-
ilarity score has grossly simplified the human be-
havior. Second, using average rater score to eval-
uate the performance of different word-similarity
prediction algorithms is itself a problematic eval-
uation approach.

(a) WordSim-353.1 (b) WordSim-353.2

Figure 2: Weighted Cohen’s kappa coefficient matrices
for WordSim-353.1 and WordSim-353.2.

(a) WordSim-353.1 (b) WordSim-353.2

Figure 3: Pearson correlation matrices for WordSim-
353.1 and WordSim-353.2.

3 Leveraging Folksonomy for
Distribution Quantification of Word
Similarity

To reflect the more realistic human behaviors, we
propose that in lieu of assigning a single simi-
larity score, a better computer task would be to
assign a probability distribution to each word-
pair, (p0, p1, . . . , pd, . . . , pδ), where pd denotes
the probability of similarity score d, and δ is the
highest allowable score. To evaluate the perfor-
mance of a computer algorithm, we should em-
ploy common statistical criteria that are designed
for the distribution against distribution compari-
son.

3.1 Category Information of Wikipedia

Wikipedia organizes the categories of articles via
folksonomy, which is a collaborative tagging sys-
tem allowing users to tag articles with multiple
category notions (Aniket Kittur and Ed H. Chi,
Bongwon Suh, 2009). Links between categories
do not impose any specification on relations such
as is-a, is-part-of, is-an-example-of, etc. Figure
4 illustrated how Wikipedia category is organized
into a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). It is typi-
cal to find multiple roots linking to the title of an
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article.
In contrast to the traditional centralized

classification, folksonomy may directly re-
flect the diversity of article contributors in
their personal styles of vocabulary manage-
ment, which in turn are influenced by a variety
of factors including cultural, social or per-
sonal bias. At this writing, about 70,000
editors—from expert scholars to casual readers—
regularly edit Wikipedia. (March 2, 2019
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:About)

Figure 4: An example of Wikipedia category structure,
where rectangle indicates a title of an article, and el-
lipses are categories. The graph is drawn based on the
data downloaded from https://wiki.dbpedia.org/data-
set-36.

3.2 Distribution Quantification of
Word-Similarity

We propose a method to assign a probability distri-
bution to a pair of words (W1,W2). First, we find
the set of conceptual paths X = {X1, . . . , XN}
linking to W1, and also find the set of concep-
tual paths Y = {Y1, . . . , YM} linking to W2. We
delete paths in X that are disconnected from any
path in Y , and vice versa. We then compute a sim-
ilarity score cij for each path pair (Xi, Yj) to gen-
erate a matrix as shown in Table 1. The probability
of similarity score d, denoted by pd, is set to be the
proportion of path pairs with cij = d.

We propose Equation 1 to calculate the similar-
ity score for (Xi, Yj).

sim(Ci, Cj) = 1− (Ki +Kj)

Li + Lj
∝ Li+Lj−Ki−Kj (1)

As illustrated by Figure 5, Li is the number of

HHHHHHY
X

X1 X2 . . . XN

Y1 c11 c12 . . . c1N
Y2 c21 c22 . . . c2N
... . . . . . .

. . .
...

YM cM1 cM2 . . . cMN

Table 1: Matrix of Similarity Degrees Between Sets of
Conceptual Paths.

nodes on the path from Ci to its root node Ri, and
Lj is the number of nodes on the path from Cj to
its root node Rj . Ki is the number of nodes on the
path fromCi toCk, andKj is the number of nodes
on the path from Cj to Ck.

Ck

Nk

Ni

Nj

Ri

Rj

Ci

Cj

Ki

Li-Ki

Kj

Lj-Kj
Ck

Ci

Cj

Figure 5: Calculating similarity between two concep-
tual paths via node counting.

In our implementation, we set Li and Lj as con-
stants and let Li = Lj = L. There are two rea-
sons. First, nodes that are too far away fromCi,Cj
are often un-informative. Second, due to the large
number of conceptual paths in X and Y , we must
alleviate computational complexity. This leads to

cij = 2L−Ki −Kj (2)

3.3 Implementation
Since there are over one million categories con-
tained in Wikipedia, it would be a challenge to
collect data directly from Wikipedia. Fortunately,
DBpedia has collected and organized Wikipedia
data in a way easier for us to use (Auer et al.,
2007). We downloaded two datasets, article-
categories and skos-categories; the former keeps
the links between articles and categories, and
the latter stores links between categories. Since
the downloaded databases are stored in Triple-
store format, subject-predicate-object, we set up
Apache Jena Fuseki as an in-house SPARQL
server for access by our main program. Figure
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Figure 6: The flowchart of main program.

6 illustrated how we implement our method. Af-
ter inputing a pair of target words (W1,W2), the
program will start with stemming the words, and
check if they can be found in article-categories.
If not, the program will search the disambigua-
tion database and return a category closest to
the target word. After stemming, the program
sends the linked categories as the input to Search
Subcategories. This phase recursively searches
superior categories of given categories until the
search reaches the maximum number of depth we
set initially. Once the search is done, the sys-
tem generates a plain file in Jason format for
displaying the output as a taxonomy-like graph
on the website. Through the same procedure,
the program generates the other plain file in the
same format for the other target word. Finally,
we use the distribution quantification method de-
scribed earlier to generate the probability distribu-
tion (p0, p1, . . . , pd, . . . , pδ) for (W1,W2).

We developed a website to implement our
method, http://ws.stat.sinica.edu.tw/wikiCat.
Given a pair of words, it provides a summary
table and two taxonomy-like graphs for the input
words as shown in Figure 7. Every node in

the graph represents a category, and it can be
clicked to show its superior categories hidden
underneath. The column “Proportions” gives
the similarity distribution for the query (Life,
Lesson). Compared to Figure 1, the agreement
with the human raters is quite good. The time for
executing a query varies around 2 seconds to 30
seconds.

4 Experiment

We use WordSim-353 to evaluate the performance
of our method. We set L = 5 in order to be
consistent with the scale used in WordSim-353
(from 0 to 10), so that our program will yield
a probability distribution (p0, p1, ..., p10) for each
word-pair(W1,W2). To see how our probability
distribution agrees with the score distribution of
WordSim-353 raters, Kolmogorov-Smirnov statis-
tic (K-S statistic) between two distributions is
used. We perform the following procedure 1000
times to get a p-value. A p-value smaller than
0.05 indicates significant disagreement between
the two distributions.

1. Simulating 13 (16, respectively) scores from
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Figure 7: A screen shot of the developed website.

the distribution (p0, p1, ..., p10) for the word
pair (W1,W2) from WordSim-353.1 (from
WordSim-353.2, respectively).

2. Computing Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance
between (p0, p1, ..., p10) and the distribution
of simulated scores.

After 1000 simulations, the p-value for
(W1,W2) is given by the proportion of times
that the observed K-S statistic exceeds the sim-
ulated K-S distance. As it turns, around 50% of
word-pairs showed agreement between human
rating and our computer rating (Figure 8). Given
that the raters of WordSim-353 were from a
generation before the inception of Wikipedia, we
consider this result supports the potential of our
folksonomy-based approach in reflecting human
judgment diversity. Figure 9 showed some cases
that our folksonomy-based method agreed very
well with human rating.

Figure 8: Histograms of p-values for WordSim-353.1
and WordSim-353.2. 53.59% of word-pairs have p-
values greater than 0.05 in WordSim-353.1 and 48%
in WordSim-353.2.

We further split the word pairs into two groups,
AG (agreement, word pairs with p-value > 0.05)
and DIS (disagreement, word pairs with p-value
< 0.05). We examined the variance of human
rater scores for each word-pair and plot the dis-
tribution for AG group and DIS group separately
for comparison (Figure 10). We found AG group
of word pairs tend to have larger variance than the
DIS group. This indicates our approach may over-
estimate the degree of divergence in human rating,
provided that the small group of raters participat-
ing WordSim-353 did not under-represent the true
diversity of human behavior.

5 Application in Document Similarity
Comparison

Our method can be extended for comparing
documents. As a word can be mapped to
multiple conceptual paths, a document will be
mapped to an even bigger set of conceptual
paths. As an example, we select three docu-
ments (talk.politics.178908, talk.politics.178860
and sci.med.59319) from The 20 Newsgroups
dataset (Lang, 1995). We further employed tf-
idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency)
(Salton and McGill, 1986) to extract the feature
words of documents. Only top 10 words with
highest tf-idf were kept (Table 2). We merge con-
ceptual paths of these words to form a bigger set
of representative conceptual paths for each docu-
ment. Then we applied the same procedure as de-
scribed in 3.2 to yield a probability distribution of
similarity scores between two documents.

In this example, we set L = 4 to yield a proba-
bility distribution (p0, p1, . . . , p8) for comparing
two documents as shown in Table 3. Here PP
is talk.politics.178908 v.s. talk.politics.178860,
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Figure 9: Eight cases that our method agreed well with
human rating. The red lines are CDF by human rating
and the blue lines are CDF by our folksonomy-based
method.

talk.politics
178908

talk.politics
178860

sci.med
59319

president oath widex
masks garrett resound
attorney gain aids
federal ingres programmable
gas nixon hearing
reno powers loss
yesterday office ear
departments personal ahead
janet monetary sloping
children indictment reprogramed

Table 2: Lists of top 10 words with highest tf-idf
scores.

PM1 is talk.politics.178908 v.s. sci.med.59319
and PM2 is talk.politics.178860 v.s.
sci.med.59319. Evidently, the probability distri-
butions for (talk.politics.178908, sci.med.59319)

Figure 10: Boxplots for variances of similarity scores
across 13 raters (WorSim-353.1 ) and 16 raters
(WordSim-353.2). Word-pairs are split into two
groups, AG (agreement, p > 0.05) and DIS (disagree-
ment, p < 0.05).

PP PM1 PM2
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
2 0.1236742 0.2240363 0.2725498
3 0.1616162 0.3133787 0.3924248
4 0.1674242 0.245805 0.2225693
5 0.1511995 0.2126984 0.1124561
6 0.1440657 0.004081633 0
7 0.1337121 0 0
8 0.1183081 0 0

Table 3: Probability distributions of document
similarity for comparing talk.politics.178908,
talk.politics.178860 and sci.med.59319.

and (talk.politics.178860, sci.med.59319) have
low probabilities on high similarity scores (6, 7,
8). In contrast, we observe relatively higher prob-
abilities being assigned to high similarity scores
for (talk.politics.178908, talk.politics.178860).

6 Conclusion

Human perception on word similarity can be very
discordant. Against the common trend of assign-
ing a single score of similarity by most computer
algorithms, we request a new computer task of
assigning a probability distribution of similarity
for each word pair. Leveraging the rich infor-
mation embroidered behind the principle of free
expression and empowered by user diversity of
folksonomy, we design an approach that exploited
the category tagging system of Wikipedia articles
to perform the task. The good performance of
our method is illustrated against two word sim-
ilarity datasets with scores assigned by human
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raters. Our way of using Wikipedia (via folkson-
omy) is very different from many others; for ex-
ample, the method of Explicit Semantic Analysis
(Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007) treated arti-
cles in Wikipedia as a document corpus and pro-
duced only a single similarity score. For future
works, we plan to modify our word similarity scor-
ing formula by path-dependent weight adjustment
for broadening the application in document com-
parison. It would also be worthwhile to apply our
method to other languages for comparing the pos-
sible differences between languages in assigning
similarity distributions.
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Abstract

The automatic generation of Arabic lexical
recognition tests entails several NLP chal-
lenges, including corpus linguistics, auto-
matic diacritization, lemmatization and lan-
guage modeling. Here, we only address the
problem of automatic diacritization, a step that
paves the road for the automatic generation of
Arabic LRTs. We conduct a comparative study
between the available tools for diacritization
(Farasa and Madamira) and a strong baseline.
We evaluate the error rates for these systems
using a set of publicly available (almost) fully
diacritized corpora, but in a relaxed evaluation
mode to ensure fair comparison. Farasa out-
performs Madamira and the baseline under all
conditions.

1 Introduction

Lexical recognition tests are widely used to as-
sess vocabulary knowledge. LRTs are based on
the assumption that recognizing a word is suffi-
cient for ‘knowing’ the word (Cameron, 2002). In
such tests, the participants are being shown a list
of items, containing words and nonwords. Their
task is based on word recognition approach, i.e.
they have to say ‘Yes’ when the item is word and
‘No’ otherwise – see Figure 1.

In the past LRTs were manually generated,
as in LexTALE1 and other LexTALE-like tests
(Lemhöfer and Broersma, 2012). However, for the
repetitive testing as used in formative assessment
(Wang, 2007), LRT’s test stimuli need to be gen-
erated automatically using natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) techniques. The automatic gener-
ation of LRTs involves two NLP tasks: (i) a sim-
ple task: words selection from a corpus, and (ii)
a complex task: nonwords generation. Some re-
searchers have recently proposed an approach to

1The Lexical Test for Advanced Learners of English

generate nonwords automatically using character
n-gram language models as obtained from Brown
corpus (Hamed and Zesch). They applied their ap-
proach to English, and considered word selection
using frequency per million word.

We want to generalize their approach to other
languages, and more specifically Arabic, which is
both interesting and challenging language. Cre-
ating Arabic lexical recognition tests is a task
that entails a lot of NLP challenges regarding au-
tomatic diacritization, corpus linguistic, morpho-
logical analysis e.g. lemmatization and language
modeling.

While there exist well-established lexical recog-
nition tests for English, and other European lan-
guages like German and Dutch (Lemhöfer and
Broersma, 2012), French and Spanish, for many
under-resourced languages, like Arabic, a lot of
challenges still remain. We are aware of very few
studies for Arabic, like (Ricks, 2015; Baharudin
et al., 2014). Both studies were conducted with-
out any diacritical marks, which means that the
respondent claims to know the most frequent di-
acritized form of a word. Although some re-
searchers have recently shown that the diacritical
marks play a vital role in improving the difficulty
of Arabic LRTs (Hamed and Zesch, 2017), they
did not automate the whole process.

In this paper, we address one of these NLP chal-
lenges by taking a closer look on the different
approaches for Arabic automatic diacritization, a
dominant step in the design process of Arabic tests
and especially the role of lexical diacritics that are
a defining feature of Arabic word sense. Next, we
provide some background on lexical recognition
tests, followed by the entailed NLP challenges.
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Figure 1: Example of a lexical recognition test as
Yes/No question.

Figure 2: Example of a lexical recognition test in
checklist format.

2 Related Work

The lexical recognition tests are typically used to
measure the size of vocabulary, i.e. they only mea-
sure the breadth of vocabulary knowledge, but not
the depth or quality (Schmitt, 2014). As described
by Read (2004), breadth is used to “refer to any
vocabulary measure that requires just a single re-
sponse to each target word, by indicating whether
the word is known or not”. LRTs have two presen-
tation formats: Yes/No question format, or check-
list format – as show in Figures 1, 2.

2.1 Arabic LRTs
We are aware of a limited set of studies on Arabic
lexical recognition tests.

– Test of Arabic Vocabulary (TAV) Baharudin
et al. (2014) developed the Test of Arabic Vocab-
ulary that uses 40 words selected from a book by
panel of experts, but no nonwords. Thus, the test is
vulnerable to test-wiseness or overconfidence (just
answering ‘yes’ for each item).

– Test of Arabic Checklist Ricks (2015) devel-
oped a checklist-format test with 40 words and
20 nonwords (following the format introduced
with LexTALE). Words were randomly selected
from the Buckwalter/Parkinson frequency dictio-
nary (Buckwalter and Parkinson, 2014), but ex-
cluding dialectal words. Nonwords were manually
created using letters substitution approach.

Importance of Diacritics for LRTs In a recent
studies (Hamed and Zesch, 2017, 2018), the re-
searchers added a new parameter to Ricks’s test.
They constructed a diacritized test, where they
partially diacritized the test stimuli (words and
nonwords) and applied a form of relaxation that

drops some diacritics. It was shown that diacritics
play a vital role in words recognition, especially
for beginner and intermediate learners. Hamed
and Zesch (2018) demonstrated the impact of di-
acritization on increasing the difficulty of Arabic
LRTs.

3 NLP Challenges

Three Arabic NLP challenges are entailed in the
automatic generation of Arabic LRTs.

3.1 Diacritized Text Availability
LRT is a corpus-based assessment. To obtain a re-
liable frequency count, we typically need a large
set of diacritized text. However, the currently
available diacritized corpora are limited to religion
related texts (Classical Arabic) such as the Holy
Quran2, RDI3 and Tashkeela (Zerrouki and Balla,
2017) or newswire genres available in Penn Arabic
Treebanks (PATB) from the Linguistic Data Con-
sortium (LDC). Below we shed the light on the
limitations of available corpora.

• Religious Text As we are trying to build edu-
cation application that measure language pro-
ficiency. We need text that cover a variety of
themes like: politics, economics, health, sci-
ence and technology, sports, arts, culture and
religion.

• ATB Which is limited in terms of size with
less than 570k tokens and in terms of di-
versity with 87,160 unique surface forms
(excluding numerals). In comparison, the
AFP news corpus has approximately 765,890
unique tokens (Cole et al., 2001). Moreover,
ATB often uses inconsistent diacritizations
(Darwish et al., 2017).

Such a huge corpus can be crawled from the in-
ternet, lemmatized and diacritized accordingly.

3.2 Lemmatization
Lemmatization is the process of grouping together
the different inflected forms of a word, so they can
be analyzed as a single item (a.k.a the lemma).
The lemma (aka the dictionary citation form) is
a conventionalized choice using one of the word
forms to stand for the set (Habash, 2010). Typ-
ically, the lemmas are written without any clitics

2http://tanzil.net/download/
3http://www.rdi-eg.com/RDI/TrainingData/
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and without any sense (meaning indices). For ex-
ample, the lemma of a verb is the third person mas-
culine singular perfective form e.g. �O�� /AtSl/;
while the lemma for a noun is the masculine sin-
gular form e.g. y� /bayt/.4

Lemmas are usually presented in the LRTs for
English and other European languages . Follow-
ing standard practice for frequency lists in English
and other languages, Buckwalter and Parkinson
(2014) adopt the lemma as the organizing princi-
ple in their frequency dictionary. Lemmatization
is difficult because Arabic is a morphology rich
language and its words are highly inflected and
derived (Aqel et al., 2015). We are aware of a
well-established research that compares the avail-
able lemmatization tools. For example, Darwish
and Mubarak (2016) have shown that Farasa out-
performs or equalizes state-of-the-art Arabic seg-
menters like Madamira (Pasha et al., 2014). Next,
we investigate the performance of Arabic diacriti-
zation tools.

3.3 Diacritization

The Arabic script contains two classes of symbols
for writing words: letters and diacritics (Habash,
2010). Diab et al. (2007) grouped the diacrit-
iccal marks into three categories: vowels (Fatha
/a/, Damma /u/, Kasra /i/ and Sukun to indi-
cate the no presence of any vowel), nunations
or Tanween (Fathatan, Dammatan, Kasratan) and
Shadda (gemination or a consonant doubling).
The following examples show the appearance of
all diacritics on the Arabic letter “ ” /d/ grouped
by categories: short vowels ( Á /da/, Damma Â /du/,
Kasra Ã /di/ and Sukun  /do/), Tanween ( ¾� /daN/,
¿ /duN/ and X� /diN/) and Shadda ( /dd/) respec-
tively. Diacritization is the task of restoring miss-
ing diacritics automatically in languages that are
usually written without diacritics like Arabic and
Hebrew. We are not going to reinvent the wheel,
instead we are going to evaluate the existing and
freely available diacritization tools and report the
best performing one. We are aware of two tools:
MADAMIRA and Farasa. Next, we provide some

4If no masculine is possible, then the feminine singular.

Corpus Description Availability # of words

Quran Religious Free 78 K
RDI Religious Free 20 M
Tashkeela Religious Free 60 M
PATB News Commercial 1 M

Table 1: Summary of diacritized corpora.

background on Arabic automatic diacritization.

4 State of the Art Overview

We shortly describe the diacritized datasets, and
give an overview of the results that have so far
been obtained on different corpora using the stan-
dard evaluation metrics.

4.1 Datasets
Table 1 summarizes the existing diacritized cor-
pora, we conduct our experiments using Free cor-
pora.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
Two standard evaluation metrics are used almost
exclusively to measure the system performance, in
terms of error rates on the character and word lev-
els. Namely, diacritization error rate (DER) and
word error rate (WER). The smaller the error rates,
the better the performance.

Case Endings In the diacritized version of the
LRTs, the test stimuli are typically shown with
lexical diacritics and without syntactic diacritics
(a.k.a. case endings). Thus, we are going to re-
port a variant of the above two mentioned metrics
that ignore the word’s last letter, denoted as DER-
1 and WER-1.

4.3 Results Overview
The existing diacritization approaches can be
grouped into four main categories: statistical, se-
quence labeling, morphological analysis, and hy-
brid approaches (Metwally et al., 2016). Although
there are several models within each approach, we
only shed the light on one tool (not necessarily the
the best performing one). A detailed review can
be found in (Azmi and Almajed, 2015).

Statistical For example, the approach by Hifny
(2012) is using an n-gram language model.

Sequence Labeling Some researchers have pro-
posed handling the problem as a sequence labeling
problem in which every letter of the word may be
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tagged with any of the possible diacritics. For ex-
ample, recurrent neural networks model (Abandah
et al., 2015).

Morphological Analysis For example, the sys-
tem by Habash et al. (2009) is based on MADA,
the tool for the morphological analysis and disam-
biguation of Arabic.

Hybrid Usually, the hybrid approach combines
multiple-layers, each is utilizing one single ap-
proach. For example, the Rashwan et al. (2011)
combines the unfactorized system (dictionary-
based system) and a morphological analyzer.

Table 2 gives an overview of the reported results
from the literature. The results are grouped by the
corpus that was used for testing in order to allow
for a fair comparison. Most numbers are still not
directly comparable as they were obtained using
different test sets. As most of the systems from
the literature are not freely available, we have no
way of directly comparing them. In this paper, we
establish a comparative study that only includes
the systems that are freely available along with
the freely available corpora under a controlled set-
tings.

5 Experimental Setup

The experiments are carried out using DKPro TC,
the open-source UIMA-based framework for su-
pervised text classification (Daxenberger et al.,
2014). All the experiments were conducted as ten-
fold (1 part testing, 9 parts training) cross valida-
tion reporting the average over the ten folds.

5.1 Used Data

Because of the commercial availability of LDC’s
PATB datasets, our experimental data are drawn
from the Quran, Tashkeela (CA) and RDI (con-
temporary writing). Table 3 shows the statistics
for these three sub-datasets (punctuation marks are
not counted).

Data Preprocessing The files from Tashkeela
and RDI contain Quranic symbols or English al-
phabets and numerics respectively. In order to pre-
pare them for training and testing purposes, the
following preprocessing steps are performed: (i)
convert them from HTML to plain text files that
have one sentence per line. (ii) clean the files by
removing the Quranic symbols and words written
in non Arabic letters. (iii) normalize the Arabic

text by removing the extra white spaces and the
Tatweel.

5.2 Sequence Labeling Baseline
This treats diacritization as a sequence labeling
(multi-class text classification) problem and pro-
posed a baseline solution using conditional ran-
dom fields (Lafferty et al., 2001).

Given a sentence (set of non-diacritized words)
separated using white-space delimiter, each word
in the sentence is a sequence of characters, and
we want to label each letter with its corresponding
labels from the diacritics set D = (d1, ..., dN ). We
represent each word as input sequence X = (x1,
..., xN ), where we need to label each consonant
in X with the diacritics that follow this consonant.
Thus, the diacritization of X sequence is to find its
labeling sequence Y, of word length and derived
from D. A word might have more than one valid
labeling. For the word “ktAb” (
At�) X = (k, t,
A, b), Y1 = (i, a, o, u) and Y2 = (i, a, o, a) are
examples of two possible labeling.

Our features are character n-grams language
model (LM) in sequence labeling approach. The
features extractor selects the character-level fea-
tures relevant to diacritics from annotated corpora.
It collects the diacritics on previous, current and
following character and up to the 6th character.

5.3 Diacritization Tools
We are aware of a few tools that can be tested with
thousands of words, enhanced or integrated with
Java Frameworks.

MADAMIRA A fast, comprehensive tool for
morphological analysis and disambiguation of
Arabic (Pasha et al., 2014). It is the successor of
MADA (Habash et al., 2009).

Our experiments are carried out using the
SAMA enabled version of Madamira v2.1.
Madamira reported the accuracy of 86.3 and 95.3
for full and partial diacritization using an MSA
blind test set. Madamira was used to diacritize
the test sequences from the three corpora: Quran,
Tashkeela (CA) and RDI. As the resulting dia-
critized text is encoded using Buckwalter translit-
eration, it is necessary to decode it into Arabic
text. We compare the mapped Arabic text with
gold sequence and calculating the different evalu-
ation metrics.

Farasa A fast and accurate text processing
toolkit for Arabic text (Darwish and Mubarak,
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All Diacritics Ignore Last

Corpus Test Size Approach DER WER DER-1 WER-1
(103)

ATB (Parts 1–3)
52 Morphological (Habash et al., 2009) 4.8 14.9 2.2 5.5
52 Hybrid (Rashwan et al., 2011) 3.8 12.5 1.2 3.1
37 RNN (Abandah et al., 2015) 2.7 9.1 1.4 4.3

Quran 76 RNN (Abandah et al., 2015) 3.0 8.7 2.0 5.8

Tashkeela
1902 Statistical (Hifny, 2012) - 8.9 - 3.4
272 RNN (Abandah et al., 2015) 2.1 5.8 1.3 3.5

Tashkeela+RDI 199 Hybrid (Bebah et al., 2014) 7.4 21.1 3.8 7.4

Table 2: List of Arabic Diacritization Systems.

# words ∅ chars Words /
ID Corpus (103) per word sentence

Q Quran 78 4.25 12.6
R RDI 297 4.47 34.1
T Tashkeela 4,926 4.11 14.7

Table 3: Statistics of corpora sub-datasets used in
this study.

2016).
We did not find any reported published results

for Farasa diacritizer. We use Farasa to diacritize
test sequence from the three corpora. We compare
the resulting diacritized text with gold sequence
and calculate the different metrics.

5.4 Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation was conducted across the charac-
ter and word levels. For the Arabic LRTs, the test
stimuli are not fully diacritized, instead they con-
form to specific diacritization (no default diacrit-
ics, no case-endings) settings. Thus, the differ-
ent error rates are reported in relaxed mode, not
in strict mode:

Strict Mode Whenever a letter has a set of dia-
critics in the gold standard, the tools are expected
to predict exactly this set. This means that we pun-
ish tools that only provide a partial diacritization,
e.g. by not returning some default diacritics. For
example (�A�) /qAl/ instead of (�Aa�) /qaAl/.

Relaxed Mode Whenever a letter has a set of di-
acritics in the gold standard, we do not expect the
tool to predict exactly this set. Which means that
we do not punish the tools on a letter that does not
hold a diacritic. Instead, we only count for the let-
ters that holds diacritic. This assumption remains

valid only for words that are labeled with at least
one diacritic by the diacritization tool (i.e. the tool
is punished if no-diacritics are provided).

The following pre/post-processing steps are ap-
plied on the text to do the comparison in relaxed
mode.

• Comply to Default Diacritics It is important
to note that both Madamira and Farasa ignore
the default diacritics, so that we normalize
the gold sequence in such a way that also ig-
nores the default diacritics to ensure fair com-
parison.

• Sukun Removal Some writing styles use the
Sukun diacritic to mark un-diacritized letters
and some styles leave such letters without
any diacritic. To overcome these differences
when computing the error rates, we discard
the Sukun to neglect it in our evaluation.

5.5 Making Results Comparable
In Table 4, we show the average number and ra-
tio of diacritics per letter for the gold standard and
all systems used in our experiments. It shows that
Madamira and Farasa both assign about the same
amount of diacritics on average, but substantially
fewer than the gold standard. This means that both
tools are especially punished by the strict evalua-
tion. These findings motivate us to do the evalu-
ation using the relaxed mode. This requires us to
normalize the ratio of letters with diacritics in the
gold standard, training and output texts.

Table 5 shows the results in relaxed mode. The
error rates are generally as expected. Farasa dia-
critizer outperforms all other methods in all con-
ditions. The performance of Madamira with the
Quran is lower than its performance with RDI and
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Avg. Ratio

Approach Quran RDI Tashkeela Quran RDI Tashkeela

Gold .84 .83 .83 .78 .77 .77
Seq. Labeling .82 .78 .78 .77 .74 .74

Madamira .55 .59 .61 .51 .54 .56
Farasa .58 .58 .61 .55 .54 .58

Table 4: Average number of diacritics per letter
(Avg.), and the ratio of letters with diacritics (Ra-
tio).

Tashkeela, and it outperforms the baseline with
RDI and Tashkeela under all conditions. Farasa
gets its best WER with RDI corpus, and outper-
forms almost at the same levels with Quran and
Tashkeela. Madamira also performs almost on the
same level with RDI and Tashkeela.

As most of the systems from the literature are
not freely available, we have no way of directly
comparing our results with those approaches un-
less they have the same settings. Only Farasa
comes closer to the DER and DER-1 numbers by
(Abandah et al., 2015) in Table 2 when text is
drawn from the Quran. If we ignore the sam-
ple size, it can be clearly seen that the results of
Farasa in relaxed mode are on the same level under
(DER and DER-1) and outperforms the results ap-
proached by Bebah et al. (2014) under (WER and
WER-1). The error rates are relatively high, we
expect a certain level of overfitting on the domain
(due to free words order) to play a role and that our
results are closer to the actual performance that
can be expected from existing tools.

Recall that Madamira reported an accuracy of
86.3% when evaluated using a blind MSA test set
from the PATB. Madamira performs better in the
relaxed mode (there is a slight difference). For in-
stance, on average it shows a 74%, 80% and 80%
WERs with the Quran, RDI and Tashkeela respec-
tively. On the other hand, Farasa reported an accu-
racy of 86% with the three corpora.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Arabic LRTs are corpus-based assessments that
make use of diacritized words counts in a huge
corpus. The lack of diacritized Arabic resources
is one of the main challenges entailed in the auto-
matic generation of Arabic LRTs. This paper ap-
proached the lack of diacritized Arabic resources
via automatic diacritization. We presented a com-
parative study between the publicly available tools
for diacritization. The evaluation experiments are
conducted using diacritized text from the Quran,

Tashkeela and RDI corpora, but in a relaxed eval-
uation mode to ensure fair comparison and suit
the design of Arabic LRTs. Farasa outperforms
Madamira under all conditions. In future work, we
want to investigate the creation of dialectal Arabic
lexical recognition tests automatically.
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Abstract 

This paper introduces our preliminary work 
in dictionary expansion by adding English 
and Chinese Wikipedia titles along with 
their linguistic features.  Parts-of-speech of 
Chinese titles are determined by the 
majority of heads of their Wikipedia 
categories.  Proper noun detection in 
English Wikipedia is done by checking the 
capitalization of the titles in the content of 
the articles.  Title alternatives will be 
detected beforehand.  Chinese proper noun 
detection is done via interlanguage links 
and POS.  The estimated accuracy of POS 
determination is 71.67% and the accuracy 
of proper noun detection is about 83.32%. 

Keywords—dictionary expansion, proper 
nouns, parts-of-speech, Wikipedia 

1 Introduction 

Dictionaries play an important role in many NLP 
researches.  A dictionary contains a list of words.  
It can be used to provide candidates in Chinese 
word segmentation.  If a dictionary  also collect 
phrases, it can help to detect syntactic units when 
doing syntax parsing.  Some dictionaries provide 
information about parts-of-speech or semantics, 
which is important for POS tagging and many 
other NLP applications (Harabagiu and Hickl, 
2006; Allam and Haggag, 2012; Liu et al., 2016). 

A major issue of using dictionaries is the 
expansion of unknown words.  This issue is 
especially important in Chinese word 
segmentation.  If the dictionary does not recognize 
many new words, it is impossible to segment an 
input sentence correctly.  It might be easy to collect 
unknown words from the Internet such as 
Wikipedia, but their parts-of-speech or other 
important linguistic features are not easy to be 

determined, because their sources are not designed 
for NLP purposes. 

In NLP domain, there have been many 
researches about extracting information from 
Wikipedia in different aspects and methods.  
Popular researches include knowledge base 
expansion (Ji and Grishman, 2011), Wikipedia 
article similarity measurement by the hierarchy of 
categories (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007; Witten and 
Milne, 2008), infobox completion (Wu and Weld, 
2008), and so on.  Many NLP applications used 
Wikipedia as a resource, such as improving 
machine translation by Wikipedia interlanguage 
links (Jones et al., 2008; Nguyen et al., 2009), 
measuring document similarity (Nakamura et al., 
2014), word sense disambiguation (Hoffart et al., 
2011), annotating Wikipedia entries in documents 
(Kulkarni et al., 2009), and question answering 
(Buscaldi and Rosso, 2006; Waltinger et al., 2011), 
including answer-type decision by Wikipedia 
(Huang et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2016). 

This paper proposes methods to expand English 
and Chinese dictionaries by adding titles of 
Wikipedia articles, for they are new and constantly 
maintained.  Note that many of them are indeed 
multi-word phrases.  Methods to add linguistic 
features to these new words, such as parts-of-
speech, and proper nouns, are also discussed. 

This paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 
describes how we preprocess data in Wikipedia.  
Section 3 introduces our approach to determine 
parts-of-speech.  Section 4 proposes methods to 
decide whether a title is a proper noun or not.  
Section 5 shows the experimental results and 
Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Preprocessing Wikipedia Data 

Wikipedia is a collaborative encyclopedia 
contributed by real users around the world.  It 
contains millions of Chinese pages and tens of 
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millions of English pages.  However, not all pages 
are main encyclopedia articles, such as the pages 
listed as follows.  They should be discarded 
beforehand.  
(1) Removing administration pages: An 

administrative page usually has a title 
containing a semicolon but not followed by a 
whitespace, such as “Help:Category” in 
English Wikipedia or “使用說明:分類” in 
Chinese Wikipedia.  These are not main 
articles hence should be removed. 

(2) Removing disambiguation pages: A 
disambiguation page defines an ambiguous 
term by providing a list of Wikipedia articles 
as reference.  For example, the term “blue” 
may refer to a color “Blue”, a movie “Three 
Colors: Blue”, or many other meanings 
provided in the page “Blue (disambiguation)”.  
These are not main articles hence should be 
removed. 

(3) Removing list pages: A list page provides a 
list of Wikipedia articles concerning a 
specific topic, such as “List of Game of 
Thrones characters”.  We think the titles of 
these pages are not suitable for dictionaries 
and discard them.  The title of an English list 
page usually starts with “List of” or “Lists of”.  
A Chinese list page is often categorized under 
“xxx索引” (index) or “xxx列表” (list). 

(4) Pending redirect pages: Redirect pages 
often link titles to an authoritative and highly 
correlated page, sometimes these titles are 
paraphrases.  For example, both “US” and 
“USA” redirect to the page “United States”.  
These pages are not included in our work 
described in this paper.  In the future, if we 
can determine whether the title of a redirect 
page is a paraphrase to a main page, we can 
add this title into our dictionary and share the 
same linguistic features as its authoritative 
title. 

After removing these pages, all other titles will be 
added into our dictionaries.  The following sections 
propose methods to decide their linguistic features. 

3 Parts-of-Speech Determination 

Our first challenge is to determine the part-of-
speech of each Wikipedia title.  POS information is 

                                                           
1 http://ckip.iis.sinica.edu.tw/CKIP/engversion/ 
20corpus.htm 

not explicitly given in Wikipedia but is essential for 
many NLP techniques. 

The solution might be easier in English, because 
it is a convention to write the title of an 
encyclopedia article in its nominal form.  For 
example, the editors tend to create an article named 
“humiliation” rather than “to humiliate”.  However, 
its corresponding Chinese title “羞辱” is a verb.  

Since most of the English titles are nouns, we 
can determine the part-of-speech of a title by 
deciding whether this title is in singular or plural 
form (NN vs. NNS) or a common noun or proper 
noun (NN vs. NNP).  This process is not the main 
focus of this paper thus will not be discussed here. 

Chinese Wikipedia titles may have parts-of-
speech other than nouns.  In Chinese, many verbs 
and adjectives can be nominalized without 
inflection, such as the previous example “羞辱”.  
These words only have parts-of-speech of verbs in 
Academia Sinica Lexicon 1 , a standard Chinese 
lexicon, and will be not tagged as Nv (nominalized 
verb) until being nominalized in sentences.  
Therefore, there are many possible POS candidates 
for Chinese titles. 

Besides, as defined in the Academia Sinica 
Lexicon, there are 44 different parts-of-speech in 
Chinese.  We only consider open classes, i.e. nouns, 
verbs, and adjectives, to be POS candidates of new 
terms.  A complete list is shown in Table 1. 

POS Meaning 
A Non-predicative adjective 
Na Common Noun 
Nb Proper Noun 
Nc Place Noun 
Nd Time Noun 
VA Active Intransitive Verb 
VAC Active Causative Verb 
VB Active Pseudo-transitive Verb 
VC Active Transitive Verb 
VCL Active Verb with a Locative Object 
VD Ditransitive Verb 
VE Active Verb with a Sentential Object 
VF Active Verb with a Verbal Object 
VG Classificatory Verb 
VH Stative Intransitive Verb 
VHC Stative Causative Verb 
VI Stative Pseudo-transitive Verb 
VJ Stative Transitive Verb 
VK Stative Verb with a Sentential Object 
VL Stative Verb with a Verbal Object 

Table 1: Open Classes of Chinese Parts-of-Speech. 
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Our approach to decide a Chinese title’s POS is 
counting the parts-of-speech of the heads of the 
title’s categories.  As another convention, 
Wikipedia categories are often written in noun 
phrases, too.  The heads of these phrases are often 
(but not always) hypernyms of the Wikipedia title.  
For example, the term “自 燃” (spontaneous 
combustion) belongs to the category “燃 燒” 
(burning) and hence is a verb in Chinese.  Similarly, 
the term “自由滑” (free skating) is a verb because 
it belongs to the category “花式滑冰” (figure 
skating) whose head “滑冰” (skating) is a verb in 
Chinese.  

Since Chinese is a head-final language, i.e. the 
head of a phrase appears at the end of that phrase, 
we segmented the Wikipedia category labels by the 
Academia Sinica Lexicon and treated the last 
words as the heads. 

The same approach might be able to predict a 
title’s semantic class as well, because the most 
frequent head is highly related to its semantic class.  
Take the term “飆風特攻” (Point Break) as an 
example.  Heads of 16 of its Chinese categories are 
“電影” (movie).  6 of them are hyponyms of 
“movie”, including “驚悚片” (thriller film) and 
“動作片” (action movie).  Only 2 heads are not 
related to “movie”.  We can say that the semantic 
class of “飆風特攻” is “movie”.  As we have also 
observed some counter examples, this idea will be 
explored more fully in the future. 

4 Proper Noun Identification 

Our second challenge is to identify proper nouns 
from these Wikipedia titles.  Some Wikipedia 
articles are about proper nouns (such as “United 
Nations”) and some are not (such as “Rainbow”).  
As we know that proper nouns carry more 
information than common nouns, it will be great if 
the information of proper nouns can be added into 
a dictionary. 

Proper nouns can be identified based on two 
features.  One feature is infobox template or 
category type.  The other is the distribution of 
capitalization.  We will discuss these two features 
in the following sections. 

4.1 Finding Proper Nouns by Special 
Categories 

Some classes of Wikipedia articles can be easily 
decided by their categories and infoboxes.  We use 

the following rules to collect articles in special 
categories and decide their properness. 

(1) Person names: If an article uses an infobox 
template which belongs to the category of 
“people and person infobox templates” (in 
English Wikipedia) or “人物信息框模板” 
(in Chinese Wikipedia), its title is considered 
as a person name. 

(2) Location names: If an article uses an 
infobox template which belongs to the 
category of “geography and place infobox 
templates” (in English Wikipedia) or “地理
和場所信息框模板” (in Chinese Wikipedia), 
its title is considered as a location name. 

(3) Letters and numbers: Pages about 
alphabets of a language, numbers, dates, and 
domain names are NOT proper nouns.  They 
belong to some specific categories and can be 
easily identified. 

When we say that an article belongs to Category B, 
we mean that this article belongs to a category that 
is Category B itself or B’s descendant in the 
Wikipedia category hierarchy.  

4.2 Finding Proper Nouns by Capitalization 

Proper nouns in English are usually capitalized.  
However, it is not that straightforward because a) 
titles of Wikipedia articles do not always appear in 
the content, and b) words at the beginning of 
sentences are also capitalized. 

To deal with the first issue, we find that the 
absent titles may be mentioned by using different 
words or phrases.  These alternatives can be found 
by several ways as discussed later. 

To identify proper-noun titles, we define a set of 
rules to classify them into several groups.  The 
main feature in the grouping rules is the frequency 
of a title being capitalized in its article.  The 
majority in a group defines its likelihood of having 
proper nouns as members. 

Title Alternatives 

In the case that a title does not appear in the article 
by itself, we need to find its alternatives by the 
following methods before counting the frequency 
of capitalized cases. 

(1) Removing phrases after punctuations 
Sometimes an additional phrase is attached to 
a title with a punctuation for the purpose of 
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disambiguation.  Such a phrase is not part of 
a name and should be removed. 
Arena, North Dakota (alternative: “Arena”) 
Arena is an extinct town in Burleigh County, 
North Dakota. The GNIS classifies it as… 

(2) Removing parenthesized phrases 
Sometimes a parenthesized string is attached 
to a title for the purpose of disambiguation.  
Such a phrase is not part of a name and 
should be removed.  
Android (robot)  (alternative: “Android”) 
An android is a humanoid robot or synthetic 
organism designed to look and act like… 

(3) Detecting boldfaced phrases in the lead 
sections 
A lead section2 of a Wikipedia article “serves 
as an introduction to the article and a 
summary of its most important contents.”  If 
the author wants to use a different string to 
substitute the title, he or she will introduce 
this phrase in the lead section in boldface. 
Namhansan (alternative: “Namhan Mountain”) 
Namhan Mountain is a 460 m peak in 
Gyeonggi-do province, South Korea… 
If there are two or more boldfaced phrases in 
the lead section, we choose the one which 
appears the most times in the article, or the 
most similar one (by edit distance) if tied.  In 
the following example, the title “Halahala” 
does not appear in the article at all, but 
“Halāhala” appears many times, hence being 
chosen as the title’s alternative. 
Halahala (alternative: “Halāhala”) 
Halāhala (Sanskrit हलाहल) or kālakūṭa 

(Sanskrit कालकूटं, literally: ‘black mass’ or 
‘time puzzle’) is the name of a poison… 

Grouping Rules 

For each title (or its alternative if the original title 
does not appear in the article), we first count the 
times it is being capitalized or lowercased, at the 
beginning or in the middle of a sentence.  But it 
does not count if the target title appears in a longer 
Wikipedia title.  For example, the article of the 
term “football” contains the sentence “In 1888, the 
Football League was founded in England, 
becoming the first of many professional football 

                                                           
2 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Manual_of_Style/Lead_se
ction 

competitions.”  The capitalized phrase “the 
Football League” is another Wikipedia title.  So the 
term “football” only counts once, as “being 
lowercased in the middle of a sentence”.  

According to the times of a title being 
capitalized in its article, we define 10 groups as 
follows.  The grouping rules are applied in order.  
One title can only belong to one group.  A title 
which does not match any rule will remain 
unclassified. 

G00: If a title has one capital letter which is not at 
its beginning, such as the capital ‘M’ in the 
title “HiM”, it belongs to this group and is 
considered as a proper noun.  Note that a title 
only being uppercased in its article also 
belongs here.  An example is the title 
“Lindauer Dornier” in the sentence 
“Lindauer DORNIER GmbH is a family-
owned business…” 

G01: If a single-word title has ever been 
capitalized inside (not at the beginning of) a 
sentence, such as “Animalia” in the sentence 
“Julia MacRae Books published an 
Animalia colouring book in 2008”, it 
belongs to this group and is considered as a 
proper noun. 

G02: If a single-word title is more often 
lowercased than capitalized inside its article, 
it belongs to this group and is considered as 
a common noun.  An example is the title 
“Chuckwagon” which is found 4 times 
capitalized but 20 times lowercased inside 
its article.  It is a type of wagon so it is just a 
common noun. 

G03: If a single-word title is only lowercased in 
its article, it belongs to this group and is 
considered as a common noun. 

G04: If a single-word title is only capitalized in its 
article but all at the beginning of sentences, 
it belongs to this group.  Following the 
majority rule, i.e. most of the observed titles 
in this group are proper nouns, they are 
considered as proper nouns. 

G05: If a single-word title does not appear in its 
article at all, it belongs to this group.  
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Following the majority rule, they are 
considered as common nouns. 

G06: If a multi-word title contains a lowercased 
content word, it belongs to this group and is 
considered as a common noun.  An example 
is the title “Ames test”, where “test” is a 
content word but lowercased. 

G07: If a multi-word title is capitalized at least 
once in its article, such as the title “First 
Women's Bank of California” in the sentence 
“The First Women's Bank of California was 
a local Los Angeles bank dedicated to…”, it 
belongs to this group and is considered as a 
proper noun. 

G08: If a multi-word title appears in its article but 
written in lowercase, such as the title “Push 
Stick” in the sentence “The purpose of a 
push stick is to help the user…”, it belongs 
to this group and is considered as a common 
noun. 

G09: A multi-word title does not appear in its 
article, but its head is often capitalized inside 
the article, it is considered as a proper noun. 

4.3 Finding Proper Nouns by Interlanguage 
Links and POS 

Because Chinese does not have capitalization, our 
first approach to identify Chinese proper nouns is 
via interlanguage links which connect Wikipedia 
articles discussing the same topic but in different 
languages.  If a Chinese article links to an English 
article in the groups G00 ~ G09, the Chinese title 
joins that group and can be classified as its majority. 

However, half of the Chinese articles do not link 
to any English articles.  We need to look for other 
solutions in the future.  

5 Experiments 

The experimental data are dumped files of English 
Wikipedia and Chinese Wikipedia on 2019/2/1.  
After removing administrative, disambiguation, 
and list pages, there are totally 5,679,503 English 
Wikipedia main articles and 995,294 Chinese 
Wikipedia main articles.  After further identifying 
person names, location names, letters and numbers, 
3,905,050 English and 839,174 Chinese articles are 
waited to be processed as shown in Table 2.  

5.1 Parts-of-Speech Determination for 
Chinese Titles 

To observe the correctness of POS determination, 
we chose 21,211 Chinese titles which have 
appeared and been manually POS-tagged in ASBC 
(Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus) (Chen et al., 
1996) and have category labels in Wikipedia.  Note 
that they may have more than one POS in ASBC.  
Methods introduced in Section 3 were used to 
predict POS sets for these Chinese titles.  

We made three different observations.  If only 
top 1 choice counted, there were 11,459 correct 
guessing with an accuracy of 54%.  If any match in 
the POS sets counted, 15,201 correct guessing 
made an accuracy of 71.67%.  It means that the 
guessed POS sets were efficient candidates for 
further verification in the future.  

One major type of the errors is that categories 
tend to be nouns.  For example, the term “羞辱” 
(humiliation) is a verb in Chinese, but its categories 
are “道德” (morality), “情緒” (emotions), and “性
行為” (sexual acts), which are all nouns in Chinese. 

5.2 Proper Noun Detection in English 

3,905,050 English main articles were grouped by 
the rules introduced in Section 4.  There were still 
125,924 articles left as unclassified. 

To evaluate the accuracy of proper noun 
detection, we randomly selected a small subset in 

Type English Chinese 
Main pages 5,679,503 995,294 
Person names 1,505,094 49,592 
Location names 263,805 100,586 
Letters & numbers 5,554 5,942 
To be processed 3,905,050 839,174 

Table 2: Pre-Determined Wikipedia Pages. 

Group Articles Proper Subset Acc. 
G00 330,569 Y 101 84.16% 
G01 450,022 Y 107 80.37% 
G02 22,947 N 103 100.0% 
G03 24,490 N 103 96.12% 
G04 150,090 Y 110 91.82% 
G05 46,764 N 103 56.31% 
G06 957,198 N 162 82.72% 
G07 1,581,486 Y 222 83.33% 
G08 470 N 107 83.18% 
G09 238,037 Y 108 84.62% 
noG 125,924 N 108 83.33% 

Table 3: English Proper Noun Detection Accuracy. 
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each group and assessed by human.  The 
performance is shown in Table 3.  The estimated 
overall accuracy is about 83.32%. 

One type of the errors is that a common-noun 
title appears inside a proper name but the proper 
name is not a Wikipedia title, such as “chuckwagon” 
in the name “the American Chuckwagon 
Association”.  If the title does not appear many 
times, it will be misclassified as a proper noun. 

Another type of the errors is the inconsistent 
capitalization of the writers.  For example, the term 
“East Bradford Township” is the name of a 
township in US, but the authors of this Wikipedia 
article also use “East Bradford township” to refer 
to this area, and the term is misclassified as a 
common noun.  

5.3 Proper Noun Detection in Chinese 

Only 554,892 of 839,174 Chinese articles can be 
mapped to English articles via interlanguage links.  
85,302 of them map to person names, 42,727 to 
location names, and 4,323 to letters or numbers.  
410,258 are grouped into G00 ~ G09 and 292,268 
of them are classified as proper nouns. 

6 Conclusion 

This paper depicts our preliminary work of 
dictionary expansion by adding Wikipedia titles.  
The parts-of-speech of Chinese titles are decided 
by the voting of heads of their categories.  English 
proper nouns are identified by cases of 
capitalization, while Chinese ones are identified 
via interlanguage links.  These methods achieved 
an accuracy of 71.67% in POS determination and 
83.32% in English proper noun detection.  

More modern methods will be experimented in 
the future.  Sentences containing Wikipedia titles 
will be POS-tagged to decide the titles' POS.  Their 
semantic classes and properness can be determined 
by deep learning. 
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Abstract

Previous research has documented variability
in speech production by speakers with CI.
With reference to stop production, VOT
duration has been reported to differ for
children with Cochlear Implants (CI) and
normal hearing (NH) in different languages.
As the voicing contrast differs across
languages, it is important to examine VOT
production in the speech of individuals with
CI in different languages. The Greek stop
consonant inventory consists of voiceless
unaspirated stops and prevoiced stops at
the bilabial, dental and velar places of
articulation. In this study, VOT duration
is examined for voiceless and voiced word
initial stops in the context of the vowel /a/
produced by 24 Greekspeaking children with
CI and 24 agematched children with NH.
Results showed a tendency for longer VOT
duration for the voiceless stops produced by
the children with NH than with CI and longer
prevoicing for the children with CI compared
to their NH peers.

1 Introduction

Past research on children with profound hearing
loss reported that variation in certain acoustic
characteristics, such as the voicing contrast in
stop consonants, impacts negatively on their
speech intelligibility (Metz et al., 1990; Monsen,
1983). The speech intelligibility of children
with profound hearing loss has greatly improved
following cochlear implantation (Lane et al.,
1995). Yet, a lot of variability in production has

been observed, often attributed to several factors,
such as the age of onset of hearing loss, the age
of cochlear implantation (Dunn et al., 2014; Geers
et al., 2003; Fryauf-Bertschy et al., 1997) but
also to factors relevant to limitations of cochlear
implant technology such as inadequate processing
of the spectral and fine temporal structure of
speech (Oxenham and Kreft, 2014; Zeng et al.,
2008; Rubinstein, 2004).

A cue of fine acoustic contrast is Voice Onset
Time (VOT), defined as the temporal interval
between the moment of the release of the stop
and the onset of glottal pulsing. It takes positive
values when the stop release precedes the onset
of voicing and negative values when the stop
release occurs after the onset of voicing. Values
clustering at 0 ms indicate simultaneous release
of the articulatory closure and the onset of vocalic
voicing (Lisker and Abramson, 1964).

Previous research has shown that VOT duration
differs in children with CI as compared to children
with NH. (Scarbel et al., 2013) reported longer
VOT durations for voiceless stops and shorter
VOT values for voiced stops for French speaking
children with CI compared to NH controls. They
interpreted their findings to suggest exaggeration
of the voicing contrast between voiced and
voiceless stops by children with CI. (Aksoy et al.,
2017) examined variation in VOT duration as a
function of the duration of cochlear implantation.
They reported VOT values for children with CI
with 1 up to 8 years of implantation. Overall,
shorter VOT durations were reported for all
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voiceless and voiced consonants for children with
1-3 years of CI use. They also reported that longer
implant use resulted in VOT durations that were
closer to the NH controls.

As the voicing contrast differs across languages,
it is important to examine VOT production in
the speech of individuals with CI in different
languages. This study aims to provide insights on
VOT production by children with CI by examining
data from Greek.

The Greek stop consonant inventory consists of
voiceless unaspirated stops /p, t, k/ and prevoiced
stops /b, d, g/ (Arvaniti, 1999). Several studies
have reported VOT duration for adult speakers of
Greek (see Arvaniti, 2007 for a review) but there
are few studies for children (Okalidou et al., 2010;
Tsiartsioni, 2011; Chionidou and Nicolaidis,
2015). (Okalidou et al., 2010) reported VOT
values ranging approximately between -140ms
to -60ms for voiced stops and 10 to 50ms for
voiceless stops for Greek children whose ages
ranged from 2;0 to 4;0 The same study reported
that Greek speaking children acquire an adult-like
two-way voicing contrast, i.e. between the
pre-voiced and the voiceless unaspirated stops, at
all places of articulation (bilabial, dental, velar)
by ages 2;6–2;11 (30–35 months). (Tsiartsioni,
2011) examined VOT duration for Greek-speaking
and English speaking children aged 10, 13 and 16
years old. VOT duration ranged between 11.98
ms to 12.85 ms for /p/, 14.29 ms to 14.83 ms for
/t/, 28.89 ms to 31.86 ms for /k/, -95.90 ms to
-98.68 ms for /b/, -91.40 ms to -99.99 ms for /d/
and -85.08 ms to -103.42 for /g/ for Greek. VOT
duration ranged between 51.9 ms to 67.98 ms for
/p/, 66.12 ms to 79.16 ms for /t/, 60 ms to 82.06
ms for /k/, -0.14 ms to -28.88 ms for /b/, -0.14 ms
to -22.66 ms for /d/ and –5.72 ms to -21.10 for
/g/ for English. (Chionidou and Nicolaidis, 2015)
reported VOT mean values of 17 ms for [p], 17 ms
for [t] and 37 ms for [k] for Greek children whose
ages ranged from 8;2 to 12;6.

Furthermore previous research has examined
several parameters that may have an effect on
VOT production, including place of articulation,
stress, and the following vowel. For voiceless
stops, as articulation moves from the bilabial to
the velar place of articulation the duration of VOT
increases, e.g. for English (Peterson and Lehiste,
1960; Klatt, 1975; Volaitis and Miller, 1992; Cho
and Ladefoged, 1999; Whiteside and Marshall,

2001; Morris et al., 2008), for Greek (Fourakis,
1986; Nicolaidis, 2002), for German (Lein et al.,
2016), for Spanish (Schmidt and Flege, 1996),
for Hungarian (Gósy and Ringen, 2009), for
Cantonese (Tse, 2005), for Armenian and Korean
(Cho and Ladefoged, 1999). On the other hand,
prevoicing is longer for bilabials and dentals than
velars in various languages (e.g. Helgason and
Ringen, 2008 for Standard Swedish). Stress has
not been found to influence the VOT duration
of voiceless stops. Voiced stops tend to have
longer VOT values in unstressed syllables but this
difference has not been found to be statistically
significant for English (Abramson and Lisker,
1964). Typically, the VOT of voiceless stops is
longer when a high vowel follows than in the
context of a low vowel (Lisker and Abramson,
1964, 1967; Klatt, 1975; Smith, 1978; Port and
Rotunno, 1979; Morris et al., 2008; Nicolaidis,
2002).

In this study, the VOT duration of the Greek
stop consonants /p, t, k, b, d, g/ in word initial
position will be measured. The research questions
are: a) Are there any differences in the VOT
duration between Greek-speaking children with CI
and NH? b) Are there any differences in VOT
duration as a function of place of articulation
for Greek-speaking children with CI compared
to children with NH? To our knowledge, there
has been no previous study examining VOT
production for Greekspeaking children with CI.
The study of VOT production is of theoretical
and clinical importance. Clinically, the onset
of voicing is usually used for the evaluation
of developmental maturation of neuro-motor
coordination (DiSimoni, 1974; Eguchi, 1969;
Zlatin and Koenigsknecht, 1976) and constitutes
an essential part of the evaluation of speech
production in people with hearing loss (Monsen,
1976).

2 Method

2.1 Participants

Twenty four children with CI and twenty four
age- and gender-matched children with NH
participated in the study. The participants’ ages
ranged from 2;8 to 13;3. Post-implant age ranged
from 1;11 months to 11;5 (23-137 months). All
participants were monolingual native speakers of
Greek. In an attempt to avoid any additional effect
of mental health, the Raven Test was administered;
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the scores for both groups ranged from 90 to
135 which is within normal limits. The speakers
of the control group did not have any hearing
or speech problems as reported by their parents.
Signed consent was obtained from the parents of
all participants.

2.2 Material
The speech material consisted of Greek disyllabic
and trisyllabic real words with word initial
voiceless and voiced stops /p, t, k, b, d, g/. Stops
were followed by the vowel /a/, e.g. ('papça, 'bala,
'tafos, 'dama, ka'fes, ga'raz). Stress placement was
on the first or second syllable.

2.3 Procedure
A word naming task was carried out and each
target word was produced at least three times in
random order by all participants.

Data acquisition took place at the Cochlear
Implant Center of the 1stOtorhinolaryngology
Clinic of AHEPA Hospital in Thessaloniki. Data
was recorded in a sound-proof booth with a SONY
PCM D50 digital recorder.

2.4 Measurements
PRAAT was used for the measurement of VOT
duration (www.praat.org). For voiceless stops,
VOT was measured from the stop burst to the
onset of the first glottal cycle and formant structure
on the acoustic waveform and spectrogram
respectively. For the voiced stops, VOT was
measured from the first glottal cycle of the stop
to the stop burst. A total of 864 tokens were
produced (48 children x 6 words x 3 repetitions).

Our data didn’t follow a normal distribution
and violated the principle of homogeneity based
on the Levene’s test. Thus, non-parametric tests
Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon, were used
for the analyses. Differences between the two
groups (CI/NH) were measured.

Due to the wide range in the age of the
participants, there was not homogeneity in the
sample. So, further analyses were carried out on
participants separated in four age subgroups by
chronological age: the first group consisted of
children from 2 to 4 years old (4 children in total,
2 with CI & 2 with NH), the second group ranged
from 5 to 7 years old (18 children in total, 9 with
CI & 9 with NH), the third group ranged from 8 to
10 years old (16 children in total, 8 with CI & 8
with NH) and the last group ranged from 11 to 13

Child groups P U
Category value

NH CI
[voiceless]* 18.22 15.30 0.012 167.5
[voiced] -89.45 -106.08 0.059 195.0
*p<0.05

Table 1: Mean VOT values for voiced and voiceless
Greek stops produced by children with CI and with NH,
n=48.

Child groups P value U
Category

NH CI
voiceless

[p] 15.14 12.08 0.075 201.5
[t] 12.19 9.14 0.091 205.5
[k] 27.33 24.68 0.126 214.0

voiced
[b] -105.97 -129.85 0.070 200.5
[d]* -94.69 -121.10 0.009 164.5
[g] -67.68 -67.31 0.789 274.0

*p<0.05

Table 2: Mean VOT values, p and U values for voiced
and voiceless Greek stops produced by children with
CI and NH as a function of place of articulation, n=48.

years old (10 children in total, 5 with CI & 5 with
NH).

3 Results

All participants with CI and NH Table 1 presents
mean VOT durations of the Greek voiceless and
voiced stops (pooled for place of articulation)
produced by all participants with CI and NH.
For the voiceless stops, a statistically significant
difference was found in overall VOT duration
between the two groups; VOT duration was
shorter in the stop productions of children
with CI as compared to NH controls, p=0.012,
d=-0.3586. For the voiced stops, children
with CI showed longer mean prevoicing values
as compared to their NH peers; however, the
difference was not statistically significant. Table
2 presents mean VOT values for the stops at
each place of articulation Group comparisons
for each place of articulation, for the voiced
and voiceless categories revealed a statistically
significant difference only for the voiced alveolar
stop /d/ , U=164.5, p=0.009 (d=0.36762). In
particular, mean VOT for /d/ was significantly
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R SD
NH CI NH CI
Min Max Min Max

p 5 22 5 26 5.936 5.328
t 6 34 0 18 5.731 4.485
k 14 42 13 63 8.515 11.729
b -191 -65 -404 -34 31.579 69.070
d -153 -60 -323 0 25.341 63.097
g -119 -29 -180 0 26.494 48.410

Table 3: Range and Standard Deviation values for
voiced and voiceless Greek stops produced by children
with CI and NH n=48.

longer for the children with CI than NH. Longer
VOT was also found for /b/ for the same group;
however it did not reach statistical significance.
VOT duration for /g/ was similar for the two
groups. In addition, there was a tendency for the
VOT of /p, t, k/, to be shorter for the children with
CI than NH although differences did not reach
statistical significance. Table 3 presents the range
and standard deviation values for all the stops
measured.

With reference to the influence of place of
articulation, a tendency for longer VOT duration
for the voiceless velar stops /k/ is observed,
in agreement with previous literature (Okalidou
et al., 2010; Tsiartsioni, 2011; Chionidou and
Nicolaidis, 2015). This is evident for both groups.
For the voiced consonants, a decrease in VOT
duration is evident from /b/ to /d/ to /g/ for both
groups, (cf. (Tsiartsioni, 2011) for children with
NH); additional statistical analyses are needed to
confirm the place of articulation effect.

Group A: 2-4 years old A comparison between
the two groups shows shorter VOT values for
voiceless and voiced consonants for children
with CI. However, no statistically significant
differences were found (Table 4) (p=0.333,
U=0.000, for /p/, p=0.667, U=1.000, for /t/,
p=0.667, U=1.000, for /k/, p=0.667, U=1.000, for
/b/, p=1.000, U=2.000, for /d/, p=0.667, U=1.000,
for /g/).

Group B: 5-7 years old A comparison between
the two groups shows shorter VOT values for the
voiceless and longer for the voiced consonants
except for the voiced velar /g/ for children with CI.
However, no statistically significant differences
were found (Table 4) (p=0.279, U=21.000 for /p/,

p=0.195, U=19.000 for /t/, p=0.065, U=14.000
for /k/, p=0.798, U=29.000 for /b/, p=0.083,
U=15.000 for /d/, p=0.328, U=22.000 for /g/).

Group C: 8-10 years old A comparison
between the two groups shows shorter VOT values
for the voiceless and longer for the voiced for
children CI. However, no statistically significant
differences were found (Table 4) (p=0.297,
U=28.000 for /p/, p=1.000, U=40.500 for /t/,
p=0.863, U=38.500 for /k/, p=0.063, U=19.000
for /b/, p=0.161, U=24.000 for /d/, p=0.730,
U=36.000 for /g/).

Group D: 11-13 years old A comparison
between the two groups shows shorter VOT
values for the voiceless consonants and longer
for the voiced, except for the voiceless velar /k/,
for children with CI. However, no statistically
significant differences were found (Table 4)
(p=0.548, U=9.000 for /p/, p=0.095, U=4.500
for /t/, p=0.1.000, U=12.000 for /k/, p=0.056,
U=3.000 for /b/, p=0.095, U=4.000 for /d/,
p=0.095, U=4.000 for /g/).

4 Discussion

Many studies have measured VOT in different
languages but there is relatively limited literature
for VOT duration in Greek especially with
reference to children. This study contributes to
current knowledge by providing VOT data for
Greek-speaking children with cochlear implants.

Our results have shown significantly shorter
VOT duration for the voiceless stops (pooled for
place of articulation) when produced by children
with CI compared to NH controls. Further
analyses for each consonant separately showed
that there was a tendency for shorter VOT values
to be produced by children with CI for all
voiceless consonants; however this difference did
not reach statistical significance. With reference
to the voiced stops, significantly longer prevoicing
was produced for /d/ by children with CI. A similar
tendency was observed for /b/ but this difference
was not statistically significant.

Further analyses per age group showed that for
the voiceless consonants there is a tendency for
shorter VOT values produced by children with CI
in all age groups. For the voiced consonants there
is a tendency for longer VOT values produced
by children with CI in all but the first age
group (2-4 years of age). This may relate to
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[p] [t] [k] [b] [d] [g]
Age
Group
1 NH 14.67 11.83 26.33 -146 -104.67 -77
(n=4) CI 8.5 6.5 19.17 -127.17 -98.5 -65.33
2 NH 14.46 11.29 28.54 -117.88 -104.46 -74.83
(n=18) CI 11.17 8.12 19.63 -140.17 -148.58 -51.33
3 NH 15.30 10.37 27.19 -97.89 -94.37 -64.33
(n=16) CI 11.56 9.70 26.56 -132.81 -106.78 -68.11
4 NH 16.13 17.07 26.07 -85.47 -75.67 -58.53
(n=10) CI 15.93 10.80 31.60 -109.07 -111.93 -92.20

Table 4: Mean VOT values for voiced and voiceless Greek stops produced by children with CI and NH /, for the
age groups 1, 2, 3 & 4.

ongoing developmental changes for this group (cf.
Okalidou et al., 2010).

Differences in VOT values were observed as
a function of place of articulation. Both groups
(CI/NH) present the same pattern in VOT for
the different places of articulation. For children
in all subgroups, there was a tendency for the
VOT duration of voiceless stops to increase from
bilabials/dentals to velars, which is consistent with
previous studies reporting longer VOT duration
the further back the closure is produced (Peterson
and Lehiste, 1960; Klatt, 1975; Fourakis, 1986;
Volaitis and Miller, 1992; Cho and Ladefoged,
1999; Whiteside and Marshall, 2001; Nicolaidis,
2002; Morris et al., 2008). For voiced consonants,
there was a tendency for the VOT duration
to decrease from bilabials to dentals to velars
which is also in agreement with previous studies
(Helgason and Ringen, 2008).

5 Conclusion

Overall our results showed a tendency for longer
VOT duration for the voiceless stops produced by
children with NH than CI and longer prevoicing
for the children with CI compared to their NH
peers. Few statistically significant differences
were however found in an analysis by place of
articulation and for different age subgroups.

Work currently underway aims to relate findings
to the duration of CI use, to the speech perception
abilities of children with CI, and to explore subject
variability as well as variability due to other
factors including different vowel contexts.
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Abstract 

The increase in number and volume of 

electronic documents makes the 

development of applications such as text 

summarization crucial, in order to facilitate 

the task for persons who want to consult 

their documents. The purpose of an 

electronic document summary is the same 

as that of a book abstract; it informs the 

reader about the subject matter. The 

usefulness of the summary is distinguished 

by the limited time devoted to its reading to 

synthesize all the ideas that the author 

wants to spend. 

The objective of this paper is to present our 

SumSAT tool, which is an Arabic text 

summarization system, adopting an 

extraction approach. The originality of our 

work lies in the use of a hybrid 

methodology that combines three methods: 

contextual exploration, indicative 

expression, and graph method. The 

proposed strategy is evaluated by 

comparing the obtained results with human 

summaries using recall and precision 

metrics. 

1 Introduction 

Considered for a long time as one of the main topic 

of natural language processing (Luhn, 1958), Text 

summarization has only grown in importance since 

the late 90s with the proliferation of Internet use 

and the emergence of large amounts of information 

(Maâloul, 2012), which has forced researchers to 

make more effort to make the text summarization 

process more efficient.  This effectiveness is linked 

to two (02) essential factors, on the one side 

reducing the size of the text and on the other side 

keeping the basic idea (or ideas) that are conveyed 

by the text. 

The purpose of this paper is to present SumSAT 

which is a text summarization system developed 

for the Arabic texts. The originality of our work lies 

in making a contribution not only in the pre-

processing phase which consists in preparing the 

text for the summarization process but also in the 

processing phase where we have chosen a hybrid 

strategy that showcases several techniques from 

different approaches. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 will focus on the principle of Text 

summarization. Section 3, briefly describes works 

in the literature that are related to Arabic text 

summarization. Section 4 presents our hybrid 

approach based on contextual exploration, 

Indicative expression and graph method.  Section 

5 introduces the SumSAT tool. The results of 

experiments on the dataset of Arabic are discussed 

in Section 6. Finally, a conclusion that presents the 

assessment of our work associated with 

perspectives and future work. 

2 Text Summarization Between 

Abstraction and Extraction 

There are two very divergent approaches to 

automatically generate summaries (Pai, 2014; 

Munot and Govilkar 2014; Allahyari et al., 2017). 

Summarization based on Abstraction and 

Summarization based on Extraction.; the first one 

(Abstraction approach) comes from the field of 

artificial intelligence and aims to use natural 

language processing techniques (such as semantic 

representation and modification, text 

understanding) to generate a new summary (with 

new words) that covers the main ideas found in the 

SumSAT: Hybrid Arabic Text Summarization Based on  

Symbolic and Numerical Approaches  
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original text. This production process remains 

relatively difficult to compute, and text generation 

is still very imperfect (Pal and Saha 2014; Zhu et 

al.,2009; D'Avanzo et al., 2004).  

However, in the extraction-based approach, the 

main purpose is to extract the most important or 

significant phrases in the original text and 

combining them to make a summary. Its objective 

is to produce the summary without going through 

deeper analysis, so the main task is to determine 

the relevance of these phrases according to one or 

more criteria (generally a statistical features) 

(Mohamed, 2016; Oufaidaa et al.,2014). 

3 Related Work 

Compared to other languages such as English, 

works on the Arabic language are very few due 

mainly to its morphological and syntactic 

complexity. The table below gives an indication of 

some tools and works done on Arabic text 

summarization (Douzidia and Lapalme, 2004; 

Sobh et al., 2006; Schlesinger et al., 2008; 

Mahmoud et al., 2009; Alotaiby et al., 2012; 

Belguith, 2014; AL-Khawaldeh  and Samawi , 

2015; Belkebir and Guessoum, 2015; Lagrini et 

al., 2017). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 SumSAT's general architecture 

SumSAT is a text summarization system by 

extraction. To generate a summary, our system 

operates in three main steps, which are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: General architecture of SumSAT. 

4.1 Step 1: Pre-processing 

This phase is divided into two sub-phases: 

Segmentation: Since the text summarization 

operation consists in selecting relevant phrases, the 

first task to be performed is the segmentation of the 

Tool and 

Work 
Methodology 

LAKHAS 

(Douzidia and 

Lapalme)  

Numerical 

Sentence position 

terms frequency 

title words 

cue words 

Al Sanie Symbolic 
RST (Rhetorical 

Structure Theory) 

Sobh, Ibrahim, 

Nevin 

Darwish, and 

Magda Fayek 

Numerical 

Bayesian 

Genetic 

Programming 

classification 

CLASSY 

(Schlesinger, 

Judith D., 

Dianne P. 

O’leary, and 

John M. 

Conroy)  

Numerical Log-likelihood 

AQBTSS and 

ACBTSS 

(Mahmoud 

O.EI-Haj and 

Bassam H. 

Hammo) 

Numerical TF-IDF 

Table 1:  Summarizing reviewed Works and tools 

(A).  

Tool and 

Work 
Methodology 

Alotaiby, 

Fahad, Salah 

Foda, and 

Ibrahim 

Alkharashi. 

Numerical 

Frequency of non-

stop words 

 Machine 

Learning 

Belghuith Hybrid 
RST  

Machine Learning 

LCEAS (AL-

Khawaldeh 

and Samawi) 

Hybrid 

Based on 

semantic relations  

Roots extraction 

Belkebir and 

Guessoum 
Numerical Machine Learning 

Samira 

Lagrini, 

Mohammed 

Redjimi and 

NabihaAzizi 

Hybrid 
RST 

machine Learning 

Table 2:  Summarizing reviewed Works and tools 

(B).  
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source text into phrases. The method used to divide 

a text is based on the contextual exploration 

method, where the input is a plain text in the form 

of a single text segment. The segmentation starts 

with detecting the presence of indicators, which are 

punctuation marks (« . », « ; », « : », « ! », « ? ».). 

If there is an indicator, segmentation rules will be 

applied to explore the contexts (before and after) to 

ensure that additional indicators are present and 

that certain conditions are met. In the case of an 

end of a phrase, this decision is converted into the 

action of segmentation of the text into two textual 

segments. Thus, and by repeating this operation on 

the resultant segments, we obtain a set of textual 

segments which, placed next to each other, which 

form the input plain text. 

It is important to specify that in our 

segmentation the dot « . » cannot be always 

considered as an indicator of a sentence end; i.e., 

cases like : abbreviation, acronym or a number in 

decimal, where particular rules can be added. 

Stemming: This operation consists of 

transforming, eventually agglutinated or inflected 

word into its canonical form (stem or root) (Roubia 

et al., 2017).  In our case, we need the results of the 

Stemming in the graph method in order to define 

the most important phrases. To generate these 

roots, we use the Full-Text Search technique, 

which allows us to generate the roots of words 

composing the phrases and eliminate the 

stopwords. This technique also generates other 

features such as ranking (rank value) to classify the 

found phrases, in order to filter the relevant ones 

according to their scores. 

4.2 Step 2: Processing  

Since we adopt an extraction approach, the main 

task is to evaluate the phrases, select the most 

relevant ones, then build the summary. We 

adopted a hybrid approach combining three 

methods: the contextual exploration (main 

methods), the indicative expression and graph 

model (secondary methods). The secondary 

methods will scramble on the result of the 

principal method to give better results or provide 

a solution in the case that contextual exploration is 

not efficient. 

Contextual Exploration method: This method 

has been chosen in order to produce a consistent 

summary and to offer users the possibility to 

choose the summary by point of view, where the 

information to be summarized is classified into 

discursive categories. The contextual exploration 

module receives a segmented text as input (the 

result of the segmentation module). The first task 

is to detect the presence of some linguistic 

indicators in each segment. Once an indicator is 

found, all contextual exploration rules related to 

that indicator will be set to find additional clues and 

to verify the conditions required by that rule. If all 

conditions are verified, an annotation action, 

determined by the exploration rule, is performed 

on the segment exactly where the linguistic 

indicator is placed.  

For our SumSAT System, we have defined 13 

discursive categories, each category has its own 

complementary clues (See figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The discursive categories defined for 

SumSAT. 

 

Example: The following example illustrates an 

application of our method to select sentences that 

contains information about the discursive category 

"conclusions and results". One of the rules 

associated with this category is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Example of discursive rule. 

 

The rule, delimited by the tag (<Rule> and 

</Rule>), consists of two parts : 

• Condition part: delimited by (<Conditions> 

and </Conditions>): It groups together 
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information about the indicator (delimited 

by <Indicator and />) associated with an 

information category, and information about 

the additional clues ( <clue and />) that are 

associated with it. 

• Actions part: delimited by (<Actions> and 

</Actions>): Action to be done, after 

verifying the existence of additional clues 

and the required conditions. 

Where:  

✓ NameRule: the name that identifies the 
rule. 

✓   Task: The task this rule performs since 
contextual exploration can be used for 
annotation and summary generation, as it 
can be used for segmentation. 

✓ Point of View: Represents the category 
name of the information retrieved. 

✓ Search_space: Space or context, where 
the additional clue is located; whether the 
search is done in the phrase itself or in the 
paragraph. 

✓ Value: It is the name of the file where the 
indicators are stored, or the name of the 
file where the clues are stored, associated 
with this category of information. 

✓ Context: Specifies whether the search for 
additional clues should be done before or 
after the indicator. 

Consider the following phrase to be annotated 

(applying the rule mentioned above): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Example of a contextual exploration rule. 

 

In this phrase, it can be said that the 

complementary clue (أن) is present after the 

indicator (أظهرت الدراسات). Therefore, the action to 

be taken is indicated in the actions part (delimited 

by <Actions> and </Actions>); so, this phrase 

assigned the value 'Conclusion' to indicate that it 

contains information concerning a result or 

conclusion. 

Indicative expression: This method is selected 

to offer the possibility of generating a summary of 

a general order, or a specific field; sport, culture, 

economy, etc. This method consists of identifying 

phrases that contain indicators. These indicators 

are determined according to the field of the text to 

be analyzed, and its main task is to identify 

indicators in phrases, neglecting the additional 

clues. Using the following formula: 

 

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑒(𝑆) =  {
1   𝑖𝑓   𝑆 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑂                                 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

       (01) 

 

Graph method: In order to reduce the 

deficiencies of SumSAT's, we have used a hybrid 

approach that integrates a symbolic method (E.C.) 

and numerical methods (graph and indicative 

expression methods). The use of this hybrid 

approach allowed us to offer the user the possibility 

to choose a summary by point of view through 

contextual exploration, as well as the possibility to 

choose a default summary, to cover cases where the 

information is not present in the form of a 

discursive category. 

The generation of the summary, using the graph 

method, consists of selecting the most 

representative phrases of the source text, since it 

attributes to the sentences a relevance score or 

similarity measure by calculating the number of 

intersection terms. These terms are the result of the 

stemming process performed in the pre-processing 

process.  

Suppose that we have a text composed of six 

sentences (P1, P2, P2, ..., P6). After applying 

stemming for each sentence, the total number of 

terms shared with all the others are given in the 

table below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modelling this problem for the summary is like 

considering: The document as a graph, the phrases 

as nodes of this graph, the intersections of the 

phrases as edges of this graph, the total number of 

intersecting terms (stems or roots), of a phrase with 

all the others, as a weight of the node representing 

this phrase. Finally, to generate the summary we 

use the Greed algorithm.  

 

 

Phrases P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

Total number 

of Stems 

(Roots) shared 

with all other 

phrases 

9 8 7 3 6 5 

Table 2:  Phrases Weight.  
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Figure 5: Pathway followed using the Greedy 

algorithm. 

4.3 Step 3: Filtering and selection 

The generation of the summary must take into 

consideration the user's requirements, and the 

compression ratio to determine the relevant 

phrases to be selected. The final summary is made 

up of all phrases that fulfill the following 

conditions: 

• Phrases that belong to the discursive 

categories, or to the selected domains 

(chosen by the user) ; 

• And/or the phrases that appear in the list of 

nodes  visited by the graph method (the case 

of the default summary) ; 

• The number of phrases is limited by the 

summary rate, introduced by the user ; 

• The appearance order of the phrases in the 

summary must respect the order of these 

phrases in the source text. 

In order to generate a dynamic summary, a link 

is established between the summary phrases and 

their corresponding phrases in the source text. 

5 Presentation of SumSAT 

SumSAT (Acronym of Summarization System for 

Arabic Text) is a web application system that runs 

at web browsers. Its execution is local to the IIS 

server (Internet Information Server), of Windows. 

The interaction between our system and Microsoft 

SQL Server is done by queries (T-SQL 

transactions).  SumSAT is introduced to the user 

through a GUI, based on HTML5, ASP, C#, and 

Silverlight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: GUI Main Menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: GUI  Generation of Summary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: GUI of the Result (summary) 

6 Experimentation and Results 

SumSAT's summary generation is based on a 

hybrid approach where the discursive annotation 

constitutes its main task: the generated summary 

 

 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

P1 0 0 1 1 1 1 

P2 0 0 1 1 0 1 

P3 1 1 0 0 1 0 

P4 1 1 0 0 0 1 

P5 1 0 1 0 0 1 

P6 1 1 0 1 1 0 

Table 3: Phrase intersection matrix 

 

S2 

9 

8 
S6 

5 

S3 S5 
7 6 

S4 3 

S1 
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is based on the concept of point of view. Therefore, 

the relevance of a phrase depends on the presence 

of surface linguistic markers characterizing 

(referring to) a discursive category. The evaluation 

of the summary generation process by point of 

view consists of the evaluation of the discursive 

annotation task made by SumSAT. 

The objective of this evaluation is to know the 

percentage of phrases correctly annotated by the 

system, compared to the total number of annotated 

phrases, and compared to the total number of 

manually annotated phrases (reference summary). 

This can be expressed by measuring:   

6.1 The precision rate  

The number of correct discursive categories, 

detected by the system, compared to the total 

number of discursive categories detected by the 

system. 

6.2 The Recall Rate 

The number of correct discursive categories, 

detected by the system, compared to the total 

number of discursive categories presented in the 

reference summary 

The precision and recall rates are calculated as 

follows: 

Precision (%) = (a
b⁄ )  ∗  100                       (02) 

 

      Recall (%) = (a
c⁄ )  ∗  100                            (03) 

Where :  

• a ∶ Number of automatically assigned correct 

annotations. 

• b∶ Number of automatically assigned 

annotations. 

• c∶ Number of manually assigned correct 

annotations. 

For this purpose, we have set up corpora 

composed of twenty-five texts, and their 

corresponding summaries (The reference 

summaries are manually compiled by two experts). 

For each of the selected texts, we have proceeded 

to the generation of summaries, by discursive 

categories one by one. The evaluation consists of 

applying the metrics, in order to criticize and 

conclude based on the results obtained. 

The results of the calculated rates, as well as the 

precision and recall results, are illustrated in Table 

5, 6 and 7 and by representative graphs (Figure 9, 

10 and 11). These results are calculated for all the 

selected texts in the corpora, and for each of the 

discursive categories adopted by SumSAT. For all 

categories, the precision rate is higher than 66%, 

except for four of them (hypothesis, 

Recapitulation, Reminder, Prediction), which have 

a precision rate between 40% and 50%. Similarly, 

the recall rate is higher than 66%, except for three 

categories that have a recall rate between 30% and 

50% (Prediction, Definition and  Reminder) . This 

shows that SumSAT has promising results which 

can be improved, despite the difficulties of 

generating coherent summaries. 

• Precision rate: These results show that much 

more work needs to be done on refining 

surface markers to maximize this rate. In 

technical terms, it is necessary to work on 

two parameters. The first parameter, related 

to regular expressions, detects discursive 

markers (indicators and additional clues). 

The second parameter, linguistic (the good 

choice of these discursive markers).  

• Recall rate: The results show that the work 

which can contribute to improving these 

results will be linguistic, especially the 

collection of discursive markers in order to 

enrich linguistic resources. 

Note that the obtained results are influenced by 

the divergence of the texts from the point of view 

of style, discursive and argumentative strategies, 

and the covered topic. This means that the surface 

markers, for some categories, are rarely the same 

from one text to another. Similarly, the indicators 

are sometimes weak and cannot refer to a 

discursive category. Moreover, the additional clues 

are sometimes equivocal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Category Precision (%) Recall (%) 

Objective 73,68 82,35 

hypothesis 42,03 70 

Conclusion 77,78 70 

Explanation 88,57 95,38 

Consequence 77,27 70,83 

Table 3:  SumSAT evaluation using P/R (01).  
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Figure 9: Graphical representation of SumSAT's 

evaluation results (01). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Graphical representation of SumSAT's 

evaluation results (02). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Graphical representation of SumSAT's 

evaluation results (03). 

 

7 Conclusion and Continuing Efforts 

In this paper, we have presented SumSAT which is 

an Arabic text summarization system that adopts a 

hybrid approach (i.e: contextual exploration 

method, indicative expression method, and graph 

model method) to build summary.  The work we 

have done has given us an overview of the 

difficulties that we have encountered in the field 

of Arabic text summarization. In pre-processing, 

the incorrect use of punctuation marks (author's 

style) induces segmentation errors, and as a result, 

the relevance of phrases is incorrect, which gives 

an incoherent summary. On the processing phase, 

one of the difficulties met, and which influences 

the performance of the system, is the manual 

search for linguistic markers, to enrich the list of 

discursive categories. This task costs time and 

resources, which has reduced the list of the 

information offered by SumSAT. In addition, we 

found that the representative phrases with a high 

weight may not be selected because of the 

restrictions on the incrementation of the list of 

visited summits when the transition is made only 

between the adjacent ones (Graph model method). 

Based on the obtained results, we propose an 

amelioration of the methods used to generate the 

summary by making a modification, such that the 

glutton algorithm (graph model method) gives the 

advantage to the representative nodes, without 

being limited by the transitions between the 

adjacent summits. Also, the integration of a tool for 

identifying surface linguistic markers in 

documents is a good way to enrich the system's 

linguistic resources.  

Category Precision (%) Recall (%) 

Definition 66,67 32,67 

Confirmation 97,5 82,98 

Problematic 66,67 66,67 

Reminder 50 44,02 

Recapitulation 50 88,24 

Table 4:  SumSAT evaluation using P/R (02).  

 

Category Precision (%) Recall (%) 

Author, Title & 

Subtitle 
91,94 91,94 

Thematic 85,71 66,67 

Prediction 50 50 

Finding & opinion 90 69,26 

Enunciation 94,94 91,85 

Table 5:  SumSAT evaluation using P/R (03).  
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Abstract 

With the evolution of network 

communication technology and advances 

in multimedia application, speech or data 

networks over an IP connection are 

vulnerable to threats. Therefore, the need to 

protect data attracts many researches on 

safe communications, especially speech 

secure communication. Additionally, with 

the large volume of unprotected speech 

data transmitted over the internet, Voice 

over Internet Protocol (VoIP) packets could 

be lost, and they cannot be recovered back, 

which would result in a degradation of 

speech quality. In this paper, we propose a 

secure speech communication approach 

based on chaotic cryptography combined 

with G.722.2 error recovery technique 

performed by interleaving. On the one 

hand, this approach uses the interleaving 

technique on inter-frames of G.722.2 

speech in order to make a continuous 

packet loss becoming an isolated packets 

loss. On the other hand, speech will be 

encrypted using chaotic Lorenz system 

which achieves high encryption efficiency. 

To evaluate performance, the proposed 

design was evaluated through Enhanced 

Modified Bark Spectral Distortion 

(EMBSD) and Mean Opinion Score 

(MOS) with different packet loss rates to 

confirm the efficiency of our proposed 

scheme. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, with the development of network 

communication technology and signal processing 

techniques, it has become realistic to transmit 

speech, just like computer data, over the Internet 

(VoIP: Voice over Internet Protocol). However, the 

emergence of Internet use became very apparent; 

and the huge mass of data overloads the network 

(Mata-Díaz et al., 2014 - Labyd et al., 2014). 

Networks must provide predictable, secure, 

measurable, and sometimes guaranteed services. 

Realizing the required Quality of Service (QoS) by 

managing the delay, delay variation (jitter), 

bandwidth, and packet loss parameters on a 

network become the secret to a successful end-to-

end business solution. In real-time transmissions, 

IP networks are unpredictable and offer a best-

effort transfer service with no QoS securities. 

Therefore, packets could be lost, causing an 

interruption in the conversation and a feeling of 

hatching of speech that is very annoying for the 

listeners. Therefore, it is fundamental to put a 

mechanism for concealing packet loss such as 

interleaving method, Forward Error Correction 

(FEC) (Nagano and Ito, 2013 - Shetty and Gibson, 

2007).  

In addition, speech data is vulnerable to 

corrupted or stolen by the hacker on the internet. 

For secure communication, it is necessary to 

protect data using encryption methods (Alvarez 

and Li, 2006). 

Recently, research on chaotic cryptography 

increased expeditiously in order to improve chaos-

based cryptosystems. In 1963, Edward Lorenz 

founded chaos theory, followed by the discovery 

of the Rössler attractor in 1976, since several 

chaotic systems are established (Jiang and Fu, 

2008 - Kaur and Kumar, 2018). A chaotic system 
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is a non-linear, deterministic presenting good 

properties such as aperiodicity, pseudo-

randomness and sensitivity to changes in initial 

conditions, which makes it unpredictable. Because 

of its characteristics, the chaos was used in the 

encryption system (Zhang and Cao, 2011 - Moon 

et al. 2017). 

In (Afrizal, 2018), the authors' study focus on 

examining a few speech codec that usually used in 

connectionless communication such as G.711, 

G.722, G.729, AMR-NB, and AMR-WB for voice 

over LTE application and the impact of random 

and burst packet loss on voice communication 

against the codec using Evalid and NS-3 

simulator. in (Li et al, 2015) the paper describes a 

method of digital encryption based on Lorenz 

continuous chaotic system, combined with chaotic 

dynamics, continuous sequence of numbers 

generated by the Lorenz chaotic system. Discrete 

the continuous data through the Euler method. 

Image encryption as an example, verify the Lorenz 

chaotic system digital encryption features. In (Guo 

et al., 2002) authors propose a VoIP technique 

combining the speech data encryption and G.729 

error recovery. This technique uses the chaotic 

data interleaving on inter-frames of voice to make 

situation of continuous packet loss becoming an 

isolated packet loss situation. Then, they propose 

a Periodical Parameter Re-initialization (PPR) 

recovery approach to reduce the signal quality 

degradation in the G.729 decoder due to the lost of 

state synchronization to the G.729 encoder. Beside 

the proposed VoIP technique, also uses the idea of 

chaotic data encryption on intra-frames of speech 

to scramble the data sequence within a speech 

frame.  

In this paper, we propose a secure speech 

communication approach based on chaotic 

cryptography combined with G.722.2 error 

recovery technique performed by interleaving, and 

it is organized as follows. In Section 2, an 

overview of the AMR-WB G.722.2 is introduced. 

Section 3 gives a very brief description of the 

proposed technique, which has a direct relation to 

our contribution. Simulations and interpretation 

are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion 

is provided in section 5. 

2 Overview of the AMR-WB G.722.2 

The adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband (AMR-WB) 

speech codec is based on Adaptive Multi-Rate 

encoding, using similar methodology as algebraic 

code excited linear prediction (ACELP). AMR-

WB is codified as G.722.2, an ITU-T standard 

speech codec, then was improved by Nokia and 

VoiceAge and it was first defined by 3GPP.AMR-

WB offers enhanced speech quality due to a larger 

speech bandwidth of 50–7000 Hz compared to 

narrowband speech coders. G.722 sample audio 

data at a rate of 16 kHz, it contains nine bit rates of 

23.85, 23.05, 19.85, 18.25, 15.85, 14.25, 12.65, 

8.85 and 6.6 kbps, these ones are presented by 

modes 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 respectively. To 

reduce average bit rate, this codec supports the 

discontinuous transmission (DTX), using Voice 

Activity Detection (VAD) and Comfort Noise 

Generation (CNG) algorithms (ITU-T Standard 

G.722.2, 2003). 

The coder works with a frame size of 20-ms and 

the algorithmic delay for the coder is 25-ms. The 

AMR-WB G722.2 uses six parameters (VAD-flag, 

ISP, pitch delay, LTP-filtering, algebraic code, and 

gain) to represent the speech and these are shown 

in Figure 1 for bit rate 6,60 kbps. 

Headers 

(3bits) 
B1 B2 ........ B132 

Figure 1: The bitstream of the coder parameters 

(coder output / decoder input) for the 20-ms frame 

in mode 0 

where B1, B2, ...., B133 represent the bit 0 (BIT-0: 

FF81) or the bit 1 (BIT-1: 007F) of the coder 

parameters which is codified on 16 bits 

(WORD16). 

3 The proposed technique 

In this study, two techniques are combined 

employing interleaving and encryption processes. 

The encoded bitstream will be reordered using the 

interleaving, then transmitted over lossy IP channel 

after encryption, channel encoding and 

modulation. All these steps will be reversed at 

receiver as depicted in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Proposed scheme of combined speech encryption with error recovery based on interleaving 

 

3.1 Interleaving process 

Interleaving technique is very useful when the 

packets contain multiple frames and the end-to-end 

delay is not important. Before transmission of the 

bitstream, the frames are re-arranged in such a way 

that the initially adjacent ones are separated in the 

transmitted bitstream and then put back in their 

original order at receiver level. As a result, the 

packet erase effects are scattered and produce 

situation of continuous packet loss becoming an 

isolated packet loss situation (Okamoto, et al., 

2014). 

3.2 Encryption process 

Some important properties of chaos, such as the 

ergodicity, high sensitivity to the changes of control 

parameters, initial conditions and unpredictable 

behavior can be used in the generation of random 

numbers. So we use Lorenz model, the first well 

known dynamical system, governed by the 

differential equations (Lorenz, 1963): 

{

�̇� =  𝑎(𝑦 − 𝑥)                    (𝑎)       
�̇� = 𝑐𝑥 − 𝑦 − 𝑥𝑧               (𝑏)         

�̇�  = 𝑥𝑦 − 𝑏𝑧                       (𝑐)            
                        

      (1) 

where 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 are state variables and 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 are real 

constant parameters of the system. With 𝑎 = 10,

𝑏 =
8

3
, 𝑐 = 28, Lorenz system generates a chaotic 

behavior and its attractor is depicted in Figure 3: 

  
phase portraits: x−y plane Attractors in (x, y, z) 

Figure 3: Phase portraits and chaotic attractors of 

Lorenz model 

The speech encryption algorithm is done in two 

stages: confusion and diffusion. 

Step1: In the confusion stage, the parameters of 

the frame are permuted by using the keys 𝑥𝑛 of 

Lorenz formula (1-a). So, the values are sorted in 

decreasing order while safeguarding the position or 

the index of each key values. then, the position of 

data speech is changed according to indexes' keys.  

Step2: In the diffusion stage, the permuted 

parameters of frames are substituted formula (1-b) 

of Lorenz equation. The obtained keys are 

calculated as follows:  

key(i) = [y(i) −  floor(y(i))] ∗ 32767 

So, the diffusion is performed using 𝑋𝑂𝑅 

operation between data and the key. 

4 Simulation and discussion 

In this section, we study the performance in terms 

of security and recovery quality of lost packets. 

Several experiments are carried out to test the 

interleaving and encryption efficiency of the 

presented wideband speech cryptosystem. The 

quality of the encrypted interleaved speech and the 

reconstructed signals is assessed for the standard 

AMR-WB G.722.2. Thus, the speech file was 
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encoded using AMR-WB G.722.2 CS-ACELP. 

The resulting bit streams were rearranged 

employing interleaving technique and encrypted 

using Lorenz model. In the experiments, signal 

assessment in both the time and frequency domains 

is done to evaluate the distortion degree between 

the original and reconstructed speech. Therefore, 

the speech signal is displayed in two 

representations: waveform and spectrogram. 

The evaluation of speech quality includes two 

measures: objective and subjective, Enhanced 

Modified Bark Spectral Distortion (EMBSD) 

(Yang, 1999) and Mean Opinion Score (MOS) 

(ITU-T, 2006) respectively. Note: for the MOS 

assessment, scores on the scale range from 1 to 5 

(1: Unsatisfactory, 2: Poor, 3: Fair, 4: Good 5: 

Excellent). To demonstrate the efficiency of our 

proposed VoIP scheme combining G.722.2 frames 

with interleaving and chaos encryption, we have 

performed individually simulations for AMR-

WBG, followed by the interleaving technique, 

then,the chaos encryption and finally, we combine 

them. 

4.1 Performance of AMR-WB 

In our test, a speech file with 198 frames is used 

which is represented in Figure 4. Recall that 

encryption uses 9 modes, of which we opt, in our 

experiments, for mode 0 (6.6 kbps) and mode 7 

(23.05 kbps).  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4: (a) Original speech, (b) its spectrogram 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5: (a)Decoded speech in mode 0 (b) its 

Spectrogram 

Figure 5 shows the speech decoded in mode 0. 

We can see that the original and the decoded 

speech seem identical in waveforms (Figure 4-a 

and Figure 5-a) and spectrograms (Figure 4-b and 

Figure 5-b) representations.  

The EMBSD and MOS assessments of speech 

quality are given in Figure 6. The values given by 

the two metrics show that the speech encoded in 

mode 7 is better than the one encoded in mode 0, 

while noticing that the original speech (no coding) 

is the best. A small difference between the original 

and the encoded speech is because we have a lossy 

codec. But generally, the encoded speech in both 

modes is classified good.  

 
Figure 6: EMBSD and MOS scores 

4.2 Interleaving tests 

The encoded speech data will be scrambled 

using interleaving method. To simulate VoIP 

network losses, we use two-state Gilbert model.  

Rate (%)  P  q  

00  00  00  

5  0,05  0,15  

10 0,09  0,15  

20 0,22  0,20 

30 0,31  0,23  

40 0.39 0.38 

Table 1: shows the loss rates.  

We use interleaving method to recover the lost 

packets during network congestion or 

degradation. Figures 7 and 8 give the obtained 

results from tests with EMBSD and MOS 

objective and subjective measurement tool 

respectively. We can see that the proposed 

method in both modes performs well than the 

original for the two losses rates 5% and 10%, 

contrariwise for the higher i.e more than 10%. 
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Figure 7: EMBSD values for interleaving 

 

Figure 8: MOS scores for interleaving 

we can confirm that by analyzing the 

audiograms speech slices in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Portion of G.722.2 speech in mode 0: (a) 

original speech (b) Original speech with packet 

loss (10%)(c) Using interleaving with packet loss 

(10%) 

4.3 Encryption tests 

The speech file was encoded using AMR-WB 
G.722.2 CS-ACELP. The resulting bitstreams 
were encrypted using chaotic full encryption 

performed by both confusion & diffusion 
processes. Figure 10 depicts the signal inspection  

in both the time and frequency domains. 

We can see from Figures 10-a and 10-b that 
the encrypted speech signals are similar to the 
white noise, which indicates that no residual 
intelligibility can be useful for eavesdroppers at 
the communication channel. However, the 
reconstructed speech signals (Figures 10-c and 
10-d) using the right keys are the same as the 
original. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 10: Full encryption using mode0 of WB-

G722.2: (a) Decoded encrypted speech (b) its 

spectrogram (c) decoded decrypted speech (d) its 

spectrogram 

To evaluate the efficiency of the encryption 

schemes, we have used the EMBSD and MOS 

tools. We can see that the EMBSD (Figure 11) 

values for the original speech coded in the modes 

0 and 7 are near zero which indicates its good 

quality.  

 

Figure 11: EMBSD values for full encryption 
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In return, significantly greater values increase 

for encrypted speech data which indicates its worse 

quality. 

Also, the MOS evaluation in Figure 12 confirms 

and gives scores "Good" for the original speech 

and "unsatisfactory" for the encrypted one. We can 

also notice that the quality of the decrypted speech 

employing the same keys than the encrypted one 

give a signal quality identical to the original 

speech. 

 

Figure 12: MOS scores for full encryption 

4.4 Combined tests 

The speech file will be encoded then 

scrambled using the interleaving process, in order 

to make the continuous multiple-packet loss 

situation to isolated packet loss situation. Next, it 

is encrypted by chaotic Lorenz mode. Figure 13 

shows the combination of interleaving and 

encryption processes. We can see that, for the two 

losses rates, the speech data appears as a white 

noise. 

Note: The EMBSD values and MOS scores for 

the interleaved and encrypted file in mode 0 or 

mode 7 give the same value than the only 

encrypted speech which indicate the efficiency of 

the full encryption. 

  
(a): rate 0% (b): 

 
 

(c): rate 40% d): 

Figure 13: Interleaved & encrypted speech decoded 

in mode 0 

Figure 14 shows the speech audiograms of the 

proposed schema.  

 

Figure 14: Portion of G.722.2 speech in mode 0: 

(a) original speech (b) Using interleaving & 

encryption with packet loss (10%) (c) Using 

interleaving & encryption with packet loss (10%) 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented our proposed 

method which combines chaos encryption using 

the Lorenz system and error recovery based on 

interleaving techniques for the standard ITU-T 

AMR-WB G.722.2 codec. The purpose of 

interleaving is to improve speech quality 

degradation caused by packet losses. In addition, 

the experimental results and analysis show that the 

cryptosystem is efficient in terms of security which 

is suitable for transmission over public 

transmission channels. 
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Abstract

Semantic parsing is the process of translating
natural language utterances into logical forms,
which has many important applications such
as question answering and instruction follow-
ing. Sequence-to-sequence models have been
very successful across many NLP tasks. How-
ever, a lack of task-specific prior knowledge
can be detrimental to the performance of these
models. Prior work has used frameworks for
inducing grammars over the training exam-
ples, which capture conditional independence
properties that the model can leverage. In-
spired by the recent success stories such as
BERT we set out to extend this augmentation
framework into two stages. The first stage is
to pre-train using a corpus of augmented ex-
amples in an unsupervised manner. The sec-
ond stage is to fine-tune to a domain-specific
task. In addition, since the pre-training stage
is separate from the training on the main task
we also expand the universe of possible aug-
mentations without causing catastrophic for-
getting. We also propose a novel data augmen-
tation strategy that interchanges tokens that
co-occur in similar contexts to produce new
training pairs. We demonstrate that the pro-
posed two-stage framework is beneficial for
improving the parsing accuracy in a standard
dataset called GeoQuery for the task of gen-
erating logical forms from a set of questions
about the US geography.

1 Introduction

Semantic parsing is the task of converting natural
language into machine-executable logical forms.
Examples of this parsing include asking ques-
tions that are then converted to queries against a
database, generating code from natural language,
converting natural language instructions to an in-
struction set that can be followed by a system,
and even converting natural language into Python
(Yin and Neubig, 2017). These logical forms can

be captured using notions of formal semantics in
linguistic such as λ-calculus and a more compact
version called lambda dependency-based compo-
sitional semantics or λ-DCS (Liang, 2013).

Traditionally this task has been tackled by a
combination of heuristics and search to build up
parsers from large datasets of question-answer
pairs (Berant et al., 2013) or from text that is
paired with knowledge base information (Berant
and Liang, 2014). However, with the advent of the
sequence-to-sequence (Sutskever et al., 2014) ar-
chitecture, the majority of the research has shifted
towards using this framework.

Many sequence-to-sequence use cases involve
converting a sequence of natural language into
another sequence of natural language. Semantic
parsing is different in that the decoded sequence
need to be constrained by what would constitute
a valid logical form. This additional challenge
adds extra complexity to semantic parsing sys-
tems. Similar to more conventional sequence-to-
sequence tasks semantic parsing also suffers from
the problem that one source sentence can have
multiple valid logical forms which introduce a
wrinkle in evaluation.

2 Related work

The approach used in this work is a continua-
tion of the work by Jia et al. (Jia and Liang,
2016) where the authors proposed a sequence-
to-sequence model with an attention-based copy-
ing mechanism. This supervised approach lever-
ages the flexibility of the encoder-decoder archi-
tecture and the authors demonstrate that the model
can learn very accurate parsers across three stan-
dard semantic parsing datasets. The augmenta-
tion strategy used in this work allows for injecting
prior knowledge which improve the generalization
power of the model.
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One disadvantage of this approach is that the de-
coder outputs are considered unstructured and can
lead to invalid logical forms. Krishnamurthy et al.
propose to overcome this problem by imposing a
grammar on the decoder that only generates well-
typed logical forms (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017).
However, this approach increases the complexity
of the system, which was unwarranted in our ex-
periments and most of the results produced by the
model in our experiments were valid logical forms
(with sufficient training).

Figure 1: Seq-2-seq architecture with an attention-
based copying mechanism

Moreover, building annotated semantic parsing
datasets is highly labor-intensive and parsers built
for one domain do not necessarily transfer across
domains. Fan et al. propose a multi-task setup
and demonstrate that training using this setup can
improve the accuracy in domains with smaller la-
beled datasets (Fan et al., 2017). This approach
is aligned with one of the main contributions in
our research. Our proposed framework allows for
pre-training the model in an unsupervised manner
with data from multiple tasks that enables transfer
learning.

3 Approach

A sequence-to-sequence model with an attention-
based copying mechanism is used to learn logi-
cal forms from natural language utterances. More-
over, a novel data augmentation framework is used
for injecting prior knowledge by inducing a syn-
chronous context-free grammar. This novel frame-
work, first proposed in (Jia and Liang, 2016), is
called data recombination.

As depicted in Figure 1, the encoder takes the
natural language utterances as a sequence of m to-
kens. The first step is to lookup the embedding
vector for the token and then to pass it through a
bidirectional LSTM. The hidden states for the for-
ward and backward RNNs are generated and the

last hidden state is used as the initial hidden state
for the decoder. At train time we run the natural
language utterance through the encoder, initialize
the decoder using the last hidden states, and then
use teacher forcing to produce an output at each
of the n steps of the decoder while using the ac-
tual token for the next step. The objective func-
tion we’re optimizing at each Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) step is the standard negative log-
likelihood computed for the softmax probability of
the true token yt summed over the sequence. The
per example loss is summed over all of the training
examples N to produce the total loss.

Three strategies are used for inducing a gram-
mar over the original examples from the dataset.
The first strategy simply abstracts entities in the
examples with their type. Assuming that each en-
tity has a corresponding type the authors generate
two rules. For instance the example with input
what states border Texas? and output
answer(NV, (state(V0), next_to(V0
, NV), const(V0, stateid(texas))))
results in the following two recombinant rules:

• ROOT −> ( what s t a t e s b o r d e r
S t a t e I d ? , answer (NV, s t a t e
( V0 ) , n e x t t o ( V0 , NV) ,
c o n s t ( V0 , s t a t i d ( S t a t e I d ) )

• StateID -> (texas, texas)

The second strategy abstracts whole phrases
and adds one or two rules to the output gram-
mar. The first of these two rules looks for matches
between input and the output and replaces both
of them with the type of the entity. Afterwards,
if the entire output expression is of a particular
types then a new rule is generated of the form
type -> (input, output). Finally a k-
concatenation strategy is used where k >= 2 is a
parameter and simply creates a new rule that con-
catenates the sequence k times. The authors ar-
gue that the concatenation strategy has the effect
of creating harder examples for the RNN to attend
to, which has been shown to improve generaliza-
tion.

3.1 Co-occurrence augmentation

We propose a novel augmentation strategy to be
used in addition to the aforementioned strategies.
This augmentation relies on the intuition that to-
kens which appear in similar contexts are inter-
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changeable in both the source as well as the tar-
get sequences. For instance consider the following
pair of natural language and logical form:

• What is the capital of Alaska?

• _answer(NV,(_capital(V0)
,_loc(V0,NV),
_const(V0,_stateid(alaska))))

We can replace Alaska with any of the other 49
states in the US and get a valid pair. Our strat-
egy for computing these equivalences is to look at
source sentences with an equal number of tokens
that only differ in a single token. These tokens
are then linked together as we observe a minimum
number of co-occurrences in the corpus. For ex-
ample alaska co-occurs with the following to-
kens: {alabama, arizona, arkansas,
california, ...}, which include over half
of the US states.

This augmentation strategy also cap-
tures semantically similar tokens and allows
for teaching these semantic invariances to
the model. Consider the source sentence
what is the highest point in ohio.
An example of an augmented sem-
tence based on this sentence is
what is the highest elevation in
oklahoma.

It should be noted that the co-occurrence
strategy fails in some cases. For example the
source sentence ”list the states ?”
may produce the augmented sentence
”list the california ?”. As the to-
kens states and california have been
linked together due to co-occurrence in similar
contexts. We have allowed for these cases to
be produced so long as the generated logical
form is valid. Our hypothesis is that the benefit
of having the model generalize better by seeing
correctly augmented examples outweigh the cost
of producing semantically incorrect pairs.

3.2 Pre-train and fine-tune

There’s diminishing returns associated with data
recombination in the original formulation. In par-
ticular, overusing data recombination can come at
the cost of learning the actual task. We hypothe-
size that pre-training using recombinant data and
subsequently fine-tuning the actual task can over-
come this issue.

This framework is inspired by recent success
stories such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018). To
validate this hypothesis we start by simply break-
ing the original paper’s single-stage training ap-
proach to the aforementioned two-stage approach.
However, we only use recombinant examples for
the pre-train stage and use the original, non-
augmented training examples for fine-tuning. This
framework allows for a high level of flexibility
on the data, augmentation strategies, and objective
functions that can be used for each stage as sum-
marized in Table 1. For instance we can leverage
unlabeled data and train the encoder and decoder
as independent Language Models (LMs) as in (Ra-
machandran et al., 2016). In addition, we can use
less precise recombinant strategies such as the co-
occurrence strategy that would’ve been detrimen-
tal in the previous formulation.

Table 1: Data, augmentation, and objective functions
used in the two stages of the proposed framework

Pre-train Fine-tune

Leverage unlabeled data Yes No
Leverage other tasks Yes No
Data recombination used Yes No

The baseline for this work is the parsing and to-
ken accuracy reported for three standard semantic
parsing datasets in (Jia and Liang, 2016). Parsing
accuracy is defined as the proportion of the pre-
dicted logical forms that exactly match the true
logical form (Liang et al., 2013). It is possible
that the same question could be captured by multi-
ple valid logical forms and therefore a strict string
match may be overly strict. Token accuracy is the
proportion of the tokens in the true logical form
that were present in the predicted sequence. We
use parsing accuracy as a secondary metric as the
model can learn to game it by producing more to-
kens. However, token accuracy is a useful metric
for models that results in a similar parsing accu-
racy as well as a proxy for equally valid logical
forms.

The original contribution of this work is the co-
occurrence strategy as well as the proposed frame-
work for pre-training and later fine-tuning without
the recombinant strategies resulting in catastor-
phic interference or forgetting (Goodfellow et al.,
2013). The code for the original paper was written
in Theano (Bergstra et al., 2010) and the code
along with a number of utilities for preparing and
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evaluating the datasets and the experiments are
all available in https://worksheets.
codalab.org/worksheets/
0x50757a37779b485f89012e4ba03b6f4f/.
We have re-implemented the architecture and
the two-stage framework in PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017) and have used these utilities for
preparation and evaluation. We have also used
the OpenNMT library for experimenting with
a variety of architectures such as Transformers
(Klein et al.).

4 Experiments

4.1 Data

We used the GeoQuery dataset which is available
at http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/
ml/geo.html. This dataset consists of a set of
questions about US geography facts and the corre-
sponding Prolog query which represents the logi-
cal form. We use 600 examples for training and
280 examples for testing. The task is to produce
the logical form given the question.

4.2 Evaluation method

Parsing accuracy (described in an earlier section)
is used for evaluation.

4.3 Details

For the first experiment we explored the co-
occurrence augmentation strategy as well as the
two-stage training approach. Experiments are con-
ducted with an encoder-decoder architecture with
a bidirectional LSTM encoder with 256 hidden
units and an LSTM decoder with the same num-
ber of hidden units. We have used a similar at-
tention copy mechanism that was employed in (Jia
and Liang, 2016), a learning rate of 0.001, word
embedding size of 64, and 1,000 epochs of train-
ing. The original implementation in Theano used
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). We are us-
ing an Adam optimizer and using mini-batches
of size 256 for training. Training the model in
mini-batches resulted in significant speedups and
allowed us to conduct many more experiments. Fi-
nally we have appended the training data with an
equal number of augmented examples in the cases
that augmentation was used.

After establishing the best combination of
augmentation strategies we conducted hyper-
parameter search to explore the effects of the em-
bedding size, RNN hidden size, and the learning

rate on the parsing accuracy.
Each experiment took an average of about 30

minutes to run on an AWS EC2 instance with 64
cores and 256GB of memory. We ran up to 32
experiments in parallel.

4.4 Results

Table 2 summarizes the sequence and token ac-
curacy for the explored augmentation and pre-
training strategies.

The results suggest that pre-training can be
marginally beneficial to sequence accuracy. How-
ever, the co-occurrence augmentation is leading
to poorer results for this combination of hyper-
parameters. One possible explanation is that this
lower precision augmentation, by not enforcing
a tight coupling between source and target se-
quences, is leading the model astray by producing
semantically incorrect pairs that draw the wrong
association between incompatible pairs which just
happened to co-occur. We will see examples of
this in the upcoming analysis section.

To gain more insight into the importance of the
hyper-parameters we conducted search over the
learning rate, word embedding size, and RNN hid-
den size. The results are summarized in Table 3.

The hyper-parameter search results suggest that
a larger hidden size for the recurrent units is more
beneficial while increasing the size of the embed-
ding size has diminishing returns. This makes in-
tuitive sense as the vocabulary size for this prob-
lem is very small and increasing the embedding
size too much results in overparameterization.

We briefly experimented with using Transform-
ers (Vaswani et al., 2017) for both the encoder and
the decoder but did not manage to reproduce the
same level of parsing accuracy and abandoned that
line of investigation.

5 Analysis

In this section we analyze the best-performing
model from the previous section. This model
uses pre-training and employs all augmentation
strategies except for co-occurrence. The model is
trained with learning rate of 0.001, word embed-
ding size of 64, and RNN hidden size of 256.

A useful metric for comparing the predicted
and true sequences is the Intersection over Union
(IoU) of the unique tokens in the two sequences:

IoU =
True ∩ Predicted
True ∪ Predicted

(1)
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Table 2: Augmentation and pre-training experiments

Augmentation Pre-train Sequence accuracy Token Accuracy

nesting, entity, concat Yes 74.3 87.8
nesting, entity, concat No 73.6 88.2
nesting, entity, concat, co-occurrence Yes 66.1 87.3
no augmentation Yes 62.1 81.6
no augmentation No 58.6 81.6
nesting, entity, concat, co-occurrence No 56.1 81.7
co-occurrence Yes 55.4 79.8
co-occurrence No 51.7 80.7

Table 3: Hyper-parameter search for best augmentation and pre-train combination

Word embedding size 32 64 128
Learning rate RNN hidden size

0.001 64 0.0 2.1 11.1
128 24.6 32.1 63.2
256 70.4 74.3 71.4

0.010 64 40.7 45.4 36.1
128 68.9 68.2 59.6
256 66.1 55.0 69.6

Figure 2: Distribution of the error attributable to the
predicted tokens

where True is the set of non-punctuation tokens in
the true logical form and Predicted is the same set
in the predicted sequence.

This metric focuses on how well the system is
producing the correct tokens and disregards the or-
der of the produced tokens and the correct nesting.
For a correct parsing we get a value of 1, however
an incorrect parsing can still get an IoU of 1 when
the order or nesting is incorrect. Figure 2 shows
the distribution of this metric for the incorrect re-
sults.

In the vast majority of the cases the model

Figure 3: Effect of the logical form complexity on pars-
ing accuracy

is not even producing the correct tokens. Most
of these are cases where the model is confusing
similar predicates such as cities, states, moun-
tains, or rivers. For example instead of gen-
erating _stateid(utah) the model generates
_cityid(utah). These mistakes results in the
generation of incorrect logical forms.

A smaller proportion of the errors made by the
model can be attributed to the logical form com-
plexity. Figure 3 depicts the parsing accuracy
against the number of open parentheses used in the
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Figure 4: Attention weights for a correctly predicted
example

true logical form as a measure of the logical form
complexity.

Logical forms with a larger number of open-
ing parentheses tend to be more complex and have
deeper nesting which make them harder to predict
correctly. We can see that the model has not been
able to correctly produce a logical form with more
than 10 opening parentheses. To gain more insight
into this process let’s visualize the attention layer
for a correctly predicted example in Figure 4.

We can see that the majority of the attention
tends to be focused on a small subset of tokens
in the source sentence. This lack of alignment
makes it difficult for the model to switch attention
between tokens in deeply nested logical forms as
most of the instances in the training example do
not take that form and look more similar to the ex-
ample in Figure 4.

6 Future work

We showed that the two-stage framework pro-
posed in this work can improve the parsing ac-
curacy for a semantic parsing task. We need to
extend the experiments conducted in this work to
more datasets in order to establish a more defini-
tive answer to whether these gains are persis-
tent and significant beyond the GeoQuery dataset.
We also need to explore other strategies for pre-
training. In this work we used the same objective
function for pre-training and fine-tuning. How-
ever, we will experiment with different strategies
such as pre-training the decoder and encoder sep-
arately as language models. Especially for the
decoder this can have the effect of teaching the
model to produce valid logical forms using a large
corpus.

The co-occurrence strategy proposed in this
work did not prove to be promising in its cur-
rent form. As we hypothesized earlier this may
be due to the fact that co-occurring tokens may be
linked together by appearing in similar contexts.
We strategy to overcome this problem is to restrict
the augmentation to cases that do not affect any
of the predicates in the logical form. This higher
precision strategy may reduce the production of
semantically incorrect natural language utterances
while teaching the model about semantic invari-
ances.
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Abstract

Modern text summarizers are big neural net-
works (recurrent, convolutional, or transform-
ers) trained end-to-end under an encoder-
decoder framework. These networks equipped
with an attention mechanism, that maintains a
memory of their source hidden states, are able
to generalize well to long text sequences. In
this paper, we explore how the different mod-
ules involved in an encoder-decoder structure
affect the produced summary quality as mea-
sured by ROUGE score in the widely used
CNN/Daily Mail and Gigaword summariza-
tion datasets. We find that encoding the posi-
tion of the text tokens before feeding them to a
recurrent text summarizer gives a significant,
in terms of ROUGE, gain to its performance
on the former but not the latter dataset.

1 Introduction

Within NLP a number of tasks involve generating
text conditioned on some input information (ma-
chine translation, image caption generation, head-
line generation, single and multi-document sum-
marization).

To accomplish the task of text summarization,
a system needs the ability to capture the seman-
tic content of the source text and then predict
its grammatical, faithful and coherent summary.
Since the structure of the system summary has to
be closely related to the structure of the input text
a central challenge to this task is the problem of
alignment, i.e. the problem of how to relate sub-
elements of the input to sub-elements of the output
(Cho et al., 2015).

Similar to a human-produced summary that in-
tuitively is as good as the clarity of her thoughts
and goals, a machine-generated summary depends
heavily on the quality of its internal information.
For neural network summarizers that is equivalent
to strong representations of the source document

and of the summary generated so far, both kept as
vectors, respectively, in their encoder and decoder
hidden states.

Deep learning methods, employing end-to-end
trained neural network models, have recently
achieved significant, although not robust, ability
in generating reasonable multi-sentence abstrac-
tive summaries of long news articles. Extend-
ing the sequence-to-sequence framework, already
adapted in other sequence transduction tasks,
these models mostly consist of three cooperat-
ing modules, whose parameters are learned jointly
through gradient descent or reinforcement learn-
ing techniques.

First, an encoder mechanism that produces hid-
den representations of the source document; sec-
ond, an attention network that selects its salient
information; and third, a decoder module that pro-
duces the model summary. This decoder module
is often an autoregressive1 network that splits high
dimensional data into a sequence of small pieces
and then predicts each piece from those before.

For most languages, these neural models per-
form summarization in a left to right manner, one
word at a time, until a special stop token is gener-
ated, which ends the summary. This information
processing pipeline can be seen as a four step pro-
cess “embed – encode – attend – predict”. In the
“embed” step lexical tokens are converted from in-
dices in a vocabulary to dense vectors, encoding
distributional semantics. Then, in the “encode”
step information is passed through hidden neu-
ral connections (either recurrent, convolutional or
feed-forward cells) building the source document
matrix representation. Each row of this matrix en-
codes the “meaning” of each token in the context
of its surrounding tokens. Next, in the “attend”
step the previous matrix is reduced to a vector

1Autoregressive model is one in which the prediction for
every one sample is influenced by all previous ones.
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while ensuring this reduction comes with minimal
information loss, reflecting the goal of the atten-
tion mechanism to select the most important ele-
ment from each time step. The final “predict” step
reduces this vector to a prediction of the next token
in the summary.

Recently, convolutional (Gehring et al., 2017)
and self-attentive purely feed-forward (Vaswani
et al., 2017) networks have proven able to match
the performance of recurrent neural networks
(Chopra et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2017) in the role
of encoder and decoder modules, replacing them
on several sequence generation tasks (Xie, 2017).
Used as summarizers, these models can produce
not only general but also topic-aware (Wang et al.,
2018), query-based (Hasselqvist et al., 2017), or
user-controllable (Fan et al., 2018) summaries.
However, in this work we choose to only focus on
general summaries.

Creating summaries from documents, seen as
a sequential decision making problem for the
decoder-agent, is also amenable to reinforcement
learning techniques. In this setting, the model at
each step learns to make a decision of the next to-
ken to generate while optimizing a sequence–level
objective, the full sequence ROUGE score (Lin,
2004). Here, arises the issue of the exploration-
exploitation tradeoff, a problem but also an op-
portunity for the agent to generate a more di-
verse, hence more abstract and human-like sum-
mary (Chen and Bansal, 2018).

In the standard supervised setting, the model
needs labeled summaries in the training phase to
provide the appropriate learning signal. In an un-
supervised setting, a model could potentially learn
to summarize documents without having access
to ground-truth summaries in the learning phase
(Chu and Liu, 2019).

The quality of the produced system summaries
can be rated both by automatic metrics (ROUGE,
Meteor) and by human raters. Intuitively, a high
quality summary should be a concise text that cap-
tures the salient and rejects the secondary informa-
tion of the source document. It would use gram-
matical language structures and include a signifi-
cant amount of novel words and phrases not found
in the source text.

The key contribution of this work is the novel
use of the token-position information in a recur-
rent neural text summarizer. We show that our
neural network approach, while requiring fewer

Figure 1: Example of different model generated two-
sentence summaries of the same input text (source doc-
ument). Reference denotes the ground-truth summary.
With position encoding (our model) we see more ab-
stractive ability, while without position encoding (base-
line model) we see less paraphrasing and more copying
from input text.

learnable parameters than a transformer model,
outperforms it on the CNN/Daily Mail dataset
(Hermann et al., 2015) and performs on par with it
on the Gigaword corpus (Rush et al., 2017). These
results suggest we do not need the computation-
heavy self-attention processing of the transformer
architecture in neural text summarizers.

2 Background

We describe the standard approach for supervised
abstractive summarization learning based on the
attentive sequence-to-sequence framework, and
the challenges it faces in text representation and
generation. The goal of a model under this frame-
work is to maximize the probability of generating
correct target sequences.

2.1 Sequence-to-Sequence Framework

The sequence-to-sequence framework consists of
two parts: a neural network for the encoder and
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another network for the decoder. The source text,
reference summary data is tokenized and fed to the
encoder and decoder networks respectively during
training. The encoder network reads the source
text and transforms it into a potentially useful vec-
tor representation which then passes to the decoder
network to help in the prediction of the summary
sequence on a token per token basis.

Encoder Mechanism: The encoder mecha-
nism uses a deep neural network to convert a se-
quence of source words into a sequence of vec-
tors representing its contextual meaning. This en-
coding is done using recurrent, convolutional or
transformer neural networks. Word and positional
embeddings can be used before feeding the source
sequence to the deep neural encoder network.

Decoder Mechanism: The decoder network
uses the vector representation coming out of the
encoder network and its own internal state infor-
mation to represent the state of the sequence gen-
erated so far. Essentially, the decoder mecha-
nism combines specific vectorial knowledge about
the relevant context with general knowledge about
language generation in order to produce the output
sequence. Analogous to the encoder, it can also
use word and positional embeddings to the tokens
it already generated, before feeding each new to-
ken to the deep neural decoder network.

2.2 Attention Mechanism

A mapping of the decoder state at each time step
with all the encoder states into an attention vector,
helps produce a context vector which is a weighted
sum of the encoder states. Incorporating this con-
text vector at each decoding time step helps im-
prove text generation (Bahdanau et al., 2014).

Necessity for Attention: From a cognitive sci-
ence perspective, attention, defined as the ability
to focus on one thing and ignore others, allows
for picking out salient information from noisy data
and to remember one event rather than all events.
Thus, attention is selective and appears to be as
useful for deep learning as it is for people. From a
sequence-to-sequence standpoint, attention is the
action of focusing on specific parts of the input
sequence. It can be stochastic and trained with re-
inforcement learning (hard attention) or differen-
tiable and trained with back-propagation (soft at-
tention). We note that attention changes over time.
As the model generates each word, its attention
changes to reflect the relevant parts of the input.

Self-Attention: When a sequence-to-sequence
model is trying to generate the next word in the
summary, this word is usually describing only a
part of the input text. Using the whole represen-
tation of the input text (h) to condition the gener-
ation of each word cannot efficiently produce dif-
ferent words for different parts of the input. But,
if we first divide the input into n parts, we can
compute representations of each part (h1, ..., hn).
Then, when the model is generating a new word,
its attention mechanism can focus on the relevant
part of the input sequence, so that the model can
only use specific parts of the input. This is the idea
of self-attention.

2.3 Text generation

Greedy decoding: When using greedy decoding,
the model at any time step has only one single hy-
pothesis. Since a text sequence can be the most
probable despite including tokens that are not the
most probable at each time step, greedy decoding
is seldom used in practice.

Beam decoding: When using beam search de-
coding the model iteratively expands each hypoth-
esis one token at a time and in the end of each iter-
ation it only keeps the beam-size best ones. Small
beam sizes are able to yield good results in terms
of ROUGE score while larger beam sizes can yield
worse results. To make decoding efficient the de-
coder expands only hypotheses that look promis-
ing. Bad hypotheses should be pruned early to
avoid wasting time on them, but pruning compro-
mises optimality.

Challenges in text generation: In neural sum-
mary generation, a model error occurs when the
summary with the highest score under the model is
not a good summary, while a search error occurs
when the decoder network cannot find the sum-
mary with the highest score under the model.

Other challenges include the generation of trun-
cated or repetitive outputs, the production of blank
or generic text, or ungrammatical gibberish. Rare
or out of vocabulary (OOV) word generation, that
naturally arises for languages with very large vo-
cabularies can be mitigated in practice by the use
of the copy mechanism, introduced later.

Another issue is the early summary termination.
During the beam search procedure, hypotheses ter-
minate with the “eos” token. The decoder should
learn to place very low probability to this token
until the summary is fully generated. However,
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Figure 2: Model architecture. Encoder is a bi-
directional 4-layer LSTM and the decoder is a uni-
directional 4-layer LSTM. The vector containing en-
coder context and decoder state is used to compute the
distribution over the output vocabulary.

sometimes “eos” does not have sufficiently low
probability resulting in production of short or trun-
cated system summaries. Length normalization, or
the coverage penalty (Koehn and Knowles, 2017)
technique that re-ranks these early terminating hy-
potheses can successfully address this issue.

Other problems for existing sequence-to-
sequence neural summarizers include generation
of factually incorrect summaries, and, importantly,
vulnerability to adversarial information suggest-
ing a crucial lack of semantic understanding. Fi-
nally, abstractive summaries can still be largely
extractive or contain redundant information ((See
et al., 2017)).

3 Model

Our model learns to generate an abstractive sum-
mary from a given source document. Based on
and extending the sequence-to-sequence frame-
work, we compute copy and coverage vectors to
address redundant and repetitive generation, and
positional encodings to achieve good source text
representation. Figure 1 shows an example of our
model generated two-sentence summary of a news
article. The overall structure of our model is illus-
trated in Figure 2.

3.1 Copy Mechanism

As some tokens that occur in the source docu-
ment are out-of-vocabulary words, a mechanism
is needed to enable their generation. We use the
copy mechanism, initially introduced in (Gu et al.,
2016), to allow copying words from the source text
thus enabling our model to produce OOV words

and not be restricted to a pre-set fixed vocabulary.
The final probability distribution from which

the model makes predictions is a weighted sum
of the probability of generating words from the
pre-set vocabulary and the probability of copying
words from the source text using the attention dis-
tribution.

To calculate the attention distribution a over the
source text at decoder time step t we use the bilin-
ear dot product of the last layer decoder output st
and encoder output hj as follows:

ut = stWchj

ajt = expujt/
∑

k

expukt

Then we calculate the copy probability gt ∈
[0, 1] which we use to adjust the model selection
between copying from the source and generating
from the vocabulary.

gt = sigmoid(Wg[st, hj ] + bg)

where Wc, Wg, bg are learnable parameters.
So, the final probability distribution P from which
the model predicts the summary token w to gen-
erate or copy at each time step t is calculated as
follows:

pt(w) = (1− gt)P vocabt (w) + gt

wi=w∑

i

ait

3.2 Coverage Mechanism
We compute a vector to discourage repetition in
our model-generated summaries. We follow ((See
et al., 2017)) and maintain a coverage vector ct as
the sum of attention distributions over all previous
decoder time steps:

ct =
t′=t−1∑

t′=0

at
′

Then, we use the coverage vector ct as an ex-
tra input to the attention mechanism to help it re-
member its previous decisions and avoid repeated
attention to the same locations in the source text.

3.3 Positional Encodings
Sinusoidal positional encodings were developed
for non-recurrent neural networks, initially for
the transformer model for machine translation
(Vaswani et al., 2017). We are the first to make
use of this feature in a recurrent neural model.
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We compute positional encodings and add them to
the initial word representations as seen in Figure
2. The position computation of embedding size
512 uses sine and cosine functions of different fre-
quencies as follows:

PosEnc(pos,2i) = sin(pos/100002i/512)

PosEnc(pos,2i+1) = cos(pos/100002i//512)

with each dimension i of the encoding correspond-
ing to a sinusoid.

3.4 Learning Objective

We use a token level learning objective. During
model training, the decoder is fed the ground-truth
summary and the model parameters θ are opti-
mized maximizing the likelihood of the training
data, which is achieved by minimizing the cross
entropy loss L:

L(θ) = −
T∑

τ=1

logp(yt|X, y < t; θ)

In this method, also known as teacher forcing,
ground truth tokens are shown to the model just
before the decoder makes its next step prediction.
A more time consuming approach would be to use
a sequence level objective which incorporates pol-
icy gradient learning or a minimum risk training
strategy to maximize the ROUGE score of gen-
erated summaries as in (Carbonell and Goldstein,
1998). A mixed objective that combines word
and sequence level objectives with a fixed hyper-
parameter value was used in ((Paulus et al., 2017)).

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We perform experiments on the CNN/Daily-Mail
news articles summarization dataset ((Hermann
et al., 2015)) and the Gigaword sentence summa-
rization/headline generation corpus (Rush et al.,
2017), which are both standard corpora for long
and short document summarization. For the
CNN/Daily-Mail train and validation splits, we
truncate source text to 400 tokens and target sum-
maries to 100 tokens, following standard prac-
tice. We limit both input and output vocabulary
to the 50000 most frequent words, and replace the
rest with UNK tokens. For training on the Giga-
word dataset we follow the pre-processing steps of
(Rush et al., 2017), replacing all digit characters

Dataset Train Valid Test DL SL
CNN/DM 287226 13368 11490 781 56
Gigaword 3803957 189651 1951 31.4 8.3

Table 1: Dataset statistics. DL and SL denote average
number of tokens in source document and summary,
respectively.

with # and tokens seen less than five times with
UNK. Table 1 shows the main statistics for both
corpora.

4.2 Training details

We train our models with the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) with β1 = 0.9 and β2 =
0.998. We increase (warm up) the learning rate
linearly for the first 8000 steps and then decrease it
exponentially, following the noam decay scheme.
We randomly initialize and learn during training
word embeddings of size 512, and apply posi-
tional encoding before feeding them to a four layer
LSTM stack with 512 hidden units per layer. To
regularize, we use dropout (with probability 0.2)
between the stacked LSTM hidden states. At test
time, we use a beam size of 3 and, for CNN/Daily
Mail, set the minimum length of the generated
summary to 35. We do not use the trigram repeti-
tion avoidance heuristic defined in ((Paulus et al.,
2017)), because we find it results in decreased per-
formance on both datasets. We implemented our
models using PyTorch on the OpenNMT system
(Klein et al., 2017). We ran the experiments on a
12GB Titan Xp GPU.

4.3 Models

Baselines: We consider two strong baseline mod-
els that do not use positional encodings, (1) a
four-layer transformer model with 80,68 million
parameters and (2) a four-layer recurrent model
with 67,80 million parameters, with a bidirectional
LSTM encoder and unidirectional LSTM decoder.

Our model: We form our model by simply in-
cluding fixed, sinusoidal positional encodings to
our recurrent baseline, thus keeping the same ar-
chitecture settings and parameters.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

For both CNN/DM and Gigaword datasets, we re-
port the full length F-1 scores of the ROUGE-1,
ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L metrics and their aver-
age (R-AVG).
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Model R-1 R-2 R-L R-AVG
LSTM 4l 37.99 16.73 35.04 29.92
Transformer 37.88 16.48 34.94 29.77
Our method 38.60 17.50 35.81 30.64
Celikyilmaz
et al., (2018)

41.69 19.47 37.92 33.02

Table 2: Rouge scores on the CNN/DM test set.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L R-AVG
LSTM 4l 33 16.31 31.11 26.80
Transformer 33.49 16.85 31.67 27.47
Our method 33.09 16.36 31.24 26.90
Cao et al.,
(2018a)

37.04 19.03 34.46 30.17

Table 3: Rouge scores on the Gigaword test set.

5 Results

The main results of our neural text summarizers
for the CNN/DM corpus are listed in Table 2. The
two baseline models are shown in the top two lines
followed by our proposed model. We observe that
our position aware LSTM summarizer scores bet-
ter than our two baselines, without requiring any
additional model parameters or fine-tuning.

On the other hand, our small, cross-entropy
trained recurrent model did not match the perfor-
mance of the large recurrent model of (Celikyil-
maz et al., 2018) which uses multiple communi-
cating encoders connected to a single decoder, is
trained using reinforcement learning and sets the
state-of-the art performance in this dataset.

Table 3 shows experiments with the same three
models trained and evaluated on the Gigaword
corpus and Figure 4 shows the corresponding
model summaries. We can see that the positional-
encoding improvement compared to the baselines
did not carry over to this dataset. Here, our pro-
posed recurrent model, although marginally better
than the recurrent baseline, does not outperform
the transformer summarizer. We hypothesize this
result could be due to the better language model-
ing ability of the transformer model compared to
the LSTM models in this dataset, as shown in Fig-
ure 3 from their corresponding perplexity values.

We note that the state-of-the-art neural model
(Cao et al., 2018a) in this dataset, is significantly
more complex and memory demanding than our
model. When generating its summaries it utilizes
an information-retrieval platform to implement a

Figure 3: Perplexity scores (lower is better) of different
models trained on Gigaword. Transformer scores better
than both lstm and posenc (best seen in color).

template-based summarization approach and does
not simply depend on the source text.

6 Related work

Early approaches to text summarization were
based in first finding and then reordering (re-
ranking) the most important sentences in a doc-
ument based on their word frequency or some
sentence-similarity metric. Then, a simple extrac-
tion of the top k highest scoring sentences from
the source document could produce a grammatical
correct, albeit incoherent, summary.

The need for more human-like, abstractive sum-
mary creation led to the modern sequence-to-
sequence models with attention. These neural net-
works are able to generate any word from their
vocabulary, even novel words and phrases unseen
in the source document, but can also copy from
it when generating an out of vocabulary word is
called for.

However, problems like repetitive, generic, or
ungrammatical summary generation, with limited
abstraction and easily fooled by irrelevant infor-
mation remained intact for the standard neural net-
work summarizers. Several extensions to their ba-
sic encoder-decoder architecture or their end-to-
end learning strategy developed accordingly.

In (Lin et al., 2018) the authors use a convo-
lutional gated unit to help control the information
flow between the encoder and decoder networks
aiming to filter the secondary and preserve only
the core information, while Zhou et al. (2017) de-
sign a selective gate network with the same goal.
In order to avoid generating fake facts in a sum-
mary, Cao et al. (2018b) extract actual factual de-
scriptions from the source text leveraging informa-
tion retrieval techniques. A task-agnostic diverse
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Figure 4: Source article, reference and model generated
summaries from the Gigaword test set.

beam search procedure is proposed in (Vijayaku-
mar et al., 2018) that modifies the standard beam
search algorithm in the direction of more diverse
text generation.

Other works explore abstractive sentence com-
pression with paraphrasing (Nayeem et al., 2019),
different network training regimes (Ayana et al.,
2016) or architectures that jointly learn summa-
rization and semantic parsing (Fan et al., 2018).
The authors in (Guo et al., 2018) propose a multi-
task model with parallel training of three tasks:
summary generation, question generation, and en-
tailment generation and find it provides useful
guidance for summarization. While we share their
motivation to make the model input richer, our
work presents a much simpler approach. Another
recent attempt to produce rich pre-trained encoder
representations for many downstream tasks, in-
cluding summarization, is BERT (Dev(Lin et al.,
2018)).

7 Conclusion

The application of encoder-decoder structures has
attracted growing attention in the area of longer
text summarization research. Neural networks
with recurrences, convolutions and transformers
were developed for the task of single-document
summarization. We began this work aiming to ex-

plore the causal factors with the greatest impact in
final model output. In the process, we found that
position aware recurrent networks can be a sim-
pler, better performing approach than transformers
in abstractive single document summarization.

Recent advances in word contextual representa-
tions hold the promise of richer, more abstractive
summary generation. In this paper, we show that
explicitly representing and using the positional in-
formation of source text tokens in a recurrent se-
quence to sequence summarizer helps improve its
performance.

Relative position representations, which encode
the distance between sequence elements rather
than their absolute position, could also help fur-
ther improve performance. This effect could take
place through enabling better optimization of the
information selection process in later processing
steps, an hypothesis we aim to explore in future
work.
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